ATTACHMENT B
LU 18-0034

TO:

Kent Studebaker, Mayor
Members of the City Council

FROM:

Scot Siegel, Planning and Building Services Director
Bill Youngblood, Code Enforcement Specialist

SUBJECT:

SHORT-TERM RENTALS

DATE:

April 6, 2018

MEETING DATE:

April 17, 2018

ACTION
Provide direction to staff regarding options, if any, for allowing certain types of Short-Term
Rentals in residential zones and establishing business license requirements for the same.
BACKGROUND
The City Council previously considered whether to amend city code to allow Short-Term Rentals
(STRs) when it met on June 20, 2017, but decided to maintain the present prohibition citing
concerns about neighborhood livability (security, parking, parties, property upkeep, host
communication with neighbors, etc.), building safety, property values, and parity with other
types of lodging. 1 Some councilmembers acknowledged that these concerns were not uniform
across all types of STRs, and where an owner or host lives on the premises the use may have
less impact than if the owner lives elsewhere. However, the consensus was to maintain the
prohibition, and on July 18, 2017 Council directed staff to proactively enforce the code. 2
“Short-Term Rental” (“STR”) for purposes of discussion is a dwelling or portion thereof that is
rented for a period of less than 30 days; see also, LOC 24.02.010 Transient Lodging Tax. These
uses are prohibited in residential zones. The development code [LOC 50.03.002 Use Table] does
not contain a use classification for short-term rentals or bed and breakfast inns; the code
classifies all types of transient lodging as Hotels, which are allowed only in commercial zones.
For more detail, refer to the June 20, 2017 and July 18, 2017 Council Study Session on STRs.

1
2

See the City Council Report from the June 20, 2017 Study Session.
See City Council Report from the July 18, 2017 Study Session.
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DISCUSSION
During Council goalsetting this year, the Council directed staff to conduct further research on
STRs as it may reconsider whether some types of STRs should be allowed. Staff has researched
the makeup of illegal STRs known to exist in Lake Oswego and compiled the attached articles
and data.
In summary, short-term rentals range from the rental of a single bedroom, to several
bedrooms, to an entire apartment or house. A rental unit may be internal to the primary
dwelling or in a separate structure. Where houses or accessory structures have been converted
to accommodate an illegal rental, the remodel or conversion itself may be in violation of
building codes. Additionally, if an STR has its own kitchen and bathroom it may constitute a
secondary dwelling unit. The level of on-site management and supervision of these properties
also varies. For example, where the owner/host is not onsite during the rental, and the
property is not the owner’s primary residence, there may be greater potential for problems
relating to security, parking, and property upkeep, among other concerns.
In January staff interviewed councilmembers to ascertain key issues, options, and data needs
for a study session on STRs. Staff also began gathering more detailed data on STRs operating
illegally in Lake Oswego to assist with enforcement and to support the policy discussion. Over
the past month, staff has collected data on STRs in Lake Oswego using the services of a
software firm that tracks online rental listings. Although it is too early to derive any trends from
the data, the service has proven helpful in identifying the locations and various attributes of
STRs operating illegally in Lake Oswego.
Summary of Research on Existing STRs in Lake Oswego
At the time of publication of this report, there were 32 confirmed STR listings within the City
limits, and another 24 listings requiring verification. (See Attachments 1 and 2.) This is less than
originally observed because some of the original listings were duplicates (listing appeared on
more than one platform), some listings have been removed, and others have shifted to longterm (30-day) rentals. Verification of some listings is still needed to determine if they are inside
the city limits and whether they are duplicate listings.
The software has allowed for a finer-grained look at the listings, including physical location,
type of listing (whole or partial house, or secondary dwelling unit), minimum stay, maximum
number of occupants, rental rate, owner address (inside/outside City) and other attributes,
which will be shared on April 17.
Staff has also gathered articles on various aspects of STRs. These articles are contained in
Attachment 3.
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Some initial observations from the research follow. A data summary table and map are
attached:
1. 32 confirmed listings within the city limits, as of March 28, 2018. If the City legalizes
STRs, the number would likely increase, particularly during the spring and summer.
2. 22 listings are whole-house and 10 were partial house rentals.
Staff is still discerning the number of STRs that are in secondary dwelling units (a subset
of “partial house”).
3. 11 (34%) of the “hosts” were not the property owner.
4. 5 (15%) of the property owners lived outside of the City limits, with 3 (9%) living outside
of Oregon.
5. Listings are distributed throughout the city though concentrated in First Addition-Forest
Hills. See attached map.
6. The minimum stay per visit ranged from 1 to 29 nights, with a median minimum stay of
5 nights.
7. The maximum number of guests ranged from 1 to 10 guests, with a median of 5 guests.
8. The rent per night ranged from $29 to $999, with a median rent of $132.
9. The City transient lodging tax foregone from a median stay in March 2018, based on the
median rent, is estimated at $39 (5 night median stay x $132 median rent x 6% tax).
If extrapolated over 32 rental properties, for one year, assuming the median rent and
20% occupancy (73 nights annually), tax revenue foregone is estimated at $18,500 (73
nights x 32 units x $132 median rent x 6% tax). Again, this may be a conservative
estimate because if STRs were legalized the number would likely increase. 3
Summary National Trends
Short-term rentals are addressed in a variety of ways across the United States, and the industry
is changing rapidly, so there is no model ordinance for regulating STRs. It is also difficult to
identify communities similar to Lake Oswego for benchmarking purposes. Approaches to

3

The City of Lake Oswego collects a 6% Transient Lodging Tax - of which 1.4% goes directly into the Tourism Fund
revenue. The tax is charged on overnight stays in the City. Lodging providers are responsible for collecting the tax,
and may keep 5 percent of the collections to cover their costs of administration.
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regulation vary based on a community’s location, economic base (e.g., reliance on tourism), and
social and economic concerns.
Some cities have maintained an outright ban on STRs (Carmel, CA), or only allow “homesharing” where at least one primary resident is onsite during the rental (Santa Monica, CA).
Others allow STRs more broadly (Cannon Beach, Lincoln City, Bend, Portland) subject to limits
on the location or total number of rentals, which are unique to each community. In general, we
have observed the following patterns:
Cities generally define “short-term rental” or transient lodging as accommodations for 30
days or less, or less than 30 days. Some cities also regulate the total number of days per year a
property may be rented.
The level of rental property supervision varies. Many cities do not specify that the owner be
onsite during the short-term rental. Others require the host to be present during the time of
the rental, and some cities specifically require a primary resident or owner to be present, as in a
“home-sharing” situation.
Jurisdictions vary in how much of a house may be rented short-term and considered an
“accessory use.” For example, the City of Portland permits Type A Accessory ShortTerm Rentals, where the resident lives on the premises and rents no more than 2 bedrooms to
overnight guests. Neighborhood notice and a safety inspection are required for a permit. A
conditional use permit is required if the resident rents between 3 and 5 bedrooms to overnight
guests, along with the same site inspection or self-certification of safety features. Anything
larger is regulated as a commercial use.
Most cities employ complaint-based enforcement. Generally, few cities have instituted
proactive enforcement. These cities typically do not allow STRs and have a problem with illegal
conversions, which may pose safety concerns. We have also heard anecdotally that cities do not
have enough staff and/or are not charging enough for permits to cover staff labor for routine
inspections or proactive enforcement. Some communities that prohibit STRs yet have an
ongoing problem with violations contract out enforcement services (Carmel, CA).
Permits or business licenses are typically required to facilitate enforcement, perform health
and life safety inspections, and allow for the collection of transient lodging taxes. Inspections
may be limited to the initial permit or license establishing the use, or may be required annually
as licenses are renewed.
There is no consistent practice in requiring inspections. For one- and two-family dwellings
cities typically do not perform routine inspections; for example when a property is sold or longterm tenants change, there is no safety inspection of houses. The City of Portland was requiring
city-inspection of STRs for fire and life-safety requirements (egress, fire/smoke/carbon
monoxide detectors, etc.), but recently agreed in a legal settlement with Airbnb that it would
shift to a process of self-certification by owners/hosts that code requirements are met.
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Policy issues for Council consideration include:
1. Administration and Enforcement
If the code is amended to allow STRs, the City will still have to enforce the code where
rentals are operating illegally. It will also need to collect transient lodging taxes. Other
jurisdictions have found that compared to traditional hotels, code enforcement and tax
collection can be difficult with STRs. How will the City communicate the new regulations?
How will a new program be staffed?
The Oregon House approved HB 4120 in February. The bill requires that all intermediary
websites are responsible for collecting state and local hotel taxes on overnight room
rentals, if they collect rent on behalf of the owner or receive any fee or commission for the
rental. The bill also requires that the full room price, not the price after subtracting service
and cleaning fees, be the basis for hotel taxes. Many questions remain regarding
administration and enforcement of this law if approved by the Senate.
2. Housing
Allowing whole-house STRs may impact the supply of economical housing, such as small
houses and secondary dwelling units that could otherwise provide rental housing, if these
units remain on the STR market for an extended timeframe. Staff has found that most of the
STR listings are in older houses, though some are in recently constructed houses that would
not be affordable to households earning at or below the area’s median income. However,
some STRs are in “apartments”, which may be a living space within a house or an illegal
secondary dwelling unit that if legalized could provide an economical, long-term rental. See
Attachment 2.
3. Neighborhood Character
Of the few complaints the City receives about STRs, most are concerned with security and
residents not knowing who is coming and going in the neighborhood. 4 Parking, pets and
noise are also mentioned as concerns. Legalizing STRs, even with appropriate controls in
place, could lead to more complaints, some of which are concrete and can be regulated
(parking, number of guests, etc.), while others are more ambiguous and may not be unique
to STRs (“I don’t know my neighbors. They arrive and depart at all hours.”)
A question for Council is which impacts are we most concerned about, and can the City
establish reasonable regulations? For example, security, property upkeep, and parties, etc.,
may be a more significant concern where the owner/host does not live on the premises and
there is no clear line of communication between host and neighbors, or host and city. On
the other hand, concerns about inadequate parking can be addressed by requiring a
4

During the past twelve months, the City has received 7 complaints about STRs resulting in code enforcement and
prosecuted one violation in municipal court.
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minimum number of off-street parking spaces per bedroom (relatively easy to enforce)
and/or limiting the number of guests per STR (more difficult to enforce). 5 The scope of
these and other neighborhood concerns would become clearer as the City conducts public
outreach prior to drafting any code amendments.
4. Building Safety
Anecdotally we have heard horror stories about illegal remodels, mostly in tourism-based
communities, where garages, basements, lofts, and even yurts and tree houses are
converted to STRs. This is a concern from a fire and life safety standpoint, as well as for
neighborhood livability, because these rentals often do not meet basic building code
requirements and can create aesthetic/neighborhood compatibility concerns.
Currently, the City does not have a rental housing inspection program beyond routine
inspections for fire code compliance in multifamily buildings. Where STRs are concerned,
the opportunity to inspect these units may be limited depending on available staff
resources and the permitting and business licensing requirements that are put in place.
ALTERNATIVES
Staff requests Council direction on whether to initiate a public process for amending the code
to allow STRs. Any amendment to the development code would go to the Planning Commission
for a recommendation to Council. Alternatives include:
1. Do nothing/continue proactive enforcement of STRs. This requires continued
investment of staff time, and resources for technical (software) support to review and
verify online listings, and enforce the code 6; OR
2. Amend the code to allow STRs:
a. Allow partial house rentals where a primary resident is onsite during the rental
(“home sharing”). Home sharing could be permitted by right where it is not more
impactful than a Home Occupation 7. Alternatively, development review (Minor
5

The Community Development Code defines “family” as “An individual or two or more persons related by blood,
marriage, legal adoption, or associated by guardianship, conservatorship or a foster care relationship, or a group of
not more than five persons not so related or associated living together in a dwelling unit as a single housekeeping
unit.”
6
The Planning Department proposed budget for 2018-19 makes the temporary code enforcement assistant
permanent, increasing capacity for planning inspections and enforcement of various codes, including STRs.
7 “A home occupation may be conducted where allowed by other provisions of this Code if the following
conditions are continuously complied with: (1) The use does not alter the residential character of the
neighborhood nor infringe upon the right of residents in the vicinity to the peaceful enjoyment of the
neighborhood. (2) A current and valid business license is maintained. (3) No employees other than family members
who reside at the dwelling. (4) No outside storage of goods or materials other than vegetation. (5) No more than
25% of the aggregate floor area on the lot is devoted to nonresidential use; an accessory structure may be used
provided the provisions of this subsection are met. (6) Marijuana facilities are prohibited.” [LOC 50.03.004.b.ii]
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Development) approval could be required prior to issuance of a business license.
This would allow the City to impose conditions of approval to alleviate
neighborhood impacts not otherwise addressed by use-specific standards.
OR
b. Allow home-sharing and STRs without an owner/host on-site. STRs would be
subject to use-specific standards, with the same permitting options as in ‘a’.
Under either scenario, 2.a or 2.b, the scope may include but would not be limited to addressing
parking, security and safety, property maintenance, communication with neighbors, and other
land use concerns identified previously by the Planning Commission and Council. 8 Staff would
work with the Planning Commission to draft code and solicit public input. The City Council
would directly address any requirements that fall outside the Commission’s purview, such as
licensing, fees, and budgetary requirements. If the Council chooses scenario 2.a or 2.b, it should
also provide direction on the type of inspections, if any, that it desires.
Options include requiring inspections:
•

Only for remodels and other construction where a building permit is required (current
code), with no other certification or inspections required.

•

Once prior to receiving business license; and, at the time of annual business license
renewal, owner certifies that fire code requirements continue to be met.

•

Ongoing, when business license is issued and annually at the time of renewal.

FISCAL IMPACT
Any of the above options would have an impact on staff workload and budget. Currently, staff
time devoted to STR enforcement is approximately 0.25 FTE, or roughly $25,000 in labor
(includes benefits). The City is also spending approximately $5,000 per year for software and
outside technical assistance.
The current policy (proactive enforcement) can be maintained with existing resources. Under
option 2.a or 2.b, the Finance Department would need to be involved in processing business
licenses and collecting hotel taxes. Based on the above estimate of tax revenue foregone (for
the current number of STRs operating illegally), it would be necessary to charge more than the
standard business license fee of $80 per business to achieve cost recovery. However, if STRs
were legalized there could be growth in the number of rentals/tax revenue.
8

In addition to parking, security and safety, communication with neighbors, and other land use concerns identified
by the Planning Commission, Council should consider whether to prohibit short-term rental of secondary dwelling
units (SDUs), as SDUs are a key component of the Council’s goal for economical workforce housing.
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RECOMMENDATION
Council is not expected to take action at this time but may provide direction to staff to come
back with more analysis or options if there is enough support for legalizing STRs.
ATTACHMENTS
1. Map of Short-Term Rentals
2. Short-Term Rentals Data Summary Table
3. Articles on Short-Term Rentals
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Judge rules in favor of City in vacation rental dispute
smdp.com/city-prevails-over-airbnb/164952
Kate Cagle

March 16, 2018

A U.S. District Court judge ruled in the city of Santa Monica’s favor this week, writing websites
HomeAway and Airbnb did not demonstrate they are likely to prevail on claims Santa Monica’s
short-term rental ordinance violates the Coastal Act, the Communications Decency Act or the First
Amendment.
“In the midst of a statewide housing crisis, (the) decision affirms that the City of Santa Monica can
take reasonable steps to protect residential units from conversion into de facto hotels, while also
allowing individuals to share their homes with guests for compensation in authorized
circumstances,” said City Attorney Lane Dilg. “We applaud this important ruling.”
Santa Monica mandates property owners who want to open their homes to vacationers must be
present during their stay and register with the city.
In the ruling, Judge Otis Wright denied a preliminary injunction to halt the enforcement of the
ordinance while the case is still active. HomeAway and Airbnb have two weeks to appeal the
decision and the Court is scheduled to hear arguments for the City’s motion to dismiss the lawsuit
March 26. A spokesperson for Airbnb says the company will continue to fight the ordinance.
“Over the last two years Airbnb has sought to work with the City of Santa Monica on a solution that
ensures middle-class families who want to visit the coast can find an affordable place to stay,”
Charlie Urbancic said. “We strongly believe (the) ruling is wrong and inconsistent with the law, and
we will be exploring all options moving forward.”
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Santa Monica’s ordinance says sites like Airbnb should only complete booking transactions for
properties listed on the City’s public registry. A recent city report estimated there were 950
apartments and homes listed on Airbnb during the peak tourism season, while only 187 homeshares are actually registered. Despite the threat of fines, Airbnb and hosts have collected over $31
million from legal and illegal rentals since the ordinance, according to the report. The City
Attorney’s Office declined to comment on what the recent ruling means for current enforcement
measures.
Attorneys for the vacation rental websites argue Santa Monica’s ordinance is preempted by the
Coastal Act, which regulates access to California beaches. The City’s Land Use Plan does not address
vacation rentals at all. The City argues short-term rentals have been banned for years, and, while
restrictive, the short-term rental ordinance actually liberalized city policy by allowing home sharing.
“The Court finds this to be a close issue that would benefit from further evidence and briefing,”
Wright said in his ruling. “Neither party presents evidence regarding the history of the City’s
enforcement (or lack thereof) in relation to the so-called longstanding ban on vacation rentals.”
As to the Communications Decency Act, the court pointed to a recent decision in Airbnb v. San
Francisco, where a judge ruled cities can enforce an ordinance that holds sites accountable for
booking services for unregistered units.
“The City’s Ordinance does not penalize Plaintiff’s publishing activities; rather, it seeks to keep them
from facilitating business transactions on their sites that violate the law,” Wright said.
Wright said the ordinance restricts conduct, not speech, and is thus not in violation of the First
Amendment.
San Francisco settled with Airbnb and HomeAway last May, with the websites allowing only
registered hosts by January of this year. The day the requirement kicked in, the number of Airbnbs
in San Francisco fell by 55 percent, according to tracking by Host Compliance, a company that
monitors vacation rentals.
AirBnb remains the cheapest way to stay in Santa Monica, with an average nightly rental rate of
$163. When guest houses are removed from the equation, the average nightly rent is $92.
kate@smdp.com
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BUSINESS INSIDER
10 US cities where you can save the most
money by getting an Airbnb instead of a hotel
Megan Leonhardt,
MONEY
16h
1,560

The experience of staying in a hotel can be very different to that of an Airbnb. Alena
Ozerova/Shutterstock
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•
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•

MONEY compared hotel room and Airbnb rental rates across 300 U.S. cities to
identify which offered the more cost-effective stay.
Among the destinations featured in the study, hotel rooms tended to be better
value on average for budget travelers.
However, Airbnb rentals tended to be situated in a better range of locations, and
offer the experience of 'living like a local' — as a result, they may be the more
attractive option for tourists.

It's a question that pops up in almost every trip planned: Where do you want to stay?
These days, travelers are more likely to be choosing between a traditional hotel and a
home or apartment rental.
As part of MONEY's Best in Travel, we analyzed hotel room and Airbnb apartment rental
rates in nearly 300 cities to determine where it makes the most sense to stay in each
type of lodging.
For budget travelers looking for the lowest-cost option, hotels deliver lower rates on
average — something that may come as a surprise to many travelers. Among the
popular travel destinations MONEY analyzed, there were less than 40 cities where the
average rate for an apartment on Airbnb was cheaper than a hotel.
In fact, Airbnb prices increased 5.4% over the past year, as opposed to hotel rates, which
rose less than 1%, according to MONEY's research.
"Everyone is looking for a good deal, but in many markets Airbnbs can be more pricey
than a basic hotel room," says Scott Shatford, founder of AirDNA— a company that
tracks Airbnb pricing. For MONEY's analysis, AirDNA provided pricing for entire
apartment rentals, while Hotels.com, Booking.com, Hipmunk.com and Trip by
Skyscanner provided hotel rates.
Of course, when it comes to finding lodging, price isn't always everything. According to
Airbnb's own research, those who rent out vacation rentals (predominately millennials)
aren't always looking for the lowest cost; about 80% of millennials say they're looking to
live like locals when they travel, Airbnb found.
When making your decision between an Airbnb spot and a hotel, Shatford says it's
helpful to consider three factors: price, location, and length of stay.
If location is key, it may make the most sense to search for an Airbnb rental: Typically,
they are distributed more evenly across a city than hotels are, so there is more of a
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chance you'll find one in an area you want. In fact, Airbnb reports that 74% of its rentals
are outside the main hotel districts.
Hotels can be easier for shorter stays (one or two nights), however, because there's not
much uncertainty about the check-in process or extended communication with hosts,
Shatford says.
http://www.businessinsider.com/10-us-cities-where-its-cheaper-to-get-an-airbnbinstead-of-a-hotel-2018-4
04/06/18
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People In Hawaii Are Fed Up With Vacation Rentals
BuzzFeed
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People In Hawaii Are Fed Up With
Vacation Rentals
Hawaii residents are blaming popular vacation rental sites like Airbnb for the state's
housing shortage and for disrupting their neighborhoods.
Posted on March 30, 2018, at 9:38 a.m.

Michelle Broder Van Dyke
BuzzFeed News Reporter
Reporting From
Honolulu, Hawaii

Lixia Guo / BuzzFeed News; Alamy Images

In an Airbnb commercial posted on social media in December, a family frolics among turtles
in the ocean off the beachfront town of Waialua, as a voiceover explains that their Airbnb host
in Hawaii told them about “the rock,” a place where the sea creatures are often found.
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As they swim, one of the family members steps on coral and touches the shell of a Hawaiian
green sea turtle.
The ad drew the ire of some locals and people on Facebook, who flooded Airbnb’s post with
negative feedback, explaining that it’s illegal to touch green sea turtles and that stepping on
coral can kill an entire colony.
Airbnb removed the post and issued an apology four days later, saying that it “deeply regret[s]
the actions captured." (Some versions of the commercial still remain online, however, with one
Airbnb tweet sharing it with the line: “Find your slice of heaven.”)
Matt Middlebrook, the head of public policy at Airbnb, told BuzzFeed News that the ad was
made by company marketing team.
The fallout from the spot highlights the tensions between Airbnb, which hopes to capitalize on
the more than 9 million tourists who visit Hawaii each year, and locals who are facing a
statewide housing shortage and increasingly high cost of living. The state's residents are also
concerned that outsiders are buying up property and renting it to unruly vacationers who
disrupt peaceful neighborhoods.
Mike Biechler, a 36-year-old law student living in Waialua on Oahu’s North Shore, told
BuzzFeed News that he found the ad “disturbing.”
In the 10 years that Biechler has lived in Waialua, he said he has seen an “impressive growth”
in short-term vacation rentals, units rented for 30 days or less, which inspired him last year to
start a grassroots group called Friends Against Illegal Rentals (FAIR).
Biechler described Waialua, which was once a sugar plantation town, as a surprising place to
become a tourist hub, since it has “one of the least desirable beaches on the whole North
Shore," because of sediment that flows out from the river. But just down the road is Mokuleia
Beach, a white-sand beach where the plane crash scene in the hit network TV show Lost was
filmed, and Waialua is only a five-minute drive to Haleiwa town, which has lots of surf shops
and is home to the most popular shave ice spot on the island.
Biechler said he has watched Waialua transform: “All the old plantation houses are getting torn
down and huge houses are getting built to be used for vacation rentals."
And it’s not just in Waialua. The Hawaii Tourism Authority commissioned a study by SMS
Research and Marketing Services that said over the past decade vacation rental listings have
increased from 2,000 to more than 10,000, although these numbers may be underestimated. A
supplemental search of listings done for HTA showed as many as 27,000 rentals in 2015,
appearing in virtually every neighborhood in Hawaii.

Who Owns Hawaii?
The question of who belongs in the Hawaiian islands goes back to the Polynesians, who
sailed the vast Pacific Ocean, and the arrival of Westerners in 1778, when James Cook, a British
captain, came to Hawaii.
Ancient Hawaiians used land communally. By the mid-1800s, several attempts from
foreigners, mostly by the British, French, or Russians, to take over the islands finally led the
Hawaiian Kingdom to supervise the “Mahele” (division) of Hawaii’s land. The idea was that
even if the Hawaiian monarchy was later forced to transfer sovereignty to another government,
the land would still remain in the hands of Hawaiians.
But the reality was that commoners acquired only a small amount of the land divided out for
them, while other land was taken when the Kingdom was overthrown in 1893 by foreign
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businessmen, mostly Americans, with the backing of US military forces and the US diplomatic
official in Honolulu.

“All the old
plantation houses
are getting torn
down and huge
houses are getting
built to be used for
vacation rentals."

While people have been coming to Hawaii for centuries, commercial flights in the 1930s
accelerated the tourist industry. In the 1990s, the pineapple and sugar plantations started to
close, and tourism became even more important to the islands’ economy.
Twenty years later, the growth shows no sign of stopping. In just the last six years, Hawaii has
seen the number of tourist visitors per year increase from 6.4 million in 2009 to 9.4 million in
2017, according to the Hawaii Tourism Authority.
Along with the uptick in tourism, there has been an increased demand for vacation rentals,
with the number of rentals booked nearly doubling between 2009 and 2015.

Airbnb

Finding Your Slice Of Heaven
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Victor Geminiani, the executive director of Hawaii Appleseed Center for Law and Economic
Justice, told BuzzFeed News that Hawaii has seen “a tremendous proliferation of people buying
houses not to occupy them, but to invest in them.”
The HTA study said almost 70% of vacation rentals were owned by people who live outside of
Hawaii.
Geminiani said this is because of the state’s low property taxes and the fact that a homeowner
can profit by offering their home for rent, which he called the “siren song of economic
attraction.”
The HTA said that on Oahu almost 8% of housing units are owned by people who live out of
state, while the island of Maui has the highest rate of out-of-state property owners with almost
30%.
Aukai Buttel, a 29-year-old apprentice lineman who grew up in Hauula, told BuzzFeed News
that “before you couldn't even pay people to live out here on the North Shore just because it
was quiet,” but now he sees tourists come to the area who “enjoy the lifestyle here, so they'll
buy homes, but they'll use it as a summer home and throughout the year they'll rent it out.”
“That hurts,” Buttel said, “because local families won't be able to purchase a home."
Buttel currently lives with his girlfriend and her parents in the home they have rented in
Waialua for the past four years, while he waits to move into a one-bedroom condo that he
recently bought with his girlfriend, closer to the neighborhood where he grew up.

He said he has also seen “a lot of tourists come into” Waialua over the last three years and that
the house next door to where he currently lives is a vacation rental on Airbnb.
In Hawaii, 43% of households are renters, which is the fourth highest in the country, according
to a report from the National Low Income Housing Coalition. So many residents in Hawaii rent
because of the high cost of living and low wages, but even this is becoming more challenging, as
monthly rents rose by 14% between 2009 and 2015.
Geminiani said that vacationers are competing with long-term renters for property, especially
since a homeowner can earn more than three times as much from renting short-term,
according to the HTA.
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Airbnb host
YouTube

The Cost Of Living In Paradise
Airbnb isn’t the only rental listing service in Hawaii — both VRBO and FlipKey are regularly
used — but it has been the focus of lawmakers and advocates, because of the company’s
aggressive campaigning in Hawaii and its efforts to act as a tax collector.
The privately held company, which is valued at $31 billion, created commercials that aired on
TV last year across the state, highlighting Hawaii hosts who say they rely on short-term
vacation rentals to make ends meet.
One ad features a widow wearing a necklace of precious Niihau shells, who says she would not
have been able to stay in Hawaii after her husband died if it had not been for Airbnb, since “the
cost of living is so high.”
The ad ends with an announcement that it was paid for by Airbnb. Middlebrook told BuzzFeed
News that Airbnb does not pay the hosts to appear in the ads.
Another TV commercial starts with a man wearing an aloha shirt, saying that his guests are
“ohana,” which “means family.” He calls Airbnb a “blessing,” because “you’d have to live in
Hawaii to understand that it is a very difficult place to make a living.”
Middlebrook said the host-centered commercials were meant to highlight the “people in
Hawaii who share their homes ... and make revenue to help them live in their homes.”
“Their story is often overlooked,” Middlebrook said. “We wanted to make sure that it was told
and that the decision makers and the community understood that a lot of thepeople doing this
are local residents for whom this is enjoyable and important.”
Airbnb “likes to claim” that the hosts “are the mom and pop down the street trying to make
pocket money by renting out a bedroom,” Geminiani said. “The reality is overwhelmingly that
the units being rented now are full-unit rentals, which means they are being taken out of the
market while they're used as vacation rentals."
A report commissioned by Airbnb says 74% of hosts in Hawaii rent their entire property.
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This is exacerbating the housing shortage, Geminiani said, contributing to Hawaii having the
highest rate of homelessness per capita of any state in the country, according to the US
Department of Housing and Urban Development’s annual report.

Bills, Bills, Bills
Airbnb does not collect taxes when someone books a rental in Hawaii. Instead, the company
asks hosts to explain in the listing description that taxes will be collected when guests arrive
and expects hosts to remit them.
Three years ago, Hawaii Gov. David Ige vetoed a bill that would have allowed Airbnb to collect
state taxes for accommodations, which Airbnb estimates would have brought in $70 million in
tax revenue. In 2017, the state’s Department of Taxation brokered a deal with Airbnb to collect
taxes, but Ige rejected it again.

The governor said he vetoed the bill because allowing Airbnb to collect taxes on behalf of the
state would have shielded and possibly even encouraged illegal rentals, since the bill did not
require compliance with county laws.
Gov. Ige told BuzzFeed News that his goal is to “collect the taxes already owed” to the state, but
that he “would [also] like to establish reasonable regulations that ensure that vacation rentals
comply with all state and county ordinances.”
He added that he believes “illegal vacation rentals exacerbates the housing shortage and
therefore contributes to the homeless crisis.”

“Illegal vacation
rentals exacerbates
the housing shortage
and therefore
contributes to the
homeless crisis.”

Airbnb approached the state “two and a half years ago
and offered to set up a process by which we could
collect or remit taxes to the state,” Middlebrook said.
“We could collect hotel taxes from 100% of our hosts
and send them to the state to make sure they weren't
missing out on that revenue. ... The state chose not to
allow us to do that.”

He said Airbnb is against any enforcement provisions that would require the company to hand
personal information of anyone listing on its site over to the state.
“We as the platform cannot be the judge and jury and police in terms of who is on the platform
at any given time,” Middlebrook said. “What our goal has been ... is to come up with commonsense regulations to help the cities put the tools in place where they can appropriately enforce
the rules.”
Each county has its own regulations for allowing short-term rentals and the most populated
island, Oahu, has by far the most restrictive rules. Oahu’s regulations only allow rentals in
designated areas, like Waikiki, and stopped giving out permits for rentals outside of resort
zones back in 1990. There are about 800 permits for rentals on the island of Oahu, meaning
that there are thousands of listings online that are illegal.
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Biechler agreed with the governor’s decision, because he thinks collecting taxes without first
enforcing the permit system enabled the explosion of vacation rentals.
“A lot of people think that if people pay their tax, it's legal,” Biechler said. “But that goes against
the zoning use.”
Kekoa McClellan, the spokesperson for the American Hotel and Lodging Association in Hawaii,
a trade group that counts all the most recognizable hotel chains as members, told BuzzFeed
News that the hotel industry helps the community by paying billions in taxes every year,
supporting nonprofits, following safety and fire regulations, and paying into funds for
improvements to Waikiki, which includes sand replenishment.
“We pay into the refurbishment of the sand on Waikiki’s beautiful and pristine beaches,”
McClellan said. “We pay into certain tax pools that illegal operators of short-term rentals will
never be required to do.”
McClellan said vacation rental sites want to allow for taxation in order to seek legitimacy.
“In the same way that brothels have sought taxation to confer legitimacy on their activity for
years, we see short-term rental platforms seeking taxation as a shelter for the illegal activities
that are occurring on their platforms,” McClellan said. “That's just not OK.”

Airbnb

Community Action
Carmel Tomlinson, 46, is in the Navy Reserve and has owned a home in Waialua for about
10 years, but says that the neighborhood has changed because of vacation rentals.
Tomlinson, who lives about two blocks from the beach with her husband and young son, said
that an attorney who lives in New Hampshire bought a house just a few doors down from her
and started renting it on Airbnb. The house is described on the platform as a “pool/beach
house” that can easily “accommodate large families.”
With little oversight, Tomlinson said, the four-bedroom house has hosted 60-person wedding
receptions, bachelor parties, and a fair share of fistfights.
“We've confronted her [the host] multiples times. She just doesn't give a damn,” Tomlinson
said. “She doesn't live here. She makes a ton of money.”
Tomlinson teamed up with another neighbor to report the illegal rental to the city, submitting a
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list of noise complaints with dates when the police were called and a calendar from Airbnb
showing when it was rented to the Honolulu Department of Planning and Permitting.
Tomlinson said she believed the department sent someone out once, but that the guests “were
probably off sightseeing” and the officials “dropped the complaint as unverified,” so she has
resorted to calling the cops for late-night noise.
“These folks coming in from out of town are here to have a good time,” Tomlinson said. “They
just don't seem to respect the fact that it's a quiet, normal working neighborhood.”

The owner of the house, a 55-year-old woman who lives in New Hampshire and asked to
remain anonymous since she is running an illegal rental, told BuzzFeed News that she bought it
in the summer of 2015 with her husband as part of their retirement plan. She acknowledged
that she's been on the receiving end of a lot of anger from her neighbors.
When asked about the wedding, the host said it was her second booking and “I was unaware of
it at the time, but my neighbor told me about it.”
“My ad specifically states that there are not supposed to be any events,” she said.
She said she was told the wedding had 10 people and that she had never heard about strippers
or a bachelor party, and when asked about the fistfight said that “there was one altercation that
occurred,” which resulted in “a fist through one of my walls.”
As a result of her neighbor’s complaints, she said she had made a new rule that said if the quiet
hours, which start at 10 p.m., are violated renters would lose their security deposit. She also
said the house had a fire pit, which they got rid of after “our neighbor said someone had
threatened to throw a tiki into the fire pit.”

With little oversight,
Tomlinson said, the
four-bedroom house
has hosted 60person wedding
receptions, bachelor
parties, and a fair
share of fistfights.

She told BuzzFeed News that she rents her unit on
Airbnb and FlipKey, which is owned by TripAdvisor,
but prefers the former because it has the “most
reasonable” service fee.
“I have an on-island manager who manages the house
while I’m away,” the property owner said, adding that
he takes care of the garden, pool, and cleaning, “and he
takes care of any issues that arise while I’m not on the
island.”

She said she rents her property for between $350 and $625 a night and that it’s booked
anywhere between one week and three weeks a month with renters mostly coming from
California, Oregon, Washington, and Canada. She and her husband stay in the house on
average four times a year for about a month at a time, she said.
With the profits they make from vacation rentals, she said she and her husband were able to
cover their mortgage and expenses, describing it as breaking even.
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Let's Make A Deal
According to Geminiani, the state has an obligation to enforce laws and actually “shut down
[illegal] vacation rentals.”
“Politicians need to find a fair balance between the pressures we have to bring tourists into the
state and the pressures we have to have residential neighborhoods retain their character for the
people that live there,” Geminiani said.
In San Francisco, where Airbnb is based, an ordinance was passed in 2016 that requires the
company to make sure all hosts on the site have a permit with the city.

To obtain a permit for short-term rentals in San Francisco, a property must be the
homeowner’s primary residence, can only be rented to supplement income while they’re
traveling, and cannot be rented for more than 90 days during the year.
“About 4,000 listings were taken down,” Middlebrook told BuzzFeed News. He added that
many of the listings that were removed “were not active.” Overall, he thought the results of the
process were positive, because “we now have firm rules in place that are clear” and
“homesharing is a legitimate activity throughout the entire city.”
Another city in California, Santa Barbara, took it one step further and just banned short-term
rentals in residential neighborhoods, while New Zealand is currently considering a bill that
would ban foreigners from buying property.
Middlebrook cautioned against taking “a meat cleaver approach” to shutting down short-term
vacation rentals in Hawaii, saying that it would “blow a gigantic hole in the state’s economy.”
He also said that “the millennials, who like to use Airbnb and other alternative
accommodations,” will not want to come back to Hawaii if those rentals aren’t available.
“If the type of accommodations that they wanted to have is not available they will just go
someplace else,” Middlebrook said. “They won't go to Hawaii. They will go to Mexico. Or they
will go to Fiji. Or they will go to Los Angeles. Or they will go to Canada.”

Shore Up
The Hawaii Tourism Authority’s spokesperson Charlene Chan told BuzzFeed News that
it supports “implementation of stronger government regulations” for vacation rentals “as a
means to help ensure that Hawaii remains a highly desirable place for residents to live and
families to grow.”
State Rep. Richard Onishi, who is the chair of the Committee on Tourism in Hawaii, told
BuzzFeed News that the state House has been trying to pass legislation that focuses on the
ability of counties to enforce local regulations.
“Every county has a different permitting regime, so it's not easy for us to try to address this
issue at the county level,” Onishi said. “They all focus on different things.”
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There is currently a bill being considered by the
legislature that includes fines of up to $25,000,
authorizes counties to “disgorge” all profits property
owners collect unlawfully, and makes it illegal for a
hosting platform to collect a fee for illegal rentals.

“I think part of the problem is there hasn't been any enforcement in the past; that's why this
has ballooned to such large proportions,” said Onishi.
Airbnb opposes the bill, which Middlebrook said “violates a number of federal laws” and “puts
in place just incredibly onerous provisions on the platform and potentially on the host that will
fine them tens of thousands of dollars.”
When asked about the current bills, Gov. Ige told BuzzFeed News that “it’s premature to
discuss bills under consideration at this point in the legislative session.”

Who's An Ideal Tourist?
Ultimately, according to Geminiani, who said that he often uses Airbnb when he travels,
the onus shouldn’t be on the tourist to determine if a unit is legal or not.
“You need to go to the other side of it and stop these units from being created,” Geminiani said.
Tomlinson said she also enjoys renting homes when she travels, but that hosts and guests need
to be respectful.
“I don't care if you have a stripper, but she needs to wear her clothes until she gets inside the
house,” Tomlinson said.
“They are up drinking all night. It does keep us awake sometimes,” Tomlinson added. “The
fights are the bad part.”
Hosts “need to be very clear on the quiet times, and parking, and the maximum number of
people staying at a location,” Tomlinson said.
It comes down to finding a balance between tourism and keeping local populations happy,
because the former does not work without the latter.
“The same things that you find desirable about our community are actually being destroyed by
this use,” said Biechler. “[It really changes] the whole character of what makes this place
desirable.” ●

This story is part of a series about travel.
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Michelle Broder Van Dyke is a reporter and night editor for BuzzFeed News and is based in Hawaii.
Contact Michelle Broder Van Dyke at michelle@buzzfeed.com.
Got a confidential tip? Submit it here.
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LONGFORM

Airbnb vs. the city
How short-term rentals are changing urban neighborhoods
By Megan Barber

@megcbarber

Nov 10, 2016, 10:00am EST

Photography by Jane Taguchi

t’s a story enshrined in tech history: in 2007,
two entrepreneurs struggling to make rent
in pricey San Francisco latched onto a novel
idea. A design conference was coming to
town and hotels were sold out. The pair
decided to throw three air mattresses into
their loft, charge $80 per person (breakfast
included), and advertise the nightly rentals
on a new, custom-built website. In their first
weekend of hosting, cofounder Joe Gebbia
said in a 2009 interview, they netted close
to $1,000. Several failed launches, a name
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and logo change, and 100 million guests
later, Airbnb is now a $30 billion company.

Amidst Airbnb’s growing influence and slick PR campaigns, it’s easy to forget why
Nathan Blecharczyk, Brian Chesky, and Joe Gebbia founded the company; the men "had
to figure out a way to bring in some extra income" to pay their increased rent. Today,
rent in U.S. cities is higher than ever and, ironically, some believe Airbnb has made the
housing crisis worse. Still others applaud "home-sharing" services because Airbnb allows
hosts to make extra money.
In cities across the United States, a battle is raging to determine the future of short-term
rentals and the "sharing economy," with high stakes for both Airbnb and the cities in
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which it operates. Increased regulations could seriously impact the company’s bottom
line. And because of Airbnb, local governments are struggling to enforce rental laws and
grappling with new commercial enterprises in residential zones. Despite Airbnb’s rapid
rise, in most urban areas around the country, rentals under 30 days are illegal.
Short-term rentals are also transforming neighborhoods. In popular tourist destinations
like Venice Beach, California, or Bywater, New Orleans, the sound of rolling suitcases
and calls of "housekeeping" have replaced neighborly meetups. Critics say that thanks to
companies like Airbnb, communities are losing their most important asset: neighbors.

Although Airbnb has been around since 2008, when its cofounders turned their
mattresses-for-rent idea into an official company, it went mainstream in 2013 and 2014
as an example of what we now call the "sharing economy." In its purest form, the sharing
economy aims to use technology to match customers with service providers in the real
world. Like Uber, the other big player in the sharing economy, Airbnb relies on websites
and mobile apps to do that matching, and then makes money by taking a slice of the
proceeds. But owners of sharing economy companies believe those technologies
shouldn’t be used just for business, according to Tom Slee, author of What’s Mine is
Yours. They advocate a marriage of "commerce and cause"—in Airbnb’s case, the cause it
claims to support is building communities.
While Airbnb is big business—now in 34,000 cities and 191 countries, boasting two
million listings worldwide, and partnering with other major players in the travel industry
(like Delta)—it presents itself as a social movement, a "trusted community marketplace"
that brings strangers together. The company’s rapid growth (it had just 50,000 listings
in 2011) and increasing worldwide influence haven’t changed the core message
conceived in 2007: Airbnb connects "hosts" with potential travelers to "create a sense of
belonging." They’ve taken something that’s been a purely commercial endeavor—renting
a hotel room—and made it personal, too.
In doing so, Airbnb and its competitors—HomeAway, the HomeAway-owned VRBO,
FlipKey, and others—have blurred the line between residential and commercial land use.
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In the past, visitors to a city usually stayed at a hotel or bed and breakfast, businesses
that are required to hold insurance, pass inspections, and operate according to local
zoning. But within the sharing economy, anyone can list their property on Airbnb, accept
guests, and make extra money as an amateur hotelier.
Airbnb is cashing in on the craze. In June 2015, Airbnb reported that it would hit $900
million in revenue by the end of the year. The e-commerce analytics firm Slice
Intelligence reports that in July 2016, Airbnb’s revenue soared 89 percent relative to the
same time last year. Based on that estimate, Airbnb could be close to bringing in $1.7
billion in revenue this year.
That doesn’t mean that it’s legal. Whether or not American cities allow short-term
rentals—an issue many cities are grappling with now—almost all urban areas, at some
point, have had laws or zoning provisions prohibiting short-term rentals of less than 30
days without a special permit. And yet, that hasn’t stopped the incredible boom in the
number of listings on Airbnb.

Critics say that thanks to companies like Airbnb,
communities are losing their most important asset:
neighbors.
Metropolitan areas around the country are playing catch-up. Faced with limited budgets,
city officials lament the difficulties in enforcing the law when it comes to short-term
rentals, especially because enforcement is usually complaint-based. When Jane Taguchi,
a 20-year resident of Los Angeles’s Silver Lake neighborhood, complained in 2014 that a
five-bedroom house across the street had been converted to an Airbnb, her concerns got
nowhere. She remembers a city investigator telling her, "The city’s not going to do
anything unless you get more people, and make more noise, and file more complaints.
My complaint alone was not enough for them to do anything." Jane goes on, "The
investigator’s hands were tied. Higher-ups were telling him not to do anything."
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Airbnb’s rapid rise has meant that cities are scrambling to figure out exactly how to
regulate housing in the sharing economy. They also lack data—often withheld by
Airbnb—that would help clarify exactly how many people rent out their homes, who they
are, how often they rent, and in what way.
Airbnb claims that the majority of listings are shared—either shared rooms or private
rooms rented out while the hosts are present. This is hard to corroborate. Curbed
reached out to Airbnb multiple times with requests for an interview, but despite followups over a six-week period, the interview never happened. Without official comment
from the short-term rental industry’s biggest player, we’ve relied on interviews with
residents who know firsthand how Airbnb affects their communities. Since Airbnb
doesn’t release data about its listings, we’ve also turned to Inside Airbnb, a website that
analyzes publicly available information about Airbnb listings.
According to Inside Airbnb, the majority of Airbnb listings are not shared rooms rented
out while the hosts are present. Rather, 58.6 percent of Los Angeles listings, 72.3 percent
of New Orleans listings, and 66.6 percent of Seattle listings are for entire homes.
This means that instead of a host welcoming a visitor into a guest bedroom, most
tourists are renting out homes with lock boxes and hotel-like furnishings without ever
seeing the homeowner. As Tom Slee writes, "Despite the continued repetition of the
Airbnb origin story, the Shared Room now plays a miniscule part in the Airbnb
business." Cities, meanwhile, not only have to deal with how home rentals are affecting
their neighborhoods, but also how quickly the short-term rental industry is becoming
professionalized.

If there was ever a debate that polarized communities, home sharing—what some refer
to as illegal short-term rentals—is it. Proponents of home-sharing services believe, as
New Orleans resident Eric Bay argues, "that we need to modernize and update the
antiquated [zoning] ordinances from the 1950s" that make short-term rentals illegal. Bay
rents out his 2,300-square-foot, four-bedroom second home in Uptown around 14 days
per month via Airbnb and HomeAway. He’s also president of the nonprofit Alliance for
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Neighborhood Prosperity, an organization of property owners, managers, and others
who support short-term rentals. Bay tried to rent out his property on a long-term basis,
but ultimately chose to go the short-term route because it netted much higher profits.
He’s since reinvested much of his revenue back into the property through renovations,
and takes pride in employing New Orleans locals to do housekeeping, gardening, and
other home maintenance.
In New Orleans and elsewhere, property owners are incentivized to prioritize short-term
rentals over renting out units on the long-term market. In Los Angeles, Roy Samaan has
researched the effects of Airbnb through his work at the Los Angeles Alliance for a New
Economy, an advocacy organization working to improve communities by improving
their economies. Airbnb, Samaan says, is "removing units off the market. If we had a
surplus, if we had tons of vacant units, that wouldn’t be so bad. But our vacancy rates are
extremely low, in hot neighborhoods they tend to be around 2 percent … It boils down to
a supply and demand question. Rents go up when there’s not enough housing on the
market and these companies remove housing at a time when renters are already feeling
the squeeze from [low] wages and [high] housing costs."
Whether you’re in the French Quarter or Venice Beach, there’s no denying that in
popular tourist destinations, homeowners can simply make more money renting out
their properties as vacation homes. Eric Bay acknowledges as much for his Uptown
rental in New Orleans and Inside Airbnb’s recent data on Los Angeles shows that across
all neighborhoods it takes an average of just 83 nights per year to earn more on Airbnb
than can be earned in a whole year of renting to a long-term renter.
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In Los Angeles, City Attorney Mike Feuer wants to curb the "hotelization" of real estate.
"In a city with a profound shortage of affordable housing, unlawfully converting rental
units to operate hotels has got to stop," he’s said. In June 2016, Feuer filed criminal
charges against a property owner for allegedly forcing out tenants in four rent-controlled
units and then listing the units for rent on Airbnb. Airbnb was quick to distance itself
from the landlord’s behavior, saying in a statement, "While we don’t comment on
pending cases, we strongly oppose real estate speculators who illegally evict tenants and
abuse platforms like ours in search of a quick buck."
Meg Lousteau, a fifth-generation New Orleanian and the executive director of a
neighborhood advocacy group in New Orleans that works to preserve the French
Quarter, understands the financial incentive to list a home on Airbnb. She says, "I have a
[separate] rental unit in my house. I’ve always had long-term tenants there. I could make
four times as much if I rented it out short-term. But it’s illegal, and it’s immoral, and I’m
not going to do that to my neighborhood."
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Lousteau also fears the bubble that could emerge if more and more of New Orleans’s
housing stock is converted to short-term rentals. "It artificially skews the residential
housing market." She goes on, "It injects the volatility of the tourist economy into
housing. If 20 percent of the houses in a neighborhood are being rented out illegally and
something happens to the tourist economy, like another 9/11 or a hurricane or an
outbreak of Zika, and suddenly the revenue streams that justify the note or the prices
that those investors paid for those houses goes away, either they’re going to dump them
on the market and flood the market or they're going to default and there will be houses
taken over by the bank. That’s going to have a devastating effect on everyone around
them."
The effects of Airbnb on the cost of market-rate housing might be most visible in San
Francisco, the company’s hometown. No one knows just how many tenants have been
displaced in search of higher profits, but it’s enough that the phrase "to be Airbnb’d" now
has meaning. The problems of short-term rentals led to Proposition F in 2015, a ballot
measure that brought together an unlikely alliance of housing activists, landlords,
neighborhood groups, and hotel workers’ unions. But in part thanks to Airbnb’s $8
million opposition campaign, 55 percent of San Franciscans voted no on Proposition F.
Now, the city and Airbnb are battling it out over a law that penalizes rental websites that
post properties for owners who are breaking local rules. This latest lawsuit points to the
largest unresolved question about home-sharing companies: How should they be
regulated?

Largely unknown in 2012, with just 120,000 listings on its site, Airbnb took off over the
next couple of years; by mid-2015, the company had 1.2 million listings, many of them
boasting Airbnb-sponsored professional photography and "verified" hosts. With
popularity came calls for regulation, and in 2014 both San Francisco and Portland
adopted "Airbnb laws" that in various forms aimed to require renters to register as hosts,
carry insurance, and pay city hotel taxes.
By and large, the fastest growing segment of Airbnb listings—whole-home
rentals—remained illegal, and few hosts registered for the required permits. In Portland,
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less than 10 percent of all short-term rental hosts had applied for permits by the
February 2015 deadline, proving that one of the hardest aspects of home-sharing
regulation is the enforcement.
Since those first Airbnb laws were enacted in 2014, cities around the U.S. have struggled
with what regulation should look like. From huge urban centers like New York City to
smaller cities like Santa Monica, officials have debated restricting rentals based on
neighborhood density, limiting the number of properties a host can list, and requiring
rentals to obtain a license or permit number. The only thing most agree on when it
comes to short-term rentals? That cities need to collect lodging taxes. In a plethora of
locales around the world, Airbnb is now collecting those taxes on behalf of hosts and
remitting them back to the cities. In a July 2016 deal, for example, Airbnb agreed to
provide the millions of dollars in revenue—at least $5 million based on some
estimates—that Los Angeles had been missing out on with unregulated rentals.
According to Airbnb, the company has collected $110 million in lodging taxes around the
world since 2014.
But the tax agreements don’t legalize short-term rentals. It’s still illegal to rent a home
for less than 30 days in much of Los Angeles, a city—according to Inside Airbnb
data—that has over 25,000 listings. Critics of Airbnb fear that by collecting taxes, the city
is legitimizing an unregulated practice. Judy Goldman, a Los Angeles local who helped
create the grassroots anti-Airbnb organization Keep Neighborhoods First in 2013,
believes "it sends a very mixed message." She goes on, "I think entering into a deal with
Airbnb before the [regulation] ordinance has been passed by the city council is
disingenuous. It gives legitimacy to an illegal industry that the city council has
determined can’t continue to go unregulated."

While Airbnb is big business...it presents itself as a
larger social movement, a "trusted community
marketplace" that brings strangers together.
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Even as cities enact tax agreements with Airbnb, 2016 has been a year of backlash
against illegal short-term rentals. Across the country, city officials grappled with what
types should be allowed and how many days they should be rented each year. In
February, in an attempt to fight noncompliance and keep housing affordable, Austin
banned the advertising of unlicensed short-term rentals. In March, Miami Beach
amended the city code to allow fines of up to $20,000 for renting out a property for less
than six months at a time. Since the new fines have been in place, Miami Beach has
levied $1.59 million against short-term landlords. And a recent New York State law—the
toughest in the country against short-term rentals—essentially bans short-term
apartment listings by fining Airbnb users as much as $7,500 if they advertise short-term
stays in unoccupied apartments.
The backlash is also real in San Francisco, where in June the city’s Board of Supervisors
signed a new law that penalizes rental websites that post properties for owners who don’t
have a city permit or who exceed the number of nights allowed to rent. Because San
Francisco officials have had such a hard time enforcing previous Airbnb laws, this new
law places the burden of enforcement back on Airbnb; rental websites would pay a daily
$1,000 fine for every unregistered host on their platforms. In response, Airbnb sued its
hometown, arguing that the company is protected from laws that might hold them
responsible for what people do or say on their website.
The widely publicized San Francisco lawsuit was quickly followed by three other
lawsuits. In July, Airbnb filed suit against Anaheim—home to Disneyland—challenging a
new city law that imposes fines on short-term rental sites. In early September, the
company sued Santa Monica, arguing that the city’s ban on short-term rentals violates
federal laws protecting privacy and online speech. And just hours after Governor Cuomo
signed the latest New York bill, Airbnb filed a federal lawsuit saying it would cause the
company "irreparable harm."
But it hasn’t been all bad news for Airbnb. An October 20 vote in New Orleans legalized
the estimated 5,000 short-term rentals in the city, albeit with certain guidelines. Hosts
can now rent whole-home properties for up to 90 days a year if they obtain a license,
have liability insurance, pay into the city’s hotel/motel tax, and pay into the New Orleans
Neighborhood Housing Improvement Fund. The city also banned short-term rentals in
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the historic French Quarter, and there’s even a plan for Airbnb and other platforms to
share their data through quarterly reports. Left out of the New Orleans deal was a cap on
the number of short-term rentals per block, something Airbnb critics had hoped for.
How the new guidelines will impact New Orleans’s housing crisis remains to be seen;
with the ability to make a substantial amount of money renting entire houses up to 90
days per year, critics fear that these properties will remain off the long-term market.

The recent lawsuits and negotiations reveal the high stakes of the battle over short-term
rentals. In New York City, Airbnb’s largest market in the United States, an estimated 57
percent of the listings are for entire apartments. While the city and state of New York
have said they will hold off enforcing their new law until the company’s lawsuit is
resolved, Airbnb could eventually lose its cut of nearly $1 billion in booking revenue.
Airbnb insists that the company is merely a booking agent that facilitates commercial
transactions between two parties. Increasingly, however, the company is spending big
bucks trying to influence short-term rental laws. Time magazine recently reported on
Airbnb’s hiring of Chris Lehane, a seasoned Democratic operative who was brought on to
head the company’s growing policy team.
Lehane and company are running a grassroots movement of hosts across the country
that looks more like an election campaign than standard business strategy. Their
mission? To have Airbnb’s biggest advocates—hosts—rise up in their defense.
Announced in 2015 and running throughout 2016, Airbnb organized "Home Sharing
Clubs" in 100 cities to fight against short-term rental regulation. A Times reporter in
London recently went undercover to an Airbnb event and watched as an executive
explained how the company wanted people to "showcase positive stories" to politicians.
But many host groups fighting beside Airbnb insist their cause is only a local one.
When asked what kind of relationship his association, the New Orleans-based Alliance
for Neighborhood Prosperity, has with Airbnb, Eric Bay says, "I can tell you with 100
percent certainty and confidence—knowing this conversation is being recorded—that
ANP has not received a penny from Airbnb. I have not received a penny from Airbnb."
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Bay does communicate with Airbnb officials, but only for strategy. We "organize with
them," he says. "We say hey, we’re going to be at the rally. If some of your Airbnb hosts
are going to be there … tell them to wear white. Because the opposition wore red and the
good guys always wear white. So they help us spread that message."

Since supporters of short-term rentals are often hosts themselves, they have a vested
interest in regulations that allow them to continue to rent their properties. As Meg
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Lousteau remarks about Airbnb hosts in her neighborhood in New Orleans, "The people
who are adamant about this industry are the people who make money off of it. And I
understand they are making a tremendous amount of money." And while Airbnb and its
supporters are becoming increasingly organized, the company is also running major PR
campaigns ahead of key legislative votes.
With million-dollar ads running in Los Angeles, Vancouver, New York, New Orleans,
and San Francisco, Airbnb is trying to return to its roots by putting a personal face on
home sharing. The TV commercials, web banner ads, and radio spots focus on people
who rent out rooms in which they live—the least controversial and most legal way Airbnb
is used. Airbnb seems dedicated to boosting a corporate image that’s faced a year of
increasing restrictions and even serious accusations of racism.
Earlier this year, the #AirbnbWhileBlack hashtag highlighted the racist bias of many
hosts; an experiment conducted by researchers at Harvard Business School found that
requests from renters with African-American-sounding names were roughly 16 percent
less likely to be accepted than their white-sounding counterparts. Airbnb has since
announced several new anti-bias policies.
Airbnb’s recent campaigns are an effort to rehabilitate the company’s image in light of its
incredible growth and worldwide goals. Beyond home sharing, Airbnb is looking to
compete with services like Lonely Planet and Yelp by offering in-app guidebooks, a
feature that lets hosts share info about their neighborhood’s best restaurants, bars, and
attractions. It’s also building community centers—which function a bit like hotels—the
first of which was recently launched in Japan. No longer a scrappy startup just trying to
make its way, Airbnb now functions as the multi-billion-dollar company it is, wielding its
growing influence in ways that further its ambitions.

From its inception, Airbnb used its origin story to talk about changing the way people
live. In a March 2014 photo essay called "Shared City," cofounder Brian Chesky mused
on how Airbnb might transform our urban centers: "Imagine if you could build a city
that is shared. Where people become micro-entrepreneurs, and local mom and pops
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flourish once again. Imagine a city that fosters community, where space isn’t wasted, but
shared with others. A city that produces more, but without more waste. While this may
seem radical, it’s not a new idea. Cities are the original sharing platforms."
Ironically, the company that puts "shared community" above all else may in fact be
contributing to the erosion of the communities in which it operates. Filmmaker Robbin
Michael Wagner moved to New Orleans in 1998 because he felt that the city’s vibrant
culture supported his artistic lifestyle. "I’m a sucker for the historic charm of pirates,
mavericks, runaways, thieves, and storytellers," he says. "That’s really what makes up
the fiber of New Orleans." After recently struggling to find a long-term rental, Wagner
surmised, "Once you have a neighborhood that’s been well established and you’ve got
one or two people that run a short-term rental market, that erodes the neighborhood
ambiance … [tourists] should be staying in the hotels or bed and breakfasts."
Opponents of short-term rentals say they don’t have a problem with true home sharing
when the primary resident is still on the property. As Judy Goldman points out, with
legitimate home sharing, neighbors still have access to the owner to talk about problems.
"When the primary resident is not there, you see a real disrespect for the common spaces
in our city [Los Angeles]. We see loud parties, a much higher frequency of what would
otherwise be normal, neighborly inconveniences." In Silver Lake, northwest of
Downtown LA, Jane Taguchi experienced this firsthand. After a raucous fraternity party
at an Airbnb rental in May 2014, Taguchi and her neighbors first tried to reach out to the
homeowners, but a discussion was nigh impossible because they lived a few miles away
in Los Feliz.
Many short-term rentals now stand vacant when they’re not occupied by tourists. The
New York Times recently called this the "Battle of Suitcase Alley," since tourists are
always hauling luggage around hot Airbnb neighborhoods. In Venice, California, Inside
Airbnb estimates that over 75 percent of the Airbnb listings are whole-home units and
52.7 percent of hosts operate multiple units. Goldman says that the small neighborhood
is so full of Airbnbs that there are "housekeepers wheeling carts down the streets,
ringing the doorbells at 5 a.m. saying things like ‘Housekeeping.’ They are lined up in a
row, they just go from one house to another. They are empty of any full-time residents."
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Recent data on Los Angeles shows that across all
neighborhoods it takes an average of just 83 nights
per year to earn more on Airbnb than can be earned
in a whole year of renting to a long-term renter.
Those that rent out their homes on Airbnb and HomeAway have very real economic
reasons for doing so. Like the now-billionaire Airbnb executives who founded the
company, most hosts are looking for ways to either make ends meet or maximize their
business holdings. When I asked Eric Bay how a 30-day ban on short-term
rentals—legislation New Orleans has considered—would affect him personally, he grew
quiet. "I wouldn’t be able to pay tuition for my children’s school," he said. "I wouldn’t be
able to afford my mortgage. I wouldn’t be able to work in this city."
Personal economics aside, the intimacy enshrined in Airbnb’s mission—sharing a home
with a stranger—loses its value when scaled to a $30 billion company. As Tom Slee
remarks, "The company’s claim to let you ‘live like a local’ loses its meaning when there
are no more locals."
Whether you’re renting out your home, or your neighborhood is now full of short-term
rentals, there’s no doubt that the Airbnb issue is personal. Meg Lousteau, a resident of
Treme in New Orleans, says:
Even if they are quiet, even if we don’t notice them because they don’t do anything that’s a
nuisance, that’s still a home that’s no longer home to one of our neighbors. People who are
here for short periods of time, they don’t vote, they don’t go to school, they don’t go to
church here, they don’t go to the dry cleaners …. They also don’t know as much about how
the neighborhoods work. My next door neighbor, for example, is an elderly woman. We all
look out for her, we all worry about her if we don’t see her on the porch. The house next to
her used to have a family in it. Someone just bought it and turned it into an Airbnb. The
rotating cast of tourists there every weekend, they aren’t going to have any clue to worry
when Ms. Jesse hasn’t been on her porch in a few days.
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Lousteau and others understand why people want or need to use illegal short-term
rentals to make extra money in today’s volatile economic climate. They just don’t agree
that it’s right. Airbnb "take[s] neighbors out of neighborhoods," says Lousteau. It’s as
simple as that." ■
Editor: Sara Polsky
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THE SHARING ECONOMY:
AIRBNB AND MUNICIPAL ZONING REGULATION
Leonard Cohen

I. INTRODUCTION
Imagine this scenario: You’re on a business trip to San Francisco from New York City.
Your trip is short, so short in fact that the idea of shelling out hundreds of dollars on an expensive
hotel room seems less than ideal. You’d like to stay with family, but they live too far away from
the central hub of the city, where all your business is located. You need a place located no more
than a taxicab ride from the city that won’t cost you an arm and a leg. Now, imagine this scenario:
You’re a San Francisco resident who is struggling to make this month’s rent. Your apartment is a
two-bedroom walk-up, centrally located near the city hub. Your previous roommate has moved
out, so right now it is just you living there. You need to rent the spare room temporarily, until you
can find a new roommate, to help meet the month’s rental costs.
Over the last decade, startups and tech companies have been developing convenient ways
for regular people to offer routine services such as transportation and lodging. Consumers now
willingly allow strangers’ access to items that were previously regarded as private extensions of
one’s self. The personal automobile for example, once a symbol of American freedom and
autonomy, can now be temporarily “rented” by anyone to anyone. A simple search on websites
like Ebay or Craigslist will reveal hundreds of listings by previous owners for items as personal
as t-shirts to toothbrushes. Even the bed, a place where the average American spends almost
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eight hours of their day1, is “for rent” for the right price. This phenomenon is commonly referred
to as the “sharing economy”, a social and cultural creation representing a de-emphasis of
ownership and an embrace of sharing.
This paper will explore the legality with respect to zoning of the sharing economy titan,
Airbnb. 2 Section II will provide insight into why Airbnb has become so popular, and why
municipalities have reason to fear its growth. Many municipalities adopted regulatory systems
ten, twenty, even thirty years ago. These systems have proven ill quipped to handle the growth of
various new technologies, sharing economy services included. Undoubtedly, technological and
economic developments produce better, more efficient lifestyles. All growth, however, is
accompanied by pain; pain communities have not yet discovered how to alleviate. The national
reaction to sharing economy services has been mixed.3 In order to best understand the divide
between existing zoning legislation and Airbnb, a discussion of the policy and legal history of
zoning is required. Section III will provide the framework for the discussion with an overview of
the American land use system, paying particular attention to local municipal zoning authority and

1

UNITED STATES DEP’T OF LABOR, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS: AMERICAN TIME USE SURVEY (2014).
If you live in an area zoned for residential use, is it a violation to rent out your apartment or condo short-term on
Airbnb? What about space in your private single-family home? Zoning codes draw sharp distinctions between land
uses and may or may not accommodate flexibility of use depending on the municipality. The demographics of cities
are changing, and a population increase in young, single workers has already had impacts on housing stock with the
development of the micro-unit. Coupled with concerns about housing affordability and shifts from a 9-to-5 workday
to more freelance and projectbased work, this area is ripe for some new thinking. Molly Cohen & Corey Zehngebot,
What’s Old Becomes New: Regulating The Sharing Economy, 58-SPG B. B.J. 6 (2014).
3
Colorado Governor John Hickenlooper signed into law a bill to authorize ridesharing services. In California, the
state’s Public Utility Commission (PUC) approved a regulatory framework under which ridesharing companies
could operate legally throughout the state. In other cases, state intervention has prohibited sharing economy
companies from operating legally. Arizona Governor Jan Brewer vetoed a bill that would have enabled ridesharing
due to her concerns regarding insurance and drug testing requirements for drivers. A ruling from the State of
Maryland’s Public Service Commission (PSC) deems that Uber’s black car and SUV services (but not the cheaper
UberX and Lyft services) qualify as common carriers, and thus that they are subject to the same regulations imposed
on traditional transportation providers. The Maryland PSC is currently developing new regulations that would
apply to all ridesharing companies. See Nicole DuPuis & Brooks Rainwater, The Sharing Economy: An Analysis of
Current Sentiment Surrounding Homesharing and Ridesharing, NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES, (2014).
2
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functions, using an existing zoning ordinance (Town of Waywayanda, New York) as a model to
explain where, if at all, Airbnb fits into current regulatory schemes. Section IV will discuss the
legal and regulatory conflicts between municipalities and Airbnb, focusing on several cities that
have taken differing approaches to dealing with the company. Finally, this paper will conclude
with a discussion of best practices for municipalities moving forward, with particular focus on how
two major American cities have responded to Airbnb in vastly different ways.

II. AN INTRODUCTION TO AIRBNB
Founded in 2008 by Brian Chesky, Joe Gebbia, and Nathan Blecharczykand, Airbnb
describes itself as “a trusted community marketplace for people to list, discover, and book unique
accommodations around the world — online or from a mobile phone or tablet.”4 The company,
headquartered in San Francisco, has over two million listings in more than 190 countries
worldwide.5 Users can host or stay in accommodations ranging from castles to small apartments
in cities such as London, Miami, and Buenos Aires.6 Users simply download an app that gives
them access to thousands of listings across the globe, many of which are competitively priced
against traditional hotel options. Airbnb is widely regarded as one of the “pioneers” of this new,
rapidly expanding economy.7
Advocates often use the phrase “collaborative consumption” when explaining the merits
of the phenomenon known as the “sharing economy.” Sharing-economy companies offer a wide

4

AIRBNB ABOUT US, https://www.Airbnb.com/about/about-us (last visited Mar. 4, 2016).
Id.
6
Id.
7
Six years after its founding, Airbnb stands as one of the most prominent participants in the sharing economy, a
group that includes compatriots such as Uber and Lyft. Roberta A. Kaplan & Michael L. Nadler, Airbnb: A Case
Study in Occupancy Regulation and Taxation, 82 U. CHI. L. REV. DIALOGUE. 103 (2015).
5
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variety of services but are united by three common traits. First, they rely on recent technological
advances to satisfy age-old consumer demands in ways not previously possible.8 Second, they exist
in and parallel to a wide variety of well-established industries that are fundamentally disrupted by
the sharing economy’s emergent ability to provide innovative alternatives.9 Third, they operate in
interstitial areas of the law because they present new and fundamentally different issues that were
not foreseen when the governing statutes and regulations were enacted.10 The premise behind the
sharing economy is simple: owners of goods and services that are expensive to attain, such as
travel and lodging accommodations, provide temporary access to the items for a fee. All of the
sharing is done through individuals, the owner and the user, with the companies acting as
intermediaries that help connect individuals to each other.
Services like Airbnb, Uber11, and DogVacay12, are often more convenient than similar
traditional services and can be had at a cheaper cost. Airbnb offers an easy way to generate
additional income from an otherwise unused room, house, or castle13 by placing the room up for
rent on their website. Airbnb also contributes to local municipalities in a variety of ways.
According to an Airbnb study, the company found that 400,000 Airbnb guests who visited New
York City between 2012 and 2013 spent $632 million on food, transportation, and other travel and

8

Roberta A. Kaplan & Michael L. Nadler, Airbnb: A Case Study in Occupancy Regulation and Taxation, 82 U. CHI.
L. REV. DIALOGUE. 103 (2015).
9
Id.
10
Id.
11
Uber is a ride sharing application that allows individuals who have qualified to use their personal vehicle as a taxi
for others. Uber is unique because it usurps the traditional taxicab regulatory process by providing peer-to-peer
communication. Quite simply: if you have a car you can drive for Uber and if you have a smartphone you can ride
with Uber.
12
DogVacay is a service that allows dog owners to leave their dog with a host who will take care of the dog. It is
cheaper than a kennel and provides the dog with a more comfortable place to stay while its owner is away.
13
AIRBNB WISHLISTS, https://www.airbnb.com/wishlists/stay-in-a-castle (last visited April. 20, 2016).
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tourist related expenses, supporting 4,580 jobs. 14 The same study found Airbnb generated
approximately $56 million in local spending and supported 430 jobs in San Francisco.15 In fact,
Airbnb’s study was conducted in twelve cities over nine countries and found positive economic
impacts in all twelve cities.16 As compared to tourists staying in hotels, Airbnb guests in New
York City tend to stay two days longer and spend nearly $200 more at local businesses during their
visit.17 Proponents of Airbnb would argue the company’s positive community impact extends
much further than increased economic activity. Guests report feeling much more “like a local”
when staying in an Airbnb listing as opposed to a hotel.18 The company has also exhibited a strong
philanthropic mission, by participating in community-service projects and aiding in relief efforts
around the world by providing free housing to victims of natural disasters.19
A major criticism of Airbnb has been that the abundance of short-term listings available in
densely populated cities limits the amount of affordable housing available for permanent
residents.20 However, in New York City, the typical host earns only $6,160 per year via Airbnb,

14

Airbnb Economic Impact (Airbnb), online at http://blog.Airbnb.com/Airbnb-economic-impact (visited March 4,
2016); New Study: Airbnb Generated $632 Million in Economic Activity in New York (Airbnb Oct 22, 2013), online
at http://www.Airbnb.com/press/news/new-study-Airbnb-generated-632-million-... (visited March 4, 2016).
15
Id.
16
Id.
17
New Study: Airbnb Generated $632 Million in Economic Activity in New York (Airbnb Oct 22, 2013), online at
http://www.Airbnb.com/press/news/new-study-Airbnb-generated-632-million-... (visited March 4, 2016).
18
See Economic Impact; Peer-to-Peer Rental, Economist at 9 Julie Vallone, Airbnb Valued above Hyatt, Wyndham,
Investor’s Business Daily A5 (June 30, 2014); Carolyn Said, How an Airbnb Dabbler Became a Superhost (San
Francisco Chronicle June 14, 2014), online at http://www.sfchronicle.com/realestate/article/How-an-Airbnbdabbler-beca... (visited March, 4 2016); Jason Tanz, How Airbnb and Lyft Finally Got Americans to Trust Each
Other (Wired Apr 23, 2014), online at http://www.wired.com/2014/04/trust-in-the-share-economy (visited March 4,
2016).
19
See, for example, Press Release, Mayor Bloomberg and Airbnb Announce New Platform to Help Victims of
Hurricane Sandy with Free Housing (NYC Office of the Mayor Nov 7, 2012), online at
http://www.nyc.gov/portal/site/nycgov/menuitem.c0935b9a57bb4ef3daf2f1c70... (visited March 4, 2016); Patrick
Hoge, Airbnb to Aid Disaster Response in San Francisco and Portland, San Francisco Bus Times (Bus Journals July
29, 2014), online at http://www.bizjournals.com/sanfrancisco/blog/techflash/2014/07/Airbnb-to... (visited March 4,
2016).
20
In 2013, over 4,600 unique units were each booked as private short-term rentals for three months of the year or
more. Of these, nearly 2,000 units were each booked as private short-term rentals on Airbnb for at least 182 days—
or half the year. While generating $72.4 million in revenue for hosts, this rendered the units largely unavailable for
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an amount that marginally increases or sustains their budget, but far too low to decrease the
availability of housing in a city whose average monthly rent is almost $3,300.21 Some argue,
therefore, that Airbnb serves to make housing more affordable: half of current Airbnb hosts, many
of whom are moderate- to low-income individuals, have explained that hosting helps them afford
to stay in their homes.22
Airbnb has also dealt with criticism arising from a lack of regulation and security. For
travelers using these services, the reduction in price is coupled with a reduction in the safety
standards a traveler may expect from an established hotel. In the last five years, numerous incidents
of sexual assault and theft have been reported by sharing economy consumers. For example, an
Uber driver in India was convicted of raping a passenger in December of 2014;23 and in July of
2015, a man providing lodging through Airbnb sexually assaulted a Rhode Island teenager on
vacation in Madrid.24 In addition to concerns over safety, several states have alleged that sharing
economy services such as Uber and Airbnb are subject to appropriate taxation and workers
compensation laws, to which they have not yet adhered.25 In a report filed by the Office of the
Attorney General of the State of New York’s Research Department and Internet Bureau, it is
alleged that short-term rental services such as Airbnb are outright illegal.26 For now, however,

use by long-term residents.10 Notably, more than half of these units had also been booked through Airbnb for at
least half of the prior year (2012). Because Airbnb anonymized the unit numbers associated with the Data, NYAG
could not quantify the precise number of these units subject to the rent regulations. AIRBNB IN THE CITY, (2014),
http://www.ag.ny.gov/pdfs/Airbnb%20report.pdf.
21
Kenneth T. Rosen, Randall Sakamoto, and David Bank, Short-Term Rentals and Impact on the Apartment Market
(3-4) (Airbnb Pub Pol Blog Oct 2013), online at http://publicpolicy.Airbnb.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/ShortTermRentalsandImpactonApartmentMarketNY1.pdf (visited March 4, 2016).
22
See Economic Impact; Peer-to-Peer Rental, ECONOMIST at 9
23
Nida Najar, Ex-Driver for Uber Is Convicted of Raping Passenger in New Delhi, N.Y. TIMES, October 20, 2015.
24
Ron Lieber, Airbnb Horror Story Points to Need for Precautions, N.Y. TIMES, August 14, 2015.
25
See generally; The Economist: Rise of the Sharing Economy, http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21573104internet-everything-hire-rise-sharing-economy (last visited March 4 2016)
26
The report will say nearly three-quarters of all Airbnb rentals in the city are illegal, violating zoning or other laws.
Commercial operators, not hard-luck residents, supply more than a third of the units and generate more than a third
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these companies are here to stay, operating in an apparent violation of state and local law.
The biggest developments to date between sharing economy services and communities
have occurred in America’s largest cities. For this reason, New York and San Francisco make
frequent appearances throughout this paper. That does not mean, however, that other American
cities aren’t struggling to catch up with this rapidly growing new economy. A 2014 study by the
National League of Cities’ Center for City Solutions and Applied Research found that “the
majority of cities in our sample are working toward policies that accommodate or adjust to the
operation of ridesharing or homesharing companies.”27 Of the thirty most populous cities studied,
nine cities showed positive sentiment towards ridesharing and homesharing operations,28 while
twenty-two cities showed mixed sentiment towards the same operations. 29 It is becoming clear,
however, that if a city wishes to remain competitive and attract young professionals to live in work
there, it will have to embrace these new institutions.

III. THE MODERN AMERICAN ZONING SYSTEM
To understand why municipalities across the country have declared Airbnb illegal, one
must first understand the system of laws it purports to be breaking. The origins of the modern
American zoning system can be traced back to 1916, when New York City adopted the first

of the revenue. At least a handful of landlords are running what amount to illegal hostels. David Streitfeld, Airbnb
Listing Mostly Illegal, New York State Contends, N.Y. TIMES, October 15, 2014.
27
See Nicole DuPuis & Brooks Rainwater, The Sharing Economy: An Analysis of Current Sentiment Surrounding
Homesharing and Ridesharing, NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES, (2014).
28
Austin, Charlotte, El Paso, Indianapolis, San Diego, San Francisco, Seattle, San Jose and Washington DC. See
Nicole DuPuis & Brooks Rainwater, The Sharing Economy: An Analysis of Current Sentiment Surrounding
Homesharing and Ridesharing, NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES, (2014).
29
Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Columbus, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Fort Worth, Houston, Jacksonville, Louisville,
Las Vegas, Los Angeles, Memphis, Nashville, New York, Oklahoma City, Philadelphia, Phoenix, Portland and San
Antonio. See Nicole DuPuis & Brooks Rainwater, The Sharing Economy: An Analysis of Current Sentiment
Surrounding Homesharing and Ridesharing, NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES, (2014).
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comprehensive zoning ordinance in the United States. 30 In 1922, the U.S. Department of
Commerce published a model statute, the Standard State Zoning Enabling Act, which most states
adopted soon thereafter.31 Then, in the 1926 Supreme Court decision, Village of Euclid v. Ambler
Realty Company, Justice Sutherland’s opinion reflected a gathering consensus among state
Supreme Court judges that public guidance of private development was within the police power
of the states.32 The states, in turn, delegated these powers to local governments in what is now
referred to as municipal home rule. The Municipal Home Rule Law grants further specific police
powers of local legislation to particular local governments, some of which contain restrictions. The
police power has been defined generally as the power to regulate persons and property for the
purpose of securing the public health, safety, welfare, comfort, peace and prosperity of the
municipality and its inhabitants.33
It was from these events that modern American zoning was born, and with it a system of
regulation that vests in the municipalities themselves. The American land use system can be
described as developing over three distinct phases: the granting of power from state enabling acts,
the creation and adoption of a local land use plan, and the creation of administrative and quasijudicial local agencies to review and adjudicate issues arising from land use regulations.34

A. Granting of Power from State Enabling Acts

30

See, e.g., John R. Nolon, Historical Overview of the American Land Use System: A Diagnostic Approach to
Evaluating Governmental Land Use Control, 23 PACE ENVTL. L. REV. 821, 821-22 (2006).
31
Id.
32
See Euclid v Ambler Realty Co. [1926] 272 U.S. 365.
33
JOHN R. NOLON & PATRICIA E. SALKIN, LAND USE AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT LAW 136 (West Publishing
et al. eds., 8th ed. 2008).
34
See, e.g., John R. Nolon, Historical Overview of the American Land Use System: A Diagnostic Approach to
Evaluating Governmental Land Use Control, 23 PACE ENVTL. L. REV. 821, 821-22 (2006).
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First, local municipalities are given the express right to enact zoning regulations by the
state. Most states grant power to municipalities to enact zoning for the purpose of promoting the
health, safety, morals, or general welfare of the community. 35 With this power in hand,
municipalities may enact zoning regulations that best fit their current needs, keeping an eye, of
course, towards future economic and social development. Most municipalities do this by
developing districts, or dividing the town into smaller parts by proposed uses.36 These districts can
incorporate a variety of important uses including: commercial, residential, industrial, agricultural,
and a number of mixed uses.37 This direct conveyance of powers vests the authority to zone with
the municipality and no other authority according to municipal home rule. It is for the municipality
to dictate the development of land in its boundaries. The resulting modern land use system is one
that has been unanimously adopted by the fifty states.

B. Adopting a Comprehensive Plan
The second phase of the modern American land use system is the creation and adoption of
a local comprehensive land use plan. The comprehensive plan has the legal authority to act as the
vehicle for guiding community development, the scope to cover the necessary functions and
facilities, and the history of practice to inspire public acceptance of its policies. 38 The
comprehensive plan is composed of three distinct parts: principles, processes, and attributes. 39
Principles include normative statements of intent that underlie a plan's overall strategy, including

35

JOHN R. NOLON & PATRICIA E. SALKIN, LAND USE AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT LAW 136 (West Publishing
et al. eds., 8th ed. 2008).
36
JOHN R. NOLON & PATRICIA E. SALKIN, LAND USE AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT LAW 1041 (West
Publishing et al. eds., 8th ed. 2008).
37
JOHN R. NOLON & PATRICIA E. SALKIN, LAND USE AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT LAW 1043 (West
Publishing et al. eds., 8th ed. 2008).
38
AMERICAN PLANNING ASSOCIATION: https://www.planning.org/sustainingplaces/compplanstandards/.
39
Id.
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its goals, objective, policies, maps, and other content.40 Processes include planning activities that
take place during the preparation of a comprehensive plan and define how it will be carried out—
public participation and plan implementation. 41 Finally, attributes include plan-making design
standards that shape the content and characteristics of comprehensive plans.42
Most states encourage but do not require local governments to adopt a comprehensive
plan.43 While the adoption of a comprehensive plan is not required, almost all local governments
adopt comprehensive plans in some form because of its reputation for being the best method for
growth and success of the municipality. Once a comprehensive plan is adopted, many states do
require that zoning be in conformance with that comprehensive plan.44 This requirement gives
local governments the freedom to enact zoning regulations that will best suit their goals while
ensuring that those regulations are not so invasive on individual rights as to warrant them
unconstitutional. In order to be considered valid exercises of police power, the ordinances must be
rationally related to a legitimate public purpose, and they may they not be arbitrary or capricious.
An ordinance that is enacted contrary to objectives outlined in the comprehensive plan may be
found to be ultra vires, or beyond the locality’s legal authority.

C. Regulatory and Administrative Agencies

40

Id.
Id.
42
Id.
43
The seven states that require local governments to adopt comprehensive plans are: Alaska, California, Florida,
Idaho, Maine, Oregon, and Washington.
44
N.Y. TOWN LAW § 263 (McKinney 2004).
41
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The American land use system features a system of checks and balances, in addition to the
courts, in the form of administrative and quasi-judicial agencies and regulators. In a given local
government, one would likely find a planning board, zoning board of appeals, other involved
agencies, and regulators tasked with implementing and enforcing the zoning code.45 The primary
function of these entities is to review and adjudicate issues relating to the implementation and
application of zoning regulations on private landowners.46 These entities are required to “hold
public hearings on most proposals and petitions, to provide notice to affected parties of the
hearings, to hold meetings open to the public, and to ensure that their voting members have no
conflicts of interest that prevent their decisions from being objective.”47 Great deference is shown
to the local government, which, after adopting a comprehensive plan has the burden only of
proving a particular regulation is a valid exercise of the police power.48 A local government enjoys
a presumption of validity on their zoning and land use decisions so long as the decisions are not
arbitrary or capricious with respect to the individuals’ rights the decisions limit.49

D. Use Variances
With zoning having been established as a valid use of the State’s police power,
municipalities shifted their focus to developing creative ways of alleviating difficulties arising
from new development. 50 Some of these strategies employed by local governments include:
45

See, e.g., John R. Nolon, Historical Overview of the American Land Use System: A Diagnostic Approach to
Evaluating Governmental Land Use Control, 23 PACE ENVTL. L. REV. 821, 824-25 (2006).
46
Id.
47
See, e.g., John R. Nolon, Historical Overview of the American Land Use System: A Diagnostic Approach to
Evaluating Governmental Land Use Control, 23 PACE ENVTL. L. REV. 821, 821-22 (2006).
48
Id.
49
See Euclid v Ambler Realty Co. [1926] 272 U.S. 365.
50
“So-called “neo-Euclidian zoning” techniques such as planned unit development districts, floating zones, special
use permits, and others evolved at the local level. These allowed local governments more flexibility in locating
development in appropriate places. In the modern era, additional techniques have been authorized such as the
purchase of development rights, the transfer of development rights, and the recreation of traditional neighborhood
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Higher Density Districts, Bulk and Area Requirements, Incentive Zoning, Special Permits,
Floating Zones, Generic Environmental Impact Statements, Transfer of Development Rights,
Variances, and Intermunicipal Agreements. 51 In a typical municipal zoning district, uses are
permitted either as-of-right or conditionally (i.e., by special use permit).52 In typical Euclidian53
residential districts, commercial uses are not permitted as-of-right and would therefore need
approval from the municipality. With this framework in mind, one may see how Airbnb
undermines many municipal zoning codes and allows individuals to operate de-facto hotels in
districts that only permit single-family residences as-of-right.
One likely analogue for regulating short-term, transient rentals of the type fostered by
Airbnb is how zoning treats bed and breakfast operations. Bed and breakfast lodgings are a land
use often permitted by local zoning codes as a conditional use in residential districts, subject to
various standards and fees, which vary greatly depending on the type of community or
neighborhood involved. Zoning may require a certain lot size, limit the number of guest rooms
allowed, subject operations to periodic inspections, and require that only a certain percentage of a
building be used for the bed-and-breakfast operations, among other requirements.
A sample zoning code54—used here as a comparative framework for our analysis—defines
a dwelling unit as a “a building or entirely selfcontained portion thereof containing complete

districts to give even greater authority to local governments to marshal the forces of development and arrange
buildings appropriately on the land.” See, e.g., John R. Nolon, Historical Overview of the American Land Use
System: A Diagnostic Approach to Evaluating Governmental Land Use Control, 23 PACE ENVTL. L. REV. 821,
821-22 (2006).
51
James A. Coon, Guide to Planning and Zoning Laws of New York State, LOCAL GOVERNMENT TECHNICAL SERIES
(2011) http://www.dos.ny.gov/lg/publications/Guide_to_planning_and_zoning_laws.pdf
52
See, e.g., JOHN R. NOLON & PATRICIA E. SALKIN, LAND USE IN A NUTSHELL (Thomson West et al. eds., 2007).
53
Euclidian zoning refers to a separation of land uses (as opposed to allowing for a mix of uses) and is derived from
the seminal zoning case, Euclid v. Ambler Realty discussed earlier.
54
Note: The following sections will make use of a Town Zoning Code. The town is that of Wawayanda, New York.
Wawayanda is a small Hamlet town in close proximity to Highway 84. While all zoning codes are different
depending on the particular characteristics of the municipality, Wawayanda’s code serves as a fine model for the
purposes of this paper.
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housekeeping facilities for only one (1) family.” 55 The code goes on to specify that “rental
units/rooms in a boardinghouse, dormitory, motel, inn, nursing home or other similar building shall
not be deemed to constitute ‘dwelling units.’”56 Separately, a “family” is defined “as any number
of persons related by blood, marriage or adoption, or any number of persons who are not so related
living together as a single nonprofit housekeeping unit, using all rooms and housekeeping facilities
in common and having such meals together as they may eat at home….”57 To comply with zoning,
these definitions require permanent occupancy of a dwelling unit by a single family, not the rental
of rooms to unrelated persons who come and go over short periods of time.
In order to ensure fairness, there are a number of techniques available to a landowner whose
intended use does not conform to the district’s zoning. He or she may apply for a use variance,
which, if approved, would grant the right to use the land for purposes beyond those delineated in
the zoning. 58 The standards for granting a use variance vary from state to state and from
community to community. Some states do not permit use variances, some require only a showing
of practical difficulties, and others set forth several standards that must be met, which generally
include: that the owner cannot realize a reasonable economic return on the property; the property
is unique; the alleged hardship was not self-created; and the proposed non-conforming use will not
alter the essential character of the neighborhood.59 If all of the factors are found in the applicants
favor, the zoning board may grant a variance from the originally zoned use. With these factors in
mind, it becomes clear that a use variance is not a viable option for a homeowner seeking to use
Airbnb. The homeowner would have to prove that they couldn’t realize a reasonable economic

55

Town of Wawayanda Zoning Code, § 195-2 (emphasis added), (1998)
Town of Wawayanda Zoning Code, § 195-2, (1998)
57
Town of Wawayanda Zoning Code, § 195-2, (1998)
58
JOHN R. NOLON & PATRICIA E. SALKIN, LAND USE AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT LAW 177 (West Publishing
et al. eds., 8th ed. 2008).
59
N.Y. TOWN LAW § 267-b (2)(b) (McKinney 2004).
56
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return on their single-family home without the use of temporary lodging. Zoning limits singlefamily homes to residential uses and to those uses that are customarily associated with residential
use and incidental and subordinate to that residential use. 60 Zoning restrictions limiting the
occupational use of homes recognize that residential districts must be protected from home
occupations that are out of character with the neighborhood and are not uses that homeowners
expect to be affected by when they purchase a home in a single-family area.61 The homeowner
wishing to use Airbnb will have no luck utilizing their municipalities’ use variance provision;
perhaps the municipality will view Airbnb as a “special” use?

E. Special Use Permits
Section D explained how a use variance may be used by a landowner to alleviate the
discrepancy between the landowners proposed use and the current zoning attached to the premises.
A similar technique available to individuals who are limited by the existing zoning district is a
special use permit.62 A municipal zoning law can authorize other uses but only if they receive a
special or conditional use permit.63 Special use permits require authorization of a particular land
use that is permitted in the zoning ordinance or local law, adherence to the requirements imposed
by that zoning, and harmony between the specially-permitted use and the existing as-of-right uses
(i.e., the specially-permitted use will not adversely affect the character of the neighborhood if

60

JOHN R. NOLON & PATRICIA E. SALKIN, LAND USE AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT LAW 238-9 (West
Publishing et al. eds., 8th ed. 2008).
61
Id. at 239.
62
N.Y. TOWN LAW § 274-b (McKinney 2004); N.Y. GEN. CITY LAW § 27-b (McKinney 2004); N.Y. VILLAGE LAW
§ 7-725-b (McKinney 2004).
63
As used in this section the term "special use permit" shall mean an authorization of a particular land use which is
permitted in a zoning ordinance or local law, subject to requirements imposed by such zoning ordinance or local law
to assure that the proposed use is in harmony with such zoning ordinance or local law and will not adversely affect
the neighborhood if such requirements are met. N.Y. TOWN LAW § 274-b (McKinney 2004).
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requirements are met).64 There is no express requirement that a local government grant a special
use permit. 65 A local government may also attach conditions to the issuance of a special use
permit.66 Once a special permit is issued, it is personal to the applicant and is affixed to or “runs”
with the land.67
Most zoning ordinances expressly enumerate specially-permitted uses.68 Taking again a
sample zoning code as a framework for analysis: the Town of Wawayanda, New York, for
example, has several zoning districts ranging from Agricultural-Residential to Commercial.69 In
the Agricultural-Residential or “AR” zone, the legislative purpose of the zone is expressed as
“intended to accommodate residential development that is compatible with the rural qualities of
the Town and that may coexist with existing agricultural activities throughout this district.”70 The
principal permitted or as-of-right uses in that zone are limited to family farms and agricultural
uses.71 However, there are a number of uses available via special permit. One

such

use

available via special permit is the “home occupations,” defined as “[a]n activity carried out for
gain by a resident and conducted as an accessory use in the resident's dwelling unit or on the site

64

JOHN R. NOLON & PATRICIA E. SALKIN, LAND USE AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT LAW 195 (West Publishing
et al. eds., 8th ed. 2008).
65
JOHN R. NOLON & PATRICIA E. SALKIN, LAND USE AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT LAW 195 (West Publishing
et al. eds., 8th ed. 2008).
66
JOHN R. NOLON & PATRICIA E. SALKIN, LAND USE AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT LAW 195 (West Publishing
et al. eds., 8th ed. 2008). In New York for example, the authorized board shall have the authority to impose such
reasonable conditions and restrictions as are directly related to and incidental to the proposed special use permit.
Upon its granting of said special use permit, any such conditions must be met in connection with the issuance of
permits by applicable enforcement agents or officers of the town. N.Y. TOWN LAW § 274-b
67
JOHN R. NOLON & PATRICIA E. SALKIN, LAND USE AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT LAW 195 (West Publishing
et al. eds., 8th ed. 2008).
68
Id.
69
Town of Wawayanda Zoning Code, Zoning Map (1998).
70
Town of Wawayanda Zoning Code, AR Zone Schedule (1998).
71
Agriculture as defined by New York State Department of Agriculture and Markets Agriculture, livestock (2 or
more acres) Agriculture, nurseries and greenhouses without retail Agriculture, retail sale of farm, nursery and related
products (maximum 20,000 square feet) Agricultural, tourism activities on ongoing farm operation. Home
occupation, minimal One-family dwellings Two-family dwellings Wireless communication facility, minor. Town of
Wawayanda Zoning Code, AR Zone Schedule (1998).
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of the residence.”72 Also allowed via special permit is the bed-and-breakfast, defined as, “[a]n
owner-occupied dwelling used for renting accommodations to transient, fee-paying guests and
providing not more than one meal (breakfast) daily to lodging guests only.”73
F. Application: The Problem Presented by Airbnb
Lack of regulation and adherence to locally adopted laws can mean a municipality is
enforcing rules against some residents, but unable to enforce them against others. Using the
Wawayanda town code as an example, Airbnb would not qualify as a bed-and-breakfast because
it is not the “primary use of the property.”74 In other words, if an individual resides in a single
family home and is simply renting out a spare bedroom to a weary traveler, this would not
transform the single family home into something resembling the characteristics of a for-profit bedand-breakfast. Most municipal zoning codes characterize for-profit bed-and-breakfasts as having
commercially identifiable features such as signage and a common dining room.75
Here lies the essential problem with sharing economy services such as Airbnb. Zoning
regulations are put in place by municipalities to guarantee citizens certain comforts and enjoyment
of their property. Landowners are protected from nuisances that may disrupt the quiet enjoyment
of their land or depreciate economic viability of their property. 76 The special permit and use
variance processes are designed to give flexibility to individuals and local governments alike. A
particular township or village may recognize a need for a corner store or gas station in a
residentially zoned district. Rather than going through the lengthy and potentially expensive

72

Town of Wawayanda Zoning Code, AR Zone Schedule (1998).
Town of Wawayanda Zoning Code, Definitions (1998).
74
Town of Wawayanda Zoning Code, § 195-2, (1998).
75
Town of Wawayanda Zoning Code, § 195-2, (1998).
76
“It becomes one of those minor discomforts in life, which must be borne in deference to the principle that one
man’s enjoyment of property cannot always be the controlling factor, but must be considered in connection with the
reasonable and lawful use of other property by his neighbors.” Clark v. Wambold, 165 Wis. 70, 160 N.W. 1039
(Wis.1917).
73
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process of amending the comprehensive plan and zoning ordinance, the locality can simply issue
the appropriate relief. Certainly, it is a valid exercise of its police power for a town to aspire to
protect the agricultural character of its community. Suppose one resident living in an agricultural
zone in Wawayanda uses Airbnb to offer temporary housing to a visitor. Neighbors living in that
zone may be subjected to increased noise and traffic as a result, nuisances that are out of character
with an agricultural community. Companies like Airbnb want to conduct their business and
continue to grow while municipalities need to maintain control over the economic and aesthetic
functionality of their zoned districts. As sharing economy services and zoning meet at a
problematic crossroads, future development rests on how the law can be used to alleviate
contrasting objectives.

IV. HOW HAVE MUNICIPALITIES RESPONDED SO FAR?
The American zoning system, for the most part, provides municipalities and individuals
with flexibility to utilize their property in a manner beneficial to both the individual and
community as a whole. In cities across the country, zoning is instrumental in achieving economic
and aesthetic appeal, helping to keep housing affordable for lower income residents, and ensuring
residential neighborhoods do not become over-saturated with tourists. 77 While the dangers to
short-term renters are apparent, one could argue that the revenue earned by Airbnb hosts creates a
new kind of affordability—helping people stay in their homes who otherwise might not be able to
afford it.
A. New York City’s War on Airbnb
New York City is the first major city to wage legal and political war against Airbnb in an

77

See generally; AIRBNB IN THE CITY, (2014), http://www.ag.ny.gov/pdfs/Airbnb%20report.pdf.
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effort to regain control. In a 2014 report, the Office of the New York State Attorney General, Eric
T. Schneiderman, asserts that sharing economy mega-companies like Uber and Airbnb are
providing individuals the means and the mode to usurp New York City regulations. 78 The
Attorney General’s report discovered a number of significant issues regarding Airbnb’s presence
in the New York City market. First, the report found that private, short-term rentals increased
tenfold between 2010 and 2014, with revenue to Airbnb and its hosts exceeding 282 million dollars
in New York City for 2014.79 The report claimed that well over 100 “Commercial Users” each
controlled ten or more unique Airbnb units, allowing commercial properties to dominate the rental
market, accepting 36 percent of short-term rentals between 2010 and 2014.80 The report also found
that Airbnb has had a significant effect on displacing long-term renters in the city. 81 Most notably,
the Attorney General’s investigation in New York City found that about 72 percent of rentals
through Airbnb violated New York City laws.82
In 2010, the New York State Senate voted in favor of Senate Bill S6873 (S6873), a housing
regulation that places restrictions on the length of occupancy of “Class A multiple dwellings” in
New York City.83 New York City Municipal Code defines a Class A multiple dwelling as “a
multiple dwelling which is occupied, as a rule, for permanent residence purposes.” 84 The Senate
Bill—which was promulgated in response to the rise of illegal use of single-family dwellings as
78

AIRBNB IN THE CITY, 2-3, (2014), http://www.ag.ny.gov/pdfs/Airbnb%20report.pdf.
Private short-term bookings in New York City on Airbnb increased sharply during the Review Period, registering
more than a tenfold increase. The associated revenue also spiked, nearly doubling each year. AIRBNB IN THE CITY,
(2014), http://www.ag.ny.gov/pdfs/Airbnb%20report.pdf.
80
“Well over 100 Commercial Users each controlled 10 or more unique Airbnb units during the Review Period.
Together, these hosts accepted 47,103 private short- term reservations and earned $59.4 million in revenue.” AIRBNB
IN THE CITY, (2014), http://www.ag.ny.gov/pdfs/Airbnb%20report.pdf.
81
“In 2013, more than 4,600 units were booked as short-term rentals through Airbnb for three months of the year or
more. Of these, nearly 2,000 units were booked as short-term rentals for a cumulative total of half the year or
more—rendering them largely unavailable for use by long-term residents.” AIRBNB IN THE CITY, (2014),
http://www.ag.ny.gov/pdfs/Airbnb%20report.pdf.
82
AIRBNB IN THE CITY, (2014), http://www.ag.ny.gov/pdfs/Airbnb%20report.pdf.
83
N.Y. MULT DWELL LAW § 4 (1954) amended by Senate Bill 6873 (2010).
79
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transient hotels, such as with Airbnb85—contains a provision making it illegal for the permanent
resident of such a dwelling to allow occupancy by another for fewer than 30 days while also
accepting monetary gain. 86 In New York City, the applicable Building, Fire, and Housing
Maintenance codes set forth different standards for dwellings that are to be occupied on a monthto-month basis than for dwellings that are to be occupied on a day-to-day basis.87 In fact, New
York City has outlawed for-profit hostels altogether as a measure of safety.88
In addition to the restrictions on length of stay and monetary gain set forth in S6873, the
bill also closes a “loophole” that was being used to justify illegal transient occupancy in
permanent residency dwellings.89 Explaining this loophole, the court in City of New York v. 330
Continental, LLC held that the Multiple Dwelling Law allows a minority of the units in Class A
Multiple Dwelling buildings to be occupied for nonpermanent or transient occupancy.90 The court

“Many owners of Class A multiple dwellings have been illegally using Class A dwelling units as transient hotels.
When called upon to justify this fundamentally unsafe and illegal practice, they have cited the ambiguity of the
terms "as a rule" and "primarily" preceding the requirement of "permanent residence" or "long term" residence for
such dwellings. These owners have also claimed that the permanent or long term residence requirement is met when
the dwelling unit is
leased by a corporate entity for more than 30 days even though the actual occupancy by individuals is less than 30
days. This bill would put an end to these spurious defenses by defining the term "permanent residence purposes" as
occupancy by a natural person or family for 30
consecutive days or longer (the permanent occupants).” NEW YORK STATE SENATE,
https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/bills/2009/s6873b (last visited March 4, 2016).
86
Only the permanent occupants would be permitted to allow occupancy of the dwelling unit for less than 30
consecutive days and even then only by lawful boarders, roomers or lodgers or house guests living within the
household of the permanent occupants or while the permanent occupants are temporarily absent for vacation or other
personal reason if there is no monetary compensation for such use. N.Y. MULT DWELL LAW § 4 (1954) amended by
Senate Bill 6873 (2010).
87
http://www.nyc.gov/html/fdny/pdf/firecode/2009/fire_code_ll26_2008_amended_ll37_41_64_2009_final_complet
e.pdf
88
Certain states permit hostels, where multiple, transient strangers often share rooms outfitted with bunk beds and
barebones amenities. Because tight quarters and other factors create heightened fire and safety risks to travelers and
permanent residents, these states generally require hostels to adhere to rigorous safety requirements. New York
currently prohibits for-profit hostels entirely. Although other explanations may apply to certain listings, patterns of
high occupancy in connection with a single unit are consistent with their use as a hostel or other high-volume
transient accommodation. Close to 200 units throughout New York City were each booked on Airbnb as private
short-term rentals for more than 365 total nights in 2013. AIRBNB IN THE CITY, 14 (2014),
http://www.ag.ny.gov/pdfs/Airbnb%20report.pdf.
89
City of New York v. 330 Continental, LLC. 60 AD3d 226, 231 (1st Dept. 2009).
90
Id.
85
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based this holding, in part, on the definition of Class "A" multiple dwelling, as set forth under
Section 4(8)(a) of the Multiple Dwelling Law.91 In interpreting Section 4(8)(a) of the Multiple
Dwelling Law, the court held that "the statute's use of the phrase 'as a rule' indicates that a
secondary use of the building, different from the specified primary use, is permitted."92 The court
concluded that no violation of the Class A certificate of occupancy would result from use of a
minority of the units in one of the buildings for nonpermanent or transient occupancy.93
The New York City bill effectively closes this loophole by modifying the “permanent
residence” and “as a rule” provisions of the Multiple Dwelling Law. Under the current law, “the
only "secondary" transient use of class A dwelling units allowed would be use by the permanent
occupants, natural persons not corporate entities, for house guests or boarders roomers or lodgers
living within the household of the permanent occupants or for circumstances such as the occasional
pet or apartment "sitter" when the permanent occupants are absent for personal reasons such as
vacation or for medical treatment.”94 Under this new scheme, tenants can no longer rent their
apartment on Airbnb to transient guests. The amendment to the Multiple Dwelling Law provides
that only the tenant, the tenant’s guests, or the tenant’s employees (maid, pet or apartment sitter)
are permitted to occupy the dwelling if the tenant is absent.
In addition to New York City wishing to provide safe accommodations for its visitors, the
City also has an interest in protecting local businesses from unfair competition. Hotels and other
lodging entities in the city spend significant sums of money to comply with applicable laws, and
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City of New York v. 330 Continental, LLC. 60 AD3d 226, 231 (1st Dept. 2009).; N.Y. MULT DWELL LAW § 4
(1954)
92
N.Y. MULT DWELL LAW § 4 (1954)
93
See NEW YORK STATE SENATE, https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/bills/2009/s6873b. Quoting City of New
York v. 330 Continental, LLC. 60 AD3d 226, 231 (1st Dept. 2009).
94
See NEW YORK STATE SENATE, https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/bills/2009/s6873b (last visited March 4,
2016).
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are also subject to hospitality taxes, which Airbnb hosts traditionally have avoided. Airbnb and
other sharing services represent a total departure from the traditional business model.
Unfortunately, the regulatory scheme currently in place is ill-equipped to handle the complex
variety of issues that have arisen since its inception.95
In an effort to comply with regulation, Airbnb has begun collecting hotel occupancy taxes
in several cities across the country.96 Current tax law, however, prevents Airbnb from collecting
and remitting occupancy related taxes on behalf of their hosts and guests in New York. 97
According to the New York City Department of Finance, Airbnb is not required to collect the
City’s hotel room occupancy tax because, by providing a method for hosts and guests to privately
contract for available accommodations, Airbnb “is neither a hotel operator nor a room
remarketer.”98 Airbnb and New York are at a stalemate. Unfortunately, political grandstanding is
impeding progress, as hotel special interest groups fear competition and resist change.99
Like any corporation, municipalities are obligated to provide benefits to their members.
Unlike most corporations, municipal corporations derive revenue, in large part, from the taxation
of citizens. Consequently, municipalities are extremely vigilant of new sources of taxable revenue
taking place in their boundaries. Since the new wave of sharing services does not fit neatly into
the traditional regulatory mold, those services were destined to bump heads with decades-old
laws.100 It comes as no surprise then, that taxation and housing laws are at the forefront of the
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See generally: Molly Cohen and Corey Zehngebot, What’s Old Becomes New: Regulating the Sharing Economy,
58 Boston Bar J 34 (2014).

100

Our society is captivated by dollars and so is our legal system. Taxes must be paid in dollars. Minimum wage
must be paid in dollars. Most income is difficult to recognize and quantify unless it comes in the form of dollars.
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regulatory and legal issues facing Airbnb.101
B. San Francisco’s Embrace of Airbnb
In light of New York City’s response, other cities across the country are beginning to crack
down on illegal hotels. The city councils of Moab, St. George, Park City, and Provo, Utah have
each enacted ordinances prohibiting residents from renting their own properties to transient
visitors.102
San Francisco, where Airbnb was born, initially had mixed reactions from residents
regarding the validity of temporary rentals.103 As in most cases, some residents value the additional
income, while others say landlords are evicting them from their homes in hopes of renting out
rooms to Airbnb full-time.104 Airbnb’s hometown, however, is now on the forefront of progressive

The application of many rules and regulations is determined by dollar volume of a business, and so on. Jenny
Kassana & Janelle Orsid, The Legal Landscape of the Sharing Economy, 27 J. Envtl. L. & Litig. 1 (2012)
101
For tax purposes, is a ride-share provider like an UberX driver running a small business or franchise? There’s
been no consensus about how to tax the “sharing economy” due to the diversity of business types. In some cases,
participants may not be required to pay certain specialty taxes: e.g., it is unclear whether Airbnb hosts are required
to pay hotel occupancy tax in most municipalities, but they still pay state and federal income tax. Indeed, in many
situations, it’s less clear how sharing economy transactions should or could be taxed. Molly Cohen & Corey
Zehngebot, What’s Old Becomes New: Regulating The Sharing Economy, 58-SPG B. B.J. 6 (2014).
102
WATCHDOG.ORG: http://watchdog.org/221982/zoning-meets-property-rights-airbnb-vrbo-outlawed-several-utahcities/
Molly Cohen & Corey Zehngebot, What’s Old Becomes New: Regulating The Sharing Economy, 58-SPG B. B.J. 6
(2014).
104
Beth Goldman, Letter Responding to Request for Ruling Regarding New York City Hotel Room Occupancy Tax
(New York City Department of Finance Aug 21, 2013), online at
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dof/downloads/pdf/redacted%20letter%20rulings/ho (visited March 4, 2016).
104
See Brian Chesky, The $21 Million Problem, The Blog (Huffington Post Apr 15, 2014), online at
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/brian-chesky/the-21-million-problem_b_5149... (visited March 4, 2016); David
Hantman, $21 Million More for New York, Airbnb Pub Pol Blog (Airbnb Apr 14, 2014), online at
http://publicpolicy.Airbnb.com/21- million-new-york (visited March 4, 2016); Craig Karmin, Airbnb to Mayor: Tax
Our Hosts, Fund Pet Programs (Wall St J Mar 27, 2014), online at
http://online.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052702303779504579465532885246114 (visited March 4, 2016).
104
See Lisa Fickenscher, Hotels Girding for a Fight against Airbnb (Crain’s NY Bus Aug 19, 2013), online at
http://www.crainsnewyork.com/article/20130819/hospitality_tourism/130819... (visited March 4, 2016); Jason Q.
Freed, Legal Issues Divide Hosts and Hoteliers (Hotel News Now Feb 10, 2014), online at
http://www.hotelnewsnow.com/Article/13109/Legal-issues-divide-hosts-and-... (visited March 4, 2016); Megan
Sullivan, Is Airbnb the Hotel Industry’s Greatest Threat? (Lodging Apr 1, 2014), online at
http://www.lodgingmagazine.com/is- Airbnb-the-hotel-industrys-greatest-th... (visited March 4, 2016).
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solutions and compromise. San Francisco has endorsed a plan to effectively legalize Airbnb.105
The City’s Board of Supervisors recently voted to adopt regulations that require permanent
residents to secure a business license from the City, to show that they have occupied their homes
for 275 days out of the last year, with a limit of 90 days of occupancy permitted by Airbnb
customers.106 The City also developed a special department to assist with, regulate, and enforce
short-term rentals.107 Additionally, there are new reporting, recordkeeping, and safety regulations
that govern short-term listings.108 In an effort to address Airbnb opponents’ concern about a lack
of affordable housing, the new law prevents landlords from evicting current tenants to create
makeshift hotels.109
San Francisco should serve as a model for the way municipalities think about Airbnb.
Notice that while San Francisco amended outdated laws, enacted a series of new requirements,
and developed a special regulatory board, no capital improvements or infrastructure were needed
to address the problems. As Airbnb co-founder Brian Chesky puts it, “[w]hereas historically, to
create opportunities, cities would need massive projects and investments, these jobs only require
the Internet.”110
C. Airbnb’s Response

105

See Carolyn Said, Supes Back ‘Airbnb Law’ to Allow Short-Term Rentals, with Limits (San Francisco Chronicle
Oct 8, 2014), online at http://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Supervisors-approve-Airbnb-law-580785... (visited
March 4, 2016); Kim-Mai Cutler, San Francisco Legalizes, Regulates Airbnb with 7–4 Vote, Lots of Amendments
(Tech Crunch Oct 7, 2014), online at http://techcrunch.com/2014/10/07/san-francisco-Airbnb (visited March 4,
2016). See also Elliot Njus, Portland Legalizes Airbnb-Style Short-Term Rentals, OregonLive (Oregonian July 30,
2014), online at http://www.oregonlive.com/frontporch/index.ssf/2014/07/portland_legaliz... (visited March 4,
2016).
106
SAN. FRAN. ADMIN. CODE § 41A (2015).
107
OVERVIEW OF AIRBNB LAW IN SAN FRANCISCO, http://www.nolo.com/legal-encyclopedia/overview-Airbnb-lawsan-francisco.html.
108
SAN. FRAN. ADMIN. CODE § 41A.5 (2015).
109
OVERVIEW OF AIRBNB LAW IN SAN FRANCISCO, http://www.nolo.com/legal-encyclopedia/overview-Airbnb-lawsan-francisco.html.
110
THE FUTURE OF AIRBNB IN CITIES, http://www.mckinsey.com/industries/travel-transport-and-logistics/ourinsights/the-future-of-Airbnb-in-cities (last visited March 4, 2016).
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In response to these varying municipal reactions to its service, Airbnb created a section on
its website educating its customers about municipal regulatory issues. 111 In a webpage titled
“What legal and regulatory issues should I consider before hosting on Airbnb?” the company posts
a disclaimer to its users.112 The page explains, “[w]hen deciding whether to become an Airbnb
host, it's important for you to understand how the laws work in your city.”113 It goes on to say:
Some cities have laws that restrict your ability to host paying guests for short
periods. These laws are often part of a city's zoning or administrative codes. In
many cities, you must register, get a permit, or obtain a license before you list
your property or accept guests. Certain types of short-term bookings may be
prohibited altogether. Local governments vary greatly in how they enforce these
laws. Penalties may include fines or other enforcement.114
Whether or not this shift of responsibility onto the user absolves Airbnb of liability under
familiar legal principles like agency and contributory liability remains to be seen.115

V. CONCLUSION: WHAT SOLUTIONS ARE POSSIBLE?
Absent local ordinances expressly forbidding transient rentals, Airbnb and similar lodging
services would still be illegal under most municipal zoning ordinances. For the most part, largescale enforcement of illegal transient hotels presents a huge challenge because of the inability to
know who is renting and when they are doing so. The municipality’s zoning enforcement officer
could scan Airbnb’s website for listings in that area, (a potentially time consuming and costly
technique) but in a popular tourist destination listings can be bought up just moments after they
are posted. That does not mean enforcement is impossible, however, as one New York City tenant

111

TERMS OF SERVICE (AIRBNB JUNE 30, 2014), online at http://www.Airbnb.com/terms (visited March 4, 2016).
Id.
113
Id.
114
Id.
115
See generally: Molly Cohen and Corey Zehngebot, What’s Old Becomes New: Regulating the Sharing Economy,
58 Boston Bar J 34 (2014).
112
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learned the hard way, with potential fines reaching over $40,000.116 Sharing economy services
can benefit economic and social growth. Beneficial as they may be, there are clear and present
dangers associated with these uses. In light of these risks, regulation is in order. Most sharing
services prefer self-regulation to government-imposed, sometimes burdensome regulation. 117
Recently, scholars have found that successful self-regulatory organizations (SROs) exhibit four
distinct characteristics:
First, an SRO must establish credibility early on through its performance. Second, selfregulatory actors must demonstrate strong enforcement capabilities. Third, SROs must be
perceived as legitimate and independent. And finally, an SRO must take advantage of
participants’ reputational concerns and social capital.118
Whether or not Airbnb has demonstrated its capability of self-regulation remains to be
seen. Even so, there are a number of regulatory issues (building and fire safety codes, for example)
that are an inseparable element of Airbnb’s business model. Certainly, the agencies involved in
disseminating and enforcing those issues will want to be involved in the regulation process.
To date, Airbnb has been willing to comply with state challenges and investigations.119
Airbnb could make use of its financial and technological resources by increasing measures of
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Special enforcement officers from the city showed up while he was gone, and the landlord received five
violations for running afoul of rules related to illegal transient hotels. Added together, the potential fines looked as if
they could reach over $40,000. Ron Lieber, A Warning for Hosts of Airbnb Travelers, N.Y. TIMES, November 30,
2012.
117
Since the digital reach of sharing-economy platforms and the blurring of the personal and the professional
dramatically increases the scale of peer-to-peer exchange, people may well conclude that anything other than
delegated regulation imposes prohibitive governing costs on society. At the same time, new self-regulatory bodies
need to be credible while being inclusive, policing misbehavior without stifling experimentation and innovation.
Molly Cohen & Arun Sundararajan, Self-Regulation and Innovation in the Peer- to-Peer Sharing Economy, 82 U
Chi L Rev Dialogue 116 (2015).
118
Self-regulation often emerges as a natural byproduct of economic exchange and has a long history of success.
Different market inefficiencies for peer-to-peer transactions will require different entities to act as partners in the
self-regulatory solution. Furthermore, governmental oversight and judiciously chosen transparency will increase the
likelihood of SRO success. Molly Cohen & Arun Sundararajan, Self-Regulation and Innovation in the Peer- to-Peer
Sharing Economy, 82 U Chi L Rev Dialogue 116 (2015).
119
See generally: AIRBNB IN THE CITY, (2014), http://www.ag.ny.gov/pdfs/Airbnb%20report.pdf.
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security and working hand-in-hand with municipalities to be in compliance with relevant codes.
Of course, municipalities must be willing to reconsider, rethink, and redraft existing code so that
sharing services may operate freely and without fear of breaking the law. In addition to San
Francisco and New York, several American cities have taken action in response to Airbnb.
Portland, Oregon; Denver, Colorado; and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania have responded in a variety
of ways. In Portland, the city council voted to legalize homesharing services and partnered with
Airbnb to launch its Shared City Initiative.120 The Shared City Initiative has agreed to help Airbnb
renters collect taxes on behalf of the city. In Denver, a task force was convened to explore the
city’s sharing economy and consider the present regulations regarding short-term rentals for their
appropriateness.121 Finally, Philadelphia zoning codes imply that homesharing listings are illegal,
but city officials have indicated that they will not enforce existing laws to crack down on service
providers.122
The sharing economy is here to stay. Urban planners, engineers, architects, politicians,
businessmen, and especially lawyers will have to adapt.

123

It will certainly not be easy. Past

regimes have disregarded new developments in commerce and culture simply because they did not
understand them. Surely, regulators across the country are asking themselves why hotels and
taxicabs need to change. The industries have been part of the American economy for hundreds of
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See Nicole DuPuis & Brooks Rainwater, The Sharing Economy: An Analysis of Current Sentiment Surrounding
Homesharing and Ridesharing, NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES, (2014).
121
Id.
122
Id.
123 Every community in the U.S. will soon need “sharing lawyers,” “grassroots transactional lawyers” or whatever
you may prefer to call these new legal specialists. By our estimation, with around 30,000 incorporated towns and cities
in the U.S., we will soon need at least 100,000 sharing lawyers. As the sharing economy becomes the predominant
economic force in our society, all transactional lawyers in the U.S. (approximately 500,000) should consider
transforming the focus of their practices to smooth the way toward a more sustainable economy. No matter how you
do the math, the sharing economy offers a huge opportunity to new and experienced lawyers alike. Jenny Kassana &
Janelle Orsid, The Legal Landscape of the Sharing Economy, 27 J. Envtl. L. & Litig. 1 (2012)
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years without intervention or significant technological innovation, but change has already begun
to take place. The most progressive cities across the country are attracting millennial’s to live and
work in their communities. Many of the country’s larger cities are embracing bike-sharing
programs124, clean energy solutions such as solar and wind125, and programs to combat obesity.126
Without doubt, the current paradigm of regulation regards Airbnb listings as “in violation”, if not
outright illegal. Regulators would be wise to encourage the growth and development of these
companies, or risk missing out on the next great economic revolution.
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BIKE SHARING PROGRAMS ROLL INTO CITIES ACROSS THE U.S, http://www.npr.org/2013/06/01/187862903/bikesharing-programs-roll-into-cities-across-the-u-s (last visited March 4, 2016)
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Maria Gallucci, San Diego, Calif's No. 1 'Solar City,' Pushes Into Wind Power, online at
http://insideclimatenews.org/news/20110626/solar-energy-san-diego-county-wind-power-projects, (last visited
March 4, 2016).
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GOVERNOR CUOMO ANNOUNCES STATEWIDE CAMPAIGN TO FIGHT OBESITY, online at
https://www.governor.ny.gov/news/governor-cuomo-announces-statewide-campaign-fight-obesity (last visited
March 4, 2016).
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Here’s 12 Examples of Short
Term Rental Regulations
February 1, 2018
by EfficientGov Staff

Image: Screen Capture Airbnb Introducers the Belo
Is it time to address home sharing in your town? Learn about and access short term rental regulations from
small towns and cities.
Editor’s Note: For all the cities eager to work with short term rental companies like Airbnb, many local
governments are apprehensive. The insights from a community planning practitioner’s blog post below offer a
view into the details of 12 established short term rental regulations — from strict to lenient.
Reprinted with permission from Municipal Research and Services Center (MRSC).
The issue of internet-based, short-term vacation rentals has been in the news for a few years now. From the
consumers’ perspective, they are more popular than ever, but many local governments are still wrestling with
questions about whether this industry should be regulated and, if so, how?
For communities in Washington State (and elsewhere) without an active tourist market, short-term rentals are
not a major issue and those local governments don’t usually have regulations addressing them. For those local
governments with a significant number of tourists or transient visitors, however, these jurisdictions either
already have regulations in place or are contemplating adopting them.
Kirkland and Walla Walla recently adopted new regulations on short-term rentals. Other cities, such
as Seattle and Bellingham, are currently developing regulations for these types of rental properties. A recent
public radio feature segment highlighted a referendum placed on Gearhart, Oregon’s November 7, 2017, ballot
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by vacation rental property owners that would’ve repealed and replaced that town’s short-term vacation rental
regulations with less restrictive ones. The referendum was defeated by a reported vote tally of 77 percent
against and 33 percent in favor of repeal.

Summary of Local Government Issues/Concerns
Most local governments’ concerns about short-term rentals fall into at least one of the following categories:
•
•
•

Collection of lodging and sales tax on these short-term rental stays
Mitigation of traffic, parking, noise and other impacts on the surrounding neighborhood
Compliance with life/safety standards that are commonly applied to other types of lodging establishments
(such as hotels, motels and bed-and-breakfasts)

Another issue of increasing concern is the impact of short-term rentals on a community’s affordable housing
supply. In this case, the concern isn’t necessarily about a homeowner renting out a room or backyard cottage to
help with monthly mortgage payments. Instead, local governments fear that property owners will purchase
residential units and rent them out on a short-term basis to out-of-town visitors, thereby taking them out of the
year-round rental housing supply.
In fact, Vancouver, British Columbia, just passed regulations allowing homeowners or renters to rent out some
or all of their principal home, but prohibits the rental of a secondary residence or a “laneway home” — what
we in the U.S. would call a detached accessory dwelling unit (ADU) or a backyard cottage. A major driver for
that action was the concern about the impact of short-term vacation rentals on the city’s already tight rental
housing market.

Regulatory Examples
The following examples from local governments span the spectrum jurisdictions have taken on short-term
rentals, from a strict approach to those that only lightly regulate them.
Washington State Examples:
Clyde Hill’s Municipal Code addresses short term rentals in Chapter 5.20, requiring that they be permitted,
that the operator have a business license, and that rentals meet minimum standards in order to qualify.
Ilwaco’s Municipal Code allows vacation rentals as a conditional use in single-family, residential zones and as
a permitted use in other specified zones, and sets minimum standards for rentals to maintain in Chapter 15.41.
Leavenworth’s Municipal Code Chapter 18.52, Section 120 allows “bed-and-breakfasts” as a conditional use,
so long as the owner resides on the premises during a visitor’s stay, and the operation meets other standards.
Poulsbo’s Municipal Code Chapter 18.70 (Residential Districts), Section 070 states “an ADU may not be used
as a short-term rental and must be rented for a minimum of 90 days or more.”
San Juan County’s Municipal Code Chapter 18.40, Section 270 establishes standards for use of single-family
residences and ADUs as short-term rentals.
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Spokane’s Short-Term Rentals webpage describes that city’s standards for two categories of short-term
rentals:
1. Type A, which requires an administrative permit, where bedrooms or an entire dwelling unit can be
rented but commercial meetings are prohibited
2. Type B, which requires a type III conditional use permit, where bedrooms or an entire dwelling unit can
be rented and commercial meetings are allowed
Tacoma offers a 1-page Short-Term Rental Fact Sheet while Walla Walla’s regulations are highlighted on
its Short-Term Rental FAQ webpage.
Finally, Westport’s Municipal Code Chapter 17.22 on Vacation Rental Dwellings addresses its standards and
permitting requirements for short-term rentals.
Other Examples:
Boulder’s (CO) Short-Term Rentals webpage includes a link to a short-term rental license application packet.
Durango, Colorado maintains a Vacation Rental Information webpage that details a relatively strict rental
code, including a maximum number per block/intersection for designated residential areas. The city requires a
rental license, which can be revoked if the Land Use Development Code is violated. The Land Use and
Development Code, Section 2-2-3-4, Subsection G outlines the variety of standards vacation rental homes
must meet. For more information on the city’s regulatory strategy, check out the following presentation made
by Durango City Planner Phillip Supino: Preserving Housing through Short Term Rental Regulation
San Francisco’s Office of Short-Term Rentals webpage includes a lot of links to good information about local
requirements. In order to legally rent a home as a short-term rental (less than 30 nights), a property owner must
meet several conditions, including the following:
•
•
•
•

You must be the permanent resident of the unit that you wish to rent;
You must register as a business;
You must become a certified host; and
You may rent a portion of your residence for an unlimited number of nights if you (the owner) are also
present, but there is a maximum of 90 unhosted nights per calendar year.

In conclusion, if you are considering short-term rental regulations for one or more of the reasons described
above, there are a lot of local government examples available for review.

About the Author
Steve Butler joined MRSC in February 2015. He has been involved in most aspects of community planning for
over 30 years, both in the public and private sectors. He received a B.A. from St. Lawrence University
(Canton, New York) and a M.S. in Urban and Regional Planning from the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
Steve has served as president of statewide planning associations in both Washington and Maine, and was
elected to the American Institute of Certified Planner’s College of Fellows in 2008.
https://efficientgov.com/blog/2018/02/01/12-examples-short-term-rental-regulations/
04/06/18
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When Tourists Move In
How Should Urban Planners Respond to Airbnb?
Nicole Gurran and Peter Phibbs

Problem, research strategy, and
findings: The online accommodation
platform Airbnb has expanded globally,
raising substantial planning and regulatory
concerns. We ask whether Airbnb rentals
generate significant neighborhood impacts
like noise, congestion, and competition for
parking; reduce the permanent rental
housing supply and increase rental prices;
or provide income opportunities that help
“hosts” afford their own housing. We focus
on Sydney, the largest region in Australia
with 4.4 million people in 28 individual
municipalities, which has experienced both
rapidly rising housing costs and exponential
growth in Airbnb listings since 2011.
Airbnb’s growth has raised concerns serious
enough to result in a formal Parliamentary
Inquiry by the state of New South Wales.
We analyze stakeholder submissions to this
inquiry and review local planning regulations, Airbnb listings data, and housing
market and census statistics. We find that
online homesharing platforms for visitor
accommodations blur traditional boundaries between residential and tourist areas so
Airbnb listings may fall outside of existing
land use regulations or evade detection until
neighbors complain. Our findings are
constrained by the difficulties of monitoring online operations and the rapid changes
in the industry.
Takeaway for practice: Planners and
policymakers in cities with increasing
numbers of Airbnb rentals need to review
how well local planning controls manage
the neighborhood nuisances, traffic, and
parking problems that may be associated
with them while acting to protect the
permanent rental housing supply. Local
planners need to ensure that zoning and
residential development controls distinguish
between different forms of short-term
Airbnb accommodation listings and their
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ousing affordability pressures afflict the world’s major cities, while
spare capacity within existing dwellings lies untapped. Proponents
of the burgeoning “share economy” claim the movement can address
both of these problems by releasing latent space within existing buildings
through services such as Airbnb, an online platform allowing residents to
raise income by offering their homes as short-term rental accommodations
(Shareable and Sustainable Economies Law Center, 2013). Airbnb invites
tourists to “live like a local,” implying that guests impose no additional
burdens on neighbors and communities while bringing new income to local hosts and businesses (Khadem, 2016; Morris, 2016). Critics, however,
argue that Airbnb has enabled tourism accommodations to penetrate residential neighborhoods, which creates conflicts between visitors and residents,
displacing permanent accommodations in high-demand cities and exacerbating
affordability pressures for low-income groups (Brousseau, Metcalf, & Yu, 2015;
New York State Attorney General, 2014). Online holiday rental platforms such
as Airbnb raise important questions for urban policymakers and planners about
how effective existing planning controls on tourist and residential accommodations are and the extent to which increasing tourism demand puts pressure
on the local housing market. Yet there is little academic research on the rise of
Airbnb and its implications for urban policy and planning.
In this study, we begin to address this gap, focusing on Sydney, Australia,
the largest city and region in the country, covering 4,775 square miles and
housing more than 4.5 million people in 2011 in 28 individual municipalities.
Housing prices have been increasing rapidly in the region: The median housing
price in Sydney recently reached AUD$900,000 (US$684,000; Australian
Bureau of Statistics [ABS], 2015). Airbnb listings in Sydney have also grown
rapidly since spreading to Australia in 2011, more than doubling each year to
15,648 properties in January 2016. Airbnb listings now extend well beyond
the traditional tourist destinations of Sydney’s inner and beachside areas. We
ask whether the rise of tourism in residential areas, facilitated by online
potential impacts on neighborhoods and
housing markets.
Keywords: Airbnb, land use planning,
housing supply, housing affordability
About the authors: Nicole Gurran
(nicole.gurran@sydney.edu.au) and Peter
Phibbs (peter.phibbs@sydney.edu.au) are

professors of urban and regional planning at
the University of Sydney, Australia.
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platforms such as Airbnb, generates negative neighborhood
impacts that require a new land use planning response. We
also consider the potential impacts of Airbnb rentals on
permanent housing supply and affordability, asking
whether Airbnb is creating pressure on Sydney’s permanent
rental housing supply or, conversely, offsetting housing
affordability pressures for “hosts” who rent rooms or beds
to tourists.
Our sources include written submissions to a New
South Wales (NSW) Inquiry on short-term holiday rentals
(Parliament of NSW, 2015); a review of Sydney’s land use
planning regulations that apply to visitor accommodations; listing data from the independent source InsideAirbnb.com; and statistics on rental vacancy rates,
monthly mortgages, and rents. We apply our analysis to
greater Sydney overall and a subset of five municipalities
in the Sydney metropolitan area to examine potential
differences in Airbnb listings and revenue across the
metropolitan region. Our empirical findings relate only to
the Sydney region, but we believe they are likely to resonate in other cities affected by the global expansion of
Airbnb listings.
We first summarize the brief scholarly literature on
Airbnb and its potential impacts on local communities,
then explain our study approach and data sources in more
detail. Next, we discuss the growth of Airbnb in Sydney
and question Airbnb’s impact on residential neighborhoods, effect on the permanent housing supply, and
whether hosts gain sufficient income to offset their own
affordability problems.
We find that local land use planning frameworks are
not equipped to regulate the new forms of visitor accommodations enabled by the Airbnb platform or the potential
conflicts arising from increasing numbers of tourists staying in Sydney’s residential areas. Not all forms of online
homesharing have created serious impacts since 2011;
converting whole houses or apartments into short-term
visitor accommodations may most disturb residential
communities and reduce permanent rental housing,
absorbing 7% of stock in one Sydney municipality. The
opportunity to raise additional income in flexible ways
does appear to benefit some households able to present an
attractive Airbnb listing; these households may gain almost
a fifth of their median monthly rental or mortgage costs.
But participating in Airbnb is unlikely to improve affordability for those with very low incomes. We conclude that
local planners will need to revise zoning and residential
development controls to distinguish between different
forms of short-term accommodation listings enabled by
Airbnb and to manage their differential impacts on
neighborhoods and permanent rental housing.
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The “Share Economy,” Airbnb, and
Urban Planning
What Is Airbnb?
Airbnb is part of a growing movement variously
dubbed the “sharing,” “peer-to-peer,” or “digital” economy,
which uses advanced technological platforms to enable new
operators to compete with traditional “brick and mortar”
businesses (Morgan & Kuch, 2015; Orsi, 2013). Airbnb
was founded in 2007 by two university graduates who
reportedly offered air mattresses on the floor of their San
Francisco (CA) apartment to conference delegates wanting
to save money (Guttentag, 2015). The concept grew slowly
at first, reaching a million booking nights by February
2011, primarily through listings in New York and San
Francisco. By January 2012, Airbnb bookings and listings
had grown tenfold, spreading rapidly beyond the United
States. By August 2016, more than 2 million Airbnb
listings were located in 34,000 cities and 191 countries
across the world (Airbnb, 2016), with the highest numbers
concentrated in Paris, France (78,000), London, United
Kingdom (47,000), New York (46,000), Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil (26,000), Los Angeles, California (23,000), and
Sydney (more than 20,000 by August 2016; McCarthy,
2016). Airbnb’s property and room listings now rival the
world’s largest hotel firms (Guttentag, 2015; Zervas,
Proserpio, & Byers, 2014), although its assets remain
dispersed and virtual.
Published academic studies on Airbnb come primarily
from tourism researchers (Boswijk, 2016; Guttentag, 2015;
Zervas et al., 2014), although there have been a handful of
legal papers addressing the regulation of the share economy
overall (Morgan & Kuch, 2015) and short-term rental
accommodations in particular (Gottlieb, 2013; Palombo,
2015). A single study examines Airbnb impacts on Los
Angeles’ permanent housing supply (Lee, 2016).
Guttentag (2015) describes Airbnb in a review article
as an “informal tourism accommodation sector” that has
significant disruptive potential. Airbnb enables individuals
to compete with hotel operators without major overhead or
investment by connecting ordinary people who have homes
or rooms to rent with tourists in ways previously not
possible (Guttentag, 2015). Airbnb’s pervasive marketing
extends the potential reach of the sector far beyond that of
traditional holiday rental homes and enables several new
forms of accommodation. First, individuals can rent out a
spare bed in a living area or room within their own house
or apartment, remaining present during the visit. Second,
people might list their homes for rent while they are away.
Third, owners of holiday houses might make their property
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available for others when not in use. Finally, investors
might use Airbnb to market homes that are solely reserved
for short-term tourism accommodations.

What Are Airbnb’s Impacts?
The economic impacts of Airbnb are contentious.
Airbnb, which has invested considerable resources in
commissioned studies and professional lobbyists
(Guttentag, 2015), insists that online homesharing expands the tourism market rather than competing directly
with hotels for the same customers. Airbnb also argues that
homesharing visitors are likely to stay longer, spend more
money overall, and bring new income to local neighborhoods (Boswijk, 2016). Independent studies, however,
suggest that Airbnb listings will have negative impacts on
local hotel revenue, particularly those at the lower end of
the market, hurting established local providers and their
employees (Boswijk, 2016; Guttentag, 2015). Zervas et al.
(2014), in the most comprehensive study to date, compares
Airbnb listings in Texas against the quarterly revenue of
Texas hotels, finding that a 1% increase in Airbnb listings
was associated with a 0.05% decrease in hotel income.
Hotels at the lower end of the market, particularly venues
without conference space, were the most affected. Airbnb’s
negative economic impacts on established local firms and
their employees, however, may be offset by flexible expansion of tourism capacity during periods of peak demand,
such as during conferences or conventions (Guttentag,
2015), or, as the company claims, by spreading tourist
expenditure to new areas (Airbnb, 2014, 2016). Empirical
evidence of economic benefits in non-tourism areas, however, remains limited (Boswijk, 2016).
There are extensive media reports on conflicts between
local residents and Airbnb visitors and how cities are
beginning to respond (Kelly, 2016; Khadem, 2016; Morris,
2015; Williams, 2016). New York City, concerned about
the impacts of Airbnb on rental housing stock and affordable housing, was one of the first cities to seek to limit the
spread of Airbnb (Zervas et al., 2014). It violates New York
City laws to rent a whole home or apartment for less than
30 days via Airbnb, or any other means, but detecting
illegal stays and prosecuting hosts (often commercial
operators who own multiple properties) are extremely
difficult (New York State Attorney General, 2014). The
city of San Francisco now manages the potential loss of
permanent rental accommodations (through their conversion to Airbnb rentals) by requiring Airbnb hosts to
register with the city and by limiting sharing to short
periods of time, provided that the hosts themselves reside
in the dwelling for at least 275 days per year (City and
County of San Francisco, 2014). Portland (OR) has added
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an additional zone to its planning code, the accessory short
term rental (ASTR; City of Portland, 2016). The city
stipulates that this land use is an accessory to the normal
residential purpose and that the dwelling has to be occupied by the host for at least 270 days per year. Portland, to
manage impacts on multiunit apartment buildings,
requires an ASTR permit and limits the proportion of
dwellings with the permit to 25% of the dwellings in any
one structure. The Airbnb system, however, requires hosts
to voluntarily complete the permit process themselves, and
observers have charged that the hosts rarely comply
(Monahan, 2016). In Los Angeles, criminal proceedings
have been brought against a landlord accused of evicting
permanent tenants to establish an Airbnb rental. The
practice, however, is thought to be widespread and difficult
to detect and prevent (Poston, 2016). New startup companies have begun to assist in detecting these illegal holiday
rentals by examining Airbnb listing data to identify
information that they sell to city officials or landlords
(Kelly, 2016).
Airbnb insists that hosts are responsible for understanding and complying with any applicable local controls or
taxes applying to short-term tourist accommodations
(Airbnb, 2016), while generally lobbying against stringent
regulations (Airbnb, 2015; Guttentag, 2015). Proponents
argue that the Airbnb market imposes a form of selfregulation on the quality of advertised accommodations and
the trustworthiness of hosts and guests and suggest that
there is no need for government intervention (Guttentag,
2015). Both guests and hosts rate each other on publicly
accessible online reviews, which creates strong marketdriven incentives to build and maintain a positive reputation, establishing the mutual trust essential to the business
model (Boswijk, 2016). In 2016, Airbnb established an
online facility for neighbors to complain about visitor
behavior (https://www.airbnb.com.au/neighbors),
promising that grievances will be forwarded to hosts.
Voluntary and market regulation, however, misses
many of the traditional concerns that land use planners
have about tourism accommodations, such as the opportunities to spatially cluster tourist facilities and services; the
management of traffic, parking, and waste; building and
urban design requirements to attenuate noise and privacy
impacts; appropriate fire, safety, emergency, and disability
access requirements; and likely levels of occupancy and
potential overcrowding (Palombo, 2015).
Voluntary codes and market approaches to regulating
online homesharing platforms, moreover, will not address
concerns that permanent rentals are being converted to
tourist accommodations. Indicators that conversions may
be occurring include the number of listings held by a single
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operator and frequently available to tourists (McCarthy,
2016), potential Airbnb revenue (nightly rates and
monthly incomes) compared with permanent weekly rents
(Cox, 2016), and the location of Airbnb listings in
residential areas. Spatial analyses of listing data also provide
evidence of tourist encroachment into residential neighborhoods, as demonstrated in a geographic information
systems (GIS)–based study of Airbnb in Barcelona
(Gutiérrez, Carlos García-Palomares, Romanillos, & Henar
Salas-Almedo, 2016).
Lee (2016) examines Airbnb listings, census and municipal data relating to the city of Los Angeles, and county
housing markets to understand Airbnb’s impacts on rental
supply and affordability. Lee finds that 7,316 units of
accommodation had been removed from the city’s rental
market, with particular pressure in beachside neighborhoods
such as Venice, where up to 12.5% of the neighborhood’s
apartments were listed on the platform. The study uses
rental vacancy rates as an indicator of supply pressures to
understand the impact of Airbnb conversion on rental
housing affordability. This is an established housing market
indicator that measures vacant rental stock available for rent
as a proportion of the total rental stock. The equilibrium
vacancy rate is defined as the vacancy rate at which there is
no upward or downward pressure on rents (Belsky, 1992). If
the vacancy rate becomes lower than the equilibrium rate,
renters will compete with each other to secure rental property, pushing up rents. If the vacancy rates are higher than
the equilibrium rate, there will be downward pressure on
rents as landlords reduce rents to ensure their properties do
not remain vacant. Belsky (1992) demonstrates how this
equilibrium rate varies between cities, largely because of the
nature of landlords. In the Sydney housing market, for
example, this rate is estimated to be about 3% (Real Estate
Institute of NSW [REINSW], 2016).
When rental vacancy rates are lower than or close to
the equilibrium rate, even small changes in rental stock can
materially affect rents (Centre for Affordable Housing,
2015). In Los Angeles, for example, Lees (2016) finds that
up to 3% of apartments in districts with vacancy rates
lower than the equilibrium rate have been removed from
the market, which, given the time taken to construct new
housing stock, would constitute a sudden supply shock and
lead to upward pressure on rents.
Proponents also claim householders that rent out their
homes can earn vital income that helps them afford their
own rents or home mortgages, allowing them to remain in
high-value locations (Airbnb, 2014; Guttentag, 2015).
No academic research has yet examined this claim, but the
potential pool of homeowners or renters able to achieve
these benefits is likely limited. Those with poor computer
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skills or no Internet access, for example, are less able to
participate in the “digital economy” in general, whereas
successful Airbnb listings will depend on the individual
characteristics of homes (appearance, presentation,
location, facilities) and the households themselves
(Edelman & Luca, 2014).
In summary, there is only nascent scholarly research on
the specific neighborhood and housing market impacts of
Airbnb rentals, and the ways in which these impacts are
managed by local land use planning frameworks. Review
articles from tourism researchers (Guttentag, 2015) provide
an overview of key issues, but questions remain about the
specific impacts in residential and neighborhood settings,
and whether modifications to existing land use planning
frameworks are needed to manage these impacts. Specific
cities have been concerned that Airbnb and other online
short-term rental accommodation platforms will increase
pressure on the local housing market, but the research
literature is thin, meaning that wider applicability to other
cities and contexts is unclear. The possibility that
Airbnb-style platforms might also help some households
meet their own housing costs, as Airbnb claims (Airbnb,
2014), warrants further examination. If short-term visitor
hosting is potentially beneficial for income-constrained
households seeking to meet rent or mortgage payments,
planning and regulatory responses should be designed to
support these opportunities while minimizing impacts on
neighboring residents.

Investigating the Impacts of Airbnb in
Sydney
Australia’s largest city, Sydney, in the state of New
South Wales (NSW), is the nation’s economic center and
the Asia Pacific headquarters for many global firms. It is
also a focus for domestic and international tourists, receiving 32.5 million visitors in 2013 and 2014 (Ironside,
2015). There are 28 local government areas in the region,
called councils or shires, which are similar to London’s
boroughs. Sydney’s house prices are high by international
standards and have risen rapidly since 2013 from a median
of around AUD$600,000 to AUD$900,000, more than
10 times the median annual income (ABS, 2015). There
are inherent housing supply constraints against this strong
demand. Employment opportunities tend to be concentrated in the city center and surrounding inner neighborhoods (called “suburbs” in Australia), which have undergone rapid densification in the form of new medium- and
high-rise apartment buildings. Demand for accommodations in inner locations, however, continues to outstrip
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Figure 1. Greater Sydney, Australia.

supply (Shelter NSW, 2014). Many of these inner suburbs
are located near Sydney’s harbor and beaches, so they are
also a focus for international tourists. Figure 1 shows the
tourist focal points of Sydney Harbour and Bondi Beach,
as well as the city’s wider metropolitan context.
There has been a steady loss of existing lower-priced
housing stock in Sydney’s inner suburbs since the late
1980s, when developers began to convert older buildings
into budget tourist accommodations (known as
“backpacker” hostels; Peel & Steen, 2007). Attempts to
control this process through the planning system have
improved safety standards and restricted the location of
these hostels to designated areas, although the loss of
low-cost rental housing has continued. Thus, the
entrance of Airbnb in Sydney occurred within a local
context already concerned by the intrusion of tourists in
residential areas.
In late 2015, the NSW Parliament launched an inquiry into the adequacy of regulations on the short-term
rental sector, partly in response to concerns about the
spread of online visitor accommodation platforms such as
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Airbnb. The inquiry invited public submissions and held a
series of hearings. The inquiry was not finalized by the
time of this writing; however, many of the 212 written
submissions provide primary insights on the impacts of
Airbnb rentals for local communities and the views of local
planners on the regulatory framework. We select nine
submissions for detailed analysis, including four written by
local planners on behalf of their municipalities and one by
the representative body for NSW local government;
another by a network of individuals owners concerned
about short-term renting in their apartment buildings; and
three submissions on behalf of online holiday rental providers and advocates, including Airbnb. Three of the local
government submissions correspond with our sample of
Sydney municipalities, and the fourth (Blue Mountains
City Council) is a popular tourist area on greater Sydney’s
western fringe. We focus on the types of impacts attributed
to online holiday rentals, the extent to which these differ
from impacts associated with traditional tourism or
residential activities, and views about the adequacy of
existing state and local planning controls.
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Land use planning across the greater Sydney
metropolitan area is governed by the State of NSW and
implemented by local government municipalities.1 State
legislation establishes the parameters for comprehensive
local plans, which include land use zoning and development controls generally drafted by local government. To
determine how tourism and residential activities are
regulated in this planning framework, we review written
evidence provided by local planners and undertake a
primary review of state and local controls applying to five
local municipalities across the Sydney metropolitan area.
These include the city of Sydney itself, which encompasses the central business district as well as tourist
attractions like the Harbour Bridge; the municipality of
Waverley, which covers the iconic Bondi Beach;
Marrickville and Leichardt municipalities, which have
traditionally accommodated recent immigrants, students,
and urban professionals; and Parramatta, a major
commercial center in Sydney’s geographical heart. The
locations of these municipalities in relation to key tourist
attractions and the wider metropolitan context are shown
in Figure 1.
We use Inside Airbnb (InsideAirbnb.com) data to
establish the quantity and type of listings across the Sydney
metropolitan area. InsideAirbnb.com is a noncommercial
source of data derived from publicly available information
on Airbnb listings. The data are extracted and compiled by
independent researcher Murray Cox (2016), providing
point-in-time information (January 2016) on the number
of Airbnb listings by geographic area (corresponding to
suburbs and local government municipalities for Sydney);
advertised availability (as a fraction of 365 days); the
number of Airbnb listings per host; nightly prices; and
reviews per month. This data source has some critical
limitations: As with any online advertising, there is the
potential for outdated or “bait and switch” listings
(advertising of properties that upon investigation are not
actually available). Nor is it possible to determine whether
properties listed have long been available for short-term
holiday renting, or as conventional bed and breakfast
accommodations that now use the Airbnb platform for
marketing and booking. Nevertheless, the data provide a
useful basis for examining and monitoring Airbnb practices
and penetration across local and regional housing markets;
it is the primary data for two of the studies we cite above
(Gutiérrez et al., 2016; Kakar, Franco, Voelz, & Wu,
2016).
We also examine the composition of listings (whole
houses or apartments, rooms, and shared rooms) to
distinguish between Airbnb accommodations where hosts
rent some spare rooms in their property on a casual basis
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versus a landlord who lets out an entire property for most
of the year.
Rental vacancy rates provide a baseline measure of the
potential housing market impact of Airbnb listings. The
literature reports on the vacancy rate approach; it is used in
the study of Airbnb and housing impacts in Los Angeles
(Lee, 2016). We derive vacancy rate data pertaining to
Sydney monthly from permanent rental advertisements
data as a proportion of the total rental stock in each
municipal area (REINSW, 2016). Inside Airbnb data also
provides information about the proportion of listings
managed by a single operator, which we use as an alternative measure of potential for Airbnb listings to encroach on
permanent rental supply.
We use census data (ABS, 2012) on median monthly
mortgages and state government data on median monthly
rents to examine whether Airbnb income might help hosts
meet their own housing costs, comparing the census data
with average monthly incomes from each Airbnb accommodation type. Census data are the most definitive source
of information on monthly mortgages by municipality
although only median amounts are reported; we note that
these may be lower than new mortgages and loans held by
first-time homebuyers. We are not able to explore the
possibility that Airbnb revenue potential may become
capitalized into house prices and rents using the current
data set, but we could do so when longitudinal information becomes available.

Do Airbnb Rentals Require a New
Land Use Planning Response?
Table 1 summarizes our findings in reviewing selected
submissions to the NSW inquiry on short-term holiday
accommodations. All of the local government submissions report that noise, nuisance, traffic, parking, and
waste management issues may arise when short-term
holiday accommodations penetrate residential areas.
Larger groups typically prefer holiday homes or apartments, thus increasing the potential for noise impacts
from parties and drunken behavior, as well as traffic and
parking congestion (Thomas, 2015). In localities strongly
oriented toward tourism, short-term holiday rental of
residential homes is an established practice and largely
welcomed (Rhodes, 2015). In higher-density metropolitan areas that already experience traffic and parking
congestion, however, increasing numbers of tourists are
often resented. Indeed, the submission by Leichardt City
Council states that the onset of Airbnb rentals resulted in
the rise of resident complaints about tourist behavior
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Table 1. Submissions to New South Wales (NSW) inquiry on the regulation of short-term holiday accommodations.
Organization

Key issues

City of Sydney

• Current planning regulation has not kept up with the new business opportunities that online technologies
enable
• Frequent short-term letting without the presence of the primary resident changes the use of a residential
property
• Traditional tourism activities occur in buildings designed for that purpose in designated locations; online
providers establish operations in residential buildings and neighborhoods
• Low-impact lettings could be permitted within certain guidelines but higher-impact uses need regulation to
separate them from residential areas

Leichhardt Municipal Council • Growing number of resident complaints about Airbnb accommodations
• Complaints may reflect unease with increased numbers of visitors within the neighborhood rather than significant
noise or other impacts
• Low-impact uses are unlikely to be detected
• Planning regulations currently unclear
Waverley Council

• Limited supply of traditional holiday accommodations but high demand in Waverley means short-term rentals are
penetrating permanent housing stock
• Use of a property for short-term rental is incompatible with most residential zones, but detection and enforcement
is difficult
• Airbnb platform introduces potential for new and unregulated forms of budget “backpacker” accommodations
• Pressure for short-term rental and backpacker housing will affect housing affordability

Blue Mountains City Council

• Holiday rentals are typically meant for friends and family (rather than a single or couple), and more people mean
higher potential impacts (noise, antisocial behavior, parking problems, rubbish)
• With an online booking system, scope for neighbors to complain is reduced
• Bed and breakfast operators are onsite to moderate guest behavior

Local Government NSW

• Issues of short-term rentals longstanding in popular tourist destinations and generally tolerated
• In more densely populated areas where parking and traffic congestion is already a problem, local residents are
generally more negative about the rise of Airbnb
• Planning issues are difficult to characterize because holiday uses may be intermittent and vary in intensity
• NSW case law establishes that short-term renting of a house does not change its residential character

Stayz

• Airbnb has brought housesharing and short-term rentals into metropolitan areas in Australia in a much bigger way
• Banning short-term holiday rentals or requiring complex regulation would drive the practice “underground” or
reduce tourism from the area
• Short-term holiday rental owners who use the Stayz platform maintain the property for personal use for part of
the year, renting it out to cover costs

Owners Corporation Network • Different building standards for fire safety are needed in apartment buildings catering to visitors, who are
unfamiliar with emergency exits and protocols
• Ever-changing strangers often have little regard for building security and etiquette
• Short-term letting of apartments is associated with excessive noise, drunken behavior, garbage disposal issues, and
violations of visitor parking restrictions
Sharing Australia

• Homesharing provides income for people who want to live in their own home and are often underemployed, selfemployed, or retired
• Voluntary self-regulation via a holiday rental code of conduct and certification/accreditation systems is preferable
to government oversight

Airbnb

• Airbnb provides important income for hosts, allows them to stay “in communities” despite increased living costs
• Neighborhoods which would not otherwise receive tourists benefit from visitor expenditure
• NSW planning law is inconsistent and should clarify that residents can host short-term visitors
• Local councils should introduce their own regulations for professionally operated holiday homes
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from one in six months to a weekly occurrence
(Richardson, 2015). Resident complaints reflect, however,
a more general disquiet about the increasing presence of
visitors in the neighborhood, rather than tangible noise
or nuisances:
Significantly, the complaints are not about noise or
outrageous behavior, but merely the perception that a
new person or people are occupying the premises
each week. It is the feeling of unease that the
changing tide of faces brings on. (Richardson,
2015, p. 4)
Resident owners of apartment buildings express more
specific complaints about the increasing prevalence of
short-term guests, including garbage disposal and parking
problems; they note that visitors often ignore security, fire,
and safety protocols (Stiles, 2015).
There are mixed views about the need to modify local
plans to better regulate short-term accommodations.
Each of the local government submissions report that the
current planning framework is inadequate because it does
not define or regulate the types of activities now enabled
by online accommodation listing platforms. Stayz.com
suggests that complex regulatory requirements would
drive practices “underground” (Stanish, 2015). Airbnb
argues that NSW planning law is inconsistent between
local government areas, calling for the government to
clarify that residents can host short-term visitors, and
advocating for local councils to introduce their own
regulations for professionally operated holiday homes
(Airbnb, 2015).
We examine the specific planning controls applying
to our selection of local government areas to further
explore these issues. In NSW, each local government is
required to adopt zoning and development controls from
a suite of state-specified mandatory and optional provisions, although cities have some discretion to enact their
own specific regulations in response to local circumstances. These mandatory provisions are contained in the
NSW Standard Instrument–Local Environmental Plan
(Gurran, 2011). A number of categories of tourist and
visitor accommodations are defined by this instrument,
including “backpackers’ accommodation,” “bed and
breakfast accommodation,” “hotel or motel accommodation,” and “serviced apartments.” Local governments are
then able to assign these different types of accommodations to specific land use zones. The Technical Appendix
(available at the publisher’s website) summarizes the
NSW tourist and visitor accommodation types that most
closely resemble offerings available via Airbnb, and
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outlines the overarching state and local planning frameworks applicable to each.
All forms of tourist and visitor accommodations are
regarded as a “development” and therefore require planning permission. If the activity is to occur within an
existing dwelling, hosts must seek a “change of use”
permission. “Bed and breakfast accommodation” is typically permitted within dwelling houses (not apartments)
in lower-density residential zones, including our sampled
municipalities, if operators obtain approval and pay a
“development contribution” (akin to an impact fee)
toward local facilities and services before starting business. The state’s law governing bed and breakfast accommodations specifies standards for the design of kitchens if
operators intend to serve food, and require a designated
bathroom for guests. Each local government area may
also impose their own onsite parking requirements for
bed and breakfast establishments that are often difficult
to achieve in inner-city locations (Richardson, 2015).
The locations in which the other forms of tourist accommodations (serviced apartments, backpackers, and hotels
or motels) are permitted are restricted to zones permitting
commercial and mixed uses only.
Several submissions by local planners focus on
whether renting homes, rooms, or beds to tourists
changes the fundamental use of residential housing to one
of these forms of tourism accommodations, thus violating
zoning rules (Maher, 2015; Thomas, 2015). Planners
express the view that in general the intensity and frequency of holiday rentals are critical considerations.
Occasionally renting a home while the occupants are
away would not constitute a change of use from residential to tourism accommodation (Richardson, 2015) and
should not usually require special permission. Nor would
occasional periods of homesharing with paying tourists
who occupy rooms or beds during certain times of the
year. However, repeated listings (more than 90 days per
year was a commonly cited threshold) combined with
intrusive visitors—one potential test being noise or other
complaints—could mean that the property is no longer
being used for residential purposes (Thomas, 2015).
Detecting and compiling evidence of the change of use is
another matter; local governments report that they do not
have the resources to track and enforce breaches unless
violations are brought to their attention by residents
(Waverley Council, 2016). Advocates for online accommodation providers, in contrast, argue for legal legitimacy
through recognition in local plans but relief from intensive regulatory requirements. Airbnb argues that the
government should clarify that residents can host
short-term visitors, for example.
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Do Airbnb Rentals Reduce the Supply
of Permanent Rental Accommodations?
Several local government submissions to the NSW
inquiry raise the issue of housing availability and affordability (Richardson, 2015; Thomas, 2015). Waverley
Council in particular expresses concern about the loss of
permanent accommodations for short-term holiday rentals
or illegal backpacking hostels. Sharing Australia, an advocate for homesharing, however, emphasizes the potential
income-generating opportunities for the underemployed or
retired (Willmer, 2015). Airbnb argues in its submission
that the platform allows hosts to “make ends meet, keeping
residents in communities amid increasing living costs and
income inequality” (Airbnb, 2015, p. 6).
We summarize in Table 2 the results of our own analysis
of the potential for Airbnb rentals to affect the supply of
Sydney’s permanent rental accommodations. Table 2 shows
that nearly 1% of Sydney’s total dwellings and 3.26% of the
total rental stock were available for short-term stays via
Airbnb in late 2015; Figures 2 and 3 show whole-home
listings, rooms, and shared rooms spread across the metropolitan region. Nearly a third of greater Sydney’s listings are held
by individuals who own multiple properties; frequently listed

Airbnb rentals provide lucrative income, exceeding permanent
rental income for greater Sydney by more than AUD$600 per
month. Combined, these indicators suggest that Airbnb
rentals are likely to create upward pressure on Sydney’s rents.
Sydney’s equilibrium rental vacancy rate is approximately 3%, while the metropolitan-wide rental vacancy rate
at the time of this analysis was 1.9% as a result of strong
population growth. We calculate that the number of dwellings removed from the permanent rental market in the
region amounts to about half of Sydney’s current rental
vacancy rate based on the Inside Airbnb data on frequently
available listings. We find that Airbnb listings do concentrate in popular tourist areas such as Waverley and the city
of Sydney. In Waverley, the number of whole dwellings
frequently available on Airbnb is more than three times the
vacancy rate in the locality. This suggests that Airbnb rentals
have a sizeable impact on the availability of permanent
rental housing in the Waverley local government area with
consequent pressure on rents. In the city of Sydney, a total
of 1,268 properties, equivalent to 144% of the city’s vacant
rental stock, are available for holiday rental via Airbnb, a
figure we would also expect to substantially affect rental
availability and costs. In Leichardt and Marrickville, the
percentages are lower but not inconsiderable at 69% and

Table 2. Sydney Airbnb rentals, housing supply, and affordability indicators.
Greater Sydney City of Sydney Waverley Leichardt Marrickville Parramatta
Housing stock

1,720,333

73,171

24,874

21,320

29,976

63,484

Airbnb listings

15,648

4,221

2,807

412

586

120

Rental housing stock

480,608

43,793

11,620

8,649

12,891

22,286

Frequently available Airbnbs (whole homes)

4,667

1,268

821

120

114

23

Rental vacancy rates

1.90%

2.0%

2.0%

2.0%

2.0%

1.90%

51%

145%

353%

69%

44%

5%

Proportion of multiple listings

30.8%

44.3%

29.2%

14.3%

27.5%

81.8%

Median rent

$2,040

$ 2,960

$2,920

$2,760

$2,200

$1,800

Median mortgage

$2,167

$2,539

$3,000

$3,000

$2,485

$2,063

Airbnb monthly income, frequently available
homes

$2,663

$2,866

$2,947

$2,659

$1,875

$1,756

Airbnb rooms/beds

5,938

1,657

994

158

316

84

Airbnb rooms/beds as a proportion of total
housing stock

0.9%

2%

4%

1%

1%

0%

Frequently available Airbnbs as a proportion of
rental vacancy rates

Airbnb rooms/beds, monthly income

$385

$499

$294

$532

$376

$281

Airbnb rooms/beds, monthly income as % of
median rent

18.9%

16.9%

10.1%

19.3%

17.1%

15.6%

Airbnb rooms/beds, monthly income as % of
median mortgage

17.8%

19.7%

9.8%

17.7%

15.1%

13.6%

Note: All in AUD$.
Sources: ABS, 2012; Department of Family and Community Services, 2016; InsideAirbnb.com; REINSW, 2016.
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Figure 2. Whole-house Airbnb listings, January 2016.
Source: Derived from Inside Airbnb, 2016.

44% of the vacant rental stock, respectively. However, the
number of Airbnb listings in Parramatta is much smaller,
likely reflecting the area’s distance from visitor attractions.
Airbnb does not now affect Parramatta’s local housing
market, even though Parramatta’s frequently available
homes are controlled by landlords with multiple listings.

Does Airbnb Offer Flexible Income to
Help “Hosts” Make Their Own Homes
More Affordable?
Airbnb probably only assists people to meet their
housing costs by sharing homes with tourists when the
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host remains in the property and rents out rooms or
beds. Sharing listings actually exceed Airbnb listings for
whole dwellings in Sydney; Figure 3 shows that shared
listings extend beyond the inner urban core. Online
homesharing with tourists, however, does not appear
widespread across the general population as a percentage
of total stock (or households). The municipality of
Waverley is the possible exception, where around 4% of
households share their homes with fee-paying visitors. In
the other sampled municipalities, homesharing via
Airbnb is much less prevalent (from 2.3% in Sydney to
0.1% in Parramatta).
These findings suggest that only a small sector of the
population benefits from Airbnb income, likely those able
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Figure 3. Airbnb rooms and beds, January 2016.
Source: Derived from Inside Airbnb, 2016.

and willing to present their homes in a way that is appealing to the online accommodation marketplace. Those
who do list rooms and beds on Airbnb, however, are
obtaining rental income equivalent to 10% to 19% of
median rents and mortgages. In Waverley, where the
practice is most prevalent, renters or homeowners receive
around AUD$294 per month, or 10% of municipal
median rent or mortgage expenses. Airbnb rental income
makes an even greater contribution to housing expenses
in Leichardt and Sydney, rising to nearly 20%. The risk
for aspiring home purchasers in these locations over time,
however, is that this mortgage “relief ” might become
capitalized into housing prices, undermining any
affordability benefits.
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Conclusions: How Should Urban
Planners Respond to Airbnb?
In this study, we examine the expansion of online visitor
accommodation listings in the Sydney metropolitan region
epitomized by the Airbnb platform, focusing on implications for urban policy and planning. We ask whether Airbnb
rentals generate neighborhood impacts that require a new
land use planning response; create pressure on the permanent rental housing supply; or offer flexible income to help
hosts make their own homes more affordable. Our primary
data sources include written submissions to a NSW inquiry
on short-term renting, local planning controls on tourist and
visitor accommodations for a selection of Sydney
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municipalities, and InsideAirbnb.com listings and real estate
data for late 2015 to early 2016. We note the limitations in
these data sources, primarily arising from the difficulties of
monitoring online operations and of quantifying housing
market impacts, particularly given the rapid evolution of
Airbnb and of local and state regulatory responses. Our
study, however, only provides an early contribution to
understanding some of the complex policy and planning
challenges presented by online homesharing platforms for
visitor accommodations. Future studies will benefit from
longitudinal data to examine the trajectory of Airbnb and
the effects of emerging local planning responses.
Our findings show that Airbnb listings aggregate in areas
of high tourist visitation but also extend beyond the inner
core to Sydney’s residential areas already affected by tight
rental demand. In areas of high Airbnb visitation, there is
growing concern over tourist behavior in residential neighborhoods and apartment buildings, particularly when whole
homes or apartments are offered by absent hosts on a permanent or semipermanent basis. There is considerable potential
for Airbnb (or other online holiday accommodation platforms) to remove whole homes from the permanent rental
supply and therefore considerably increase pressures on rents,
a pressure even more marked in certain parts of Sydney. The
opportunity to raise additional income in flexible ways may
benefit some households able to present an attractive Airbnb
listing, but the practice is not widespread, even in the most
popular areas of beachside and inner Sydney.
Local planners need to evaluate the potential impact of
online housesharing on the potential housing market as well
as the neighborhood impacts (noise, congestion, safety) and
revise zoning and residential development controls accordingly. All planning efforts should be supported by a strong
policy framework for monitoring the impact of Airbnb
rentals on the availability and cost of lower-cost permanent
rental accommodations, and ongoing research and analysis
to fully understand implications for local neighborhoods
and housing markets.
Supplemental Material
Supplemental data for this article can be accessed at the publisher’s website.

Note
1. When we carried out the study, there were 43 local municipalities in
Sydney; however, since this time, local government has undergone a period
of reform and amalgamation, reducing the total number of jurisdictions.
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Lake Oswego City Council, Planning Commission add Airbnb
rules to 2017 agenda
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City currently does not have a way to collect tax revenue from short-term rentals
Portland has spent several years grappling with how best to regulate
short-term rental services like Airbnb, and it now looks like Lake
Oswego may have to contend with the issue as well.
A joint meeting between the Planning Commission and the City Council
on Tuesday revealed that many of the units are already in operation, and
that the City lacks any kind of rules to govern them.
The joint meeting with the Planning Commission was intended as a
review of the commission's goals and work plan for 2017 and a chance to
make any needed changes. But Chair Robert Heap also outlined three
potential new projects that had been identified: City parking standards,
architectural styles in the Downtown Redevelopment Design District
and the short-term rental issue.

MANZ

Planning Director Scot Siegel said several residents had requested regulations for short-term rentals such as
Airbnb, and Councilor Jackie Manz added that the City's Tourism Advisory Committee had briefly researched the
issue. The committee discovered that there were roughly 60 available Airbnb units listed in Lake Oswego, Manz
said.
"We are not Portland — we don't have the same volume of Airbnbs," Manz said, "but we do have them operating in
our city."
The problem the City faces is twofold: first, the Airbnb rentals are all technically operating in violation of a City
ordinance that prohibits rentals lasting less than 30 days. According to Commissioner Randy Arthur, the
ordinance wasn't aimed at Airbnb — it was passed in the 1990s, long before the internet enabled the rise of
sharing-economy companies.
The prohibition isn't being enforced against Airbnb units now, Arthur said, but that means the units are operating
outside of any regulatory framework, raising concerns about safety standards and protection for guests.
"I'd assume there would have to be some kind of regulation," Councilor Theresa Kohlhoff said. "I think we'd have
some kind of responsibility to protect the people coming in."
The other problem is one of lost revenue. Like many cities in Oregon, Lake Oswego imposes a "transient lodging
tax" on hotels and other short-term housing units, which is used to fund tourism-related programs and
development.
But since the Lake Oswego Airbnb units are essentially operating under the table, there's no mechanism to collect
the lodging tax. If new Airbnb units continue to pop up and be used by visitors who would have otherwise gone to
hotels, the City could end up losing a potential source of income.
There's no way to accurately measure that lost revenue, but Manz produced an estimate based on the advertised
per-night price of the 60 listed units in Lake Oswego, multiplying it by each unit's number of reviews and applying
the transient lodging tax rate. The result: $6,500 in potential tax revenue from those units.
That's a relatively small amount of money in terms of the City's overall revenue, Manz said, but it's likely to
increase as more Airbnb units begin operating in the city. Developing official operational guidelines and a
regulatory framework for short-term rentals would allow the City to legitimize Airbnb and begin collecting that
revenue.
"Airbnb is not going to go away," Manz said, "so it's something we'll have to approach."
The council did not appear to view the parking issue as a major concern; Mayor Kent Studebaker questioned
whether parking availability was a pressing issue outside of certain pockets, such as Boones Ferry Road, and
Councilor Joe Buck agreed, citing a 2010 study that found that the City overall had more parking than needed.
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On the downtown design issue, Heap explained that developers had expressed concerns about the limited number
of available styles allowed by the Downtown Redevelopment Design District and wanted the commission to
explore the possibility of adding more options.
In the end, the council directed the commission to add the development of Airbnb regulations and an examination
of the design standards to its 2017 work plan, while leaving the parking study off the agenda for the moment.
Contact Lake Oswego Review reporter Anthony Macuk at 503-636-1281 ext. 108 or
amacuk@lakeoswegoreview.com .
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12 Examples of Short-Term Vacation Rental Regulations
November 22, 2017 by Steve Butler
Category: Licensing and Regulation

The issue of internet-based, shortterm vacation rentals has been in the
news for a few years now. From the
consumers’ perspective, they are more
popular than ever, but many local
governments are still wrestling with
questions about whether this industry
should be regulated and, if so, how?
For communities in Washington State
(and elsewhere) without an active
tourist market, short-term rentals are
not a major issue and those local
governments don’t usually have
regulations addressing them. For those local governments with a significant number of tourists or transient visitors,
however, these jurisdictions either already have regulations in place or are contemplating adopting them.
Kirkland and Walla Walla recently adopted new regulations on short-term rentals. Other cities, such as Seattle and
Bellingham, are currently developing regulations for these types of rental properties. A recent public radio feature
segment highlighted a referendum placed on Gearhart, Oregon’s November 7, 2017, ballot by vacation rental
property owners that would’ve repealed and replaced that town’s short-term vacation rental regulations with less
restrictive ones. The referendum was defeated by a reported vote tally of 77% against and 33% in favor of repeal.

Summary of Local Government Issues/Concerns
Most local governments’ concerns about short-term rentals fall into at least one of the following categories:
• Collection of lodging and sales tax on these short-term rental stays;
• Mitigation of traffic, parking, noise, and other impacts on the surrounding neighborhood; and
• Compliance with life/safety standards that are commonly applied to other types of lodging establishments (such
as hotels, motels, and bed-and-breakfasts).
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Another issue of increasing concern is the impact of short-term rentals on a community’s affordable housing supply.
In this case, the concern isn’t necessarily about a homeowner renting out a room or backyard cottage to help with
monthly mortgage payments. Instead, local governments fear that property owners will purchase residential units
and rent them out on a short-term basis to out-of-town visitors, thereby taking them out of the year-round rental
housing supply.
In fact, Vancouver, BC, just passed regulations allowing homeowners or renters to rent out some or all of their
principal home, but prohibits the rental of a secondary residence or a “laneway home” — what we in the U.S. would
call a detached accessory dwelling unit (ADU) or a backyard cottage. A major driver for that action was the concern
about the impact of short-term vacation rentals on the city’s already tight rental housing market.

Regulatory Examples
The following examples from local governments span the spectrum jurisdictions have taken on short-term rentals,
from a strict approach to those that only lightly regulate them.

Washington State Examples
Clyde Hill’s Municipal Code addresses short term rentals in Chapter 5.20, requiring that they be permitted, that the
operator have a business license, and that rentals meet minimum standards in order to qualify.
Ilwaco’s Municipal Code allows vacation rentals as a conditional use in single-family, residential zones and as a
permitted use in other specified zones, and sets minimum standards for rentals to maintain in Chapter 15.41.
Leavenworth’s Municipal Code Chapter 18.52, Section 120 allows “bed-and-breakfasts” as a conditional use, so long
as the owner resides on the premises during a visitor’s stay, and the operation meets other standards.
Poulsbo’s Municipal Code Chapter 18.70 (Residential Districts), Section 070 states “an ADU may not be used as a
short-term rental and must be rented for a minimum of 90 days or more.”
San Juan County’s Municipal Code Chapter 18.40, Section 270 establishes standards for use of single-family
residences and ADUs as short-term rentals.
Spokane’s Short-Term Rentals webpage describes that city’s standards for two categories of short-term rentals:
1. Type A, which requires an administrative permit, where bedrooms or an entire dwelling unit can be rented
but commercial meetings are prohibited
2. Type B, which requires a type III conditional use permit, where bedrooms or an entire dwelling unit can be rented
and commercial meetings are allowed
Tacoma offers a 1-page Short-Term Rental Fact Sheet while Walla Walla’s regulations are highlighted on its ShortTerm Rental FAQ webpage.
Finally, Westport’s Municipal Code Chapter 17.22 on Vacation Rental Dwellings addresses its standards and
permitting requirements for short-term rentals.

Out-of-State Examples
Boulder’s (CO) Short-Term Rentals webpage includes a link to a short-term rental license application packet.
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Durango (CO) maintains a Vacation Rental Information webpage that details a relatively strict rental code, including
a maximum number per block/intersection for designated residential areas. The city requires a rental license, which
can be revoked if the Land Use Development Code is violated. The Land Use and Development Code, Section 2-23-4, Subsection G outlines the variety of standards vacation rental homes must meet. For more information on the
city’s regulatory strategy, check out the following presentation made by Durango City Planner Phillip Supino:
Preserving Housing through Short Term Rental Regulation
San Francisco’s (CA) Office of Short-Term Rentals webpage includes a lot of links to good information about local
requirements. In order to legally rent a home as a short-term rental (less than 30 nights), a property owner must
meet several conditions, including the following:
• You must be the permanent resident of the unit that you wish to rent;
• You must register as a business;
• You must become a certified host; and
• You may rent a portion of your residence for an unlimited number of nights if you (the owner) are also present, but
there is a maximum of 90 unhosted nights per calendar year.
In conclusion, if you are considering short-term rental regulations for one or more of the reasons described above,
there are a lot of local government examples available for review.

Questions? Comments?
For more details about issues related to short-term rentals, please consult the following MRSC blogs:
• Local Government Catching Up with Airbnb and Other Short-Term Transient Rental Businesses (February 12,
2016)
• Airbnb: Regulation of Internet-Based Businesses (August 25, 2014)
If you have had experience with short-term rentals in your community or have developed an approach that has been
working, please leave a comment below or contact me directly at sbutler@mrsc.org. If you have questions about this
or other local government issues, please use our Ask MRSC form or call us at (206) 625-1300 or (800) 933-6772.

About Steve Butler
Steve joined MRSC in February 2015. He has been involved in most aspects of community planning for over 30
years, both in the public and private sectors. He received a B.A. from St. Lawrence University (Canton, New
York) and a M.S. in Urban and Regional Planning from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Steve has served
as president of statewide planning associations in both Washington and Maine, and was elected to the
American Institute of Certified Planner’s College of Fellows in 2008.
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Fearing Islamophobic Airbnb hosts,
entrepreneurs aim to build 'a Muslimfriendly solution'
Services like Muzbnb and Book Halal Homes offer features
that may appeal to the Muslim community, including maps
with mosques and halal food.
by Nikita Mandhani / Feb.22.2018 / 1:39 PM ET
When Hasan Brohi and his wife were traveling across California in the summer of 2016, they
used Airbnb to book their stay almost every night.
But while most of their experiences using the platform had been pleasant, they made an
impromptu booking with a host who initially accepted the reservation but later refused — Brohi
suspects — because he is Muslim and his Airbnb profile contains his picture and name.
Muzbnb caters toward Muslims travelers, offering search filters that can show a listing's
distance from nearby mosques and halal food. Courtesy of Muzbnb
“She contacted back and said, ‘I don’t think this is going to work,’” the 32-year-old from
Washington, D.C., said. “It just seemed from her tone and lot of the comments she made — it
just seemed very racist in nature.”
Brohi said he isn’t alone: Several of his friends have had similar experiences and many of them
have read written accounts of other Muslims having their bookings denied or cancelled.
While there is no research available on discrimination specifically against Muslims on Airbnb, a
2017 study by the American Economic Association found that guests with distinctively AfricanAmerican names were 16 percent less likely to be accepted by hosts on the platform than
identical guest accounts with other names. And in 2017, an Airbnb host who had sent raciallytinged messages to a guest agreed to take an Asian-American studies course as well as pay a fine.
The main point of Muzbnb is to be welcoming to everyone but also have everyone be welcoming
and non-discriminatory toward people of faith.
The main point of Muzbnb is to be welcoming to everyone but also have everyone be welcoming
and non-discriminatory toward people of faith.
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After reading about several similar rejections, D.C.-based Hadi Shakuur decided to start his own
service called “Muzbnb” with some partners. Shakuur, an entrepreneur and creative designer,
describes the service as “a Muslim-friendly solution to Airbnb.”
In addition to features common on other short-term rental services, Muzbnb allows travelers to
search for rentals featuring halal food, alcohol- and pork-free homes, as well as showing nearby
mosques and restaurants. Development on Muzbnb began in December 2016, Shakuur said. It
started accepting hosts in August 2017 and plans to start allowing guests to book stays in
February 2018.
At present, Muzbnb has a database of 100 homes that are located in a number of countries,
including the United States, Australia, Malaysia and Indonesia. Several homes specify the
availability of prayer rugs and distance from an Islamic center.
The service is designed to be appealing to both travelers and hosts.
“What Muzbnb does for me as a consumer, it gets rid of a lot of problems,” 27-year-old Haroon
Waseem, who registered his place on Muzbnb in 2017, said. “It allows us Muslims to enter the
shared-living space area in a more Islamic way.”
Waseem has previously listed his apartment on Airbnb, but preferred only to rent it out when he
was not in town. As a guest, he usually books private residences where he would not be required
to share space with other people because of religious and lifestyle differences.
“If I’m sharing a room, I don’t know if their fridge is going to have alcohol,” Waseem, a
pharmacist based in Houston, said. “I also don’t know their moral values.”
Since Airbnb was founded in 2008, it has grown to offer approximately 4 million listings,
according to the company. In a 2016 report by hotel industry analyst STR, Airbnb was the
second-largest lodging company when counting hotel-like rooms, behind only Marriott
International. That count did not include shared rooms, private rooms with shared living spaces,
or large listings that hold more than seven guests.
Airbnb does not tolerate discrimination of any kind, company spokesman Nick Papas said,
referencing the company’s host policies.
“Our mission is to create a world where anyone can belong anywhere,” he said. “Under our Open
Doors policy, we will ensure anyone who believes they have been discriminated against has a
place to stay.”
More than 10 percent of global tourism spending is generated by international Muslim travelers,
according to a 2016 report by Salam Standard, a hospitality rating system that measures hotels
readiness to cater to Muslim travelers. The Muslim travel market accounted for $145 billion of
international tourism spending in 2015 alone.
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The study noted that the most important factor in determining a destination’s attractiveness to a
prospective Muslim traveler is the availability of Muslim-friendly accommodation that also
provides easy access to halal food and beverages.
“I saw there was high interest in the halal tourism market,” said Karima Bihaki, the Londonbased entrepreneur who launched Book Halal Homes in January 2016, said. Like Muzbnb, Book
Halal Homes allows traveleres to book short term rentals primarily caters to a Muslim user base.
Bihaki added that apart from the growing tourism interest, some travelers may feel more safe on
platforms that cater toward Muslims.
“Islamophobia also plays a role,” she said, noting that hosts on these platforms may be more
accommodating when guests wear headscarves or request for privacy while using the swimming
pool and certain other areas of the property.
What Muzbnb does for me as a consumer, it gets rid of a lot of problems. It allows us Muslims to
enter the shared living space area in a more Islamic way.
What Muzbnb does for me as a consumer, it gets rid of a lot of problems. It allows us Muslims to
enter the shared living space area in a more Islamic way.
Both Bihaki and Shakuur note that their platforms aren’t only for Muslims and that some of their
users are non-Muslims.
“The main point of Muzbnb is to be welcoming to everyone but also have everyone be
welcoming and non-discriminatory toward people of faith,” Shakuur said. “But obviously we
want to cater to this group that has been blatantly bigoted on Airbnb.”
Shakuur and his team plan to expand their platform to add more amenities, including more
homes from countries with large populations of Muslims and providing historical and religious
tours.
For Waseem, the pharmacist, supporting platforms like Muzbnb, which are owned and run by
Muslims, is particularly important to promote self-reliance and collaboration within the Muslim
community.
“People shy away from being hospitable to travelers,” Waseem said, referencing the larger
cultural impact he believes Muzbnb can have. “It uses tech to overcome those walls that have
been erected in a much respectful way.”
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/asian-america/fearing-islamophobic-airbnb-hosts-entrepreneurs-aimbuild-muslim-friendly-solution-n849621
04/06/18
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What to Do About Airbnb
By Ulrik Binzer
The dramatic rise of Airbnb and other short-term rental and home-sharing websites has
rightly caused cities across the country to turn to regulation to mitigate negative side effects
like noise, trash, parking, and trafic, as well as more serious issues like impacts on affordable
housing and neighborhood character.
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Ulrik Binzer is the founder and CEO of Host Compliance, a tech company that has pioneered tools to help cities
implement, monitor, and enforce short-term rental ordinances. (For more on Airbnb, read, "Could You Bnb My
Neighbor" at www.planning.org/planning/2016/feb/bnb.htm (/planning/2016/feb/bnb.htm).) Photo by Clara Lu.

Unfortunately, enforcing such rules using traditional code enforcement techniques has
proven challenging. Identifying illegal rentals is dificult and time-consuming, and with no
easy way to verify rental activity, cities struggle to make sure owners play by the rules and
pay their fair share of lodging and hotel taxes. Even more unfortunate, many cities are
enacting blanket bans to supposedly "avoid" these dificulties.
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To ban or not to ban Airbnb is the wrong question. Last year, my hometown of Tiburon,
California, debated exactly that. Proponents of a ban wanted to protect the town's character,
fearing it would draw bachelor parties or spring breakers. Those against it argued that those
fears were baseless and that increased tourism benefited residents and the local economy.
As a close follower and contributor to the debate, I soon found myself on a committee
appointed to study possible ways to regulate these types of rentals and propose a plan for
enforcement. As a long-term Airbnb user and host myself — I'd been renting my house out for
years whenever my family vacationed — I was familiar with the many benefits of these
services. But as a home owner in a residential neighborhood, I fully appreciated neighbors'
concerns about noisy and disruptive short-term rentals.
I spent countless hours researching how other municipalities approached this issue, and
found that banning short-term rentals is an extremely unrealistic and shortsighted strategy.
Unrealistic because the convenience, comfort, and low cost of home sharing can't be ignored;
hosts will simply hide their activities. Shortsighted because, with proper regulation and
enforcement, citizens and communities can benefit from the increased tourism and tax
dollars as opposed to diverting resources away from other priorities to enforce all-out bans.
There is a better way. Instead of bans, cities can enact innovative, enforceable policies that
address the negative consequences of short-term rentals while maximizing economic and
community benefits. Cities like Denver, Los Angeles, and Vancouver, British Columbia, are
doing just that. While the specifics vary, the underlying idea is the same: Explicitly identify
the unwanted behaviors and negative consequences of short-term rentals, and devise
specific, practical policies to mitigate them.
With the advancements in big-data technology it is now possible to enforce such policies, and
identify addresses of short-term rentals to bring them into compliance with local rules.
Dozens of municipalities including Truckee, California; Durango, Colorado; Asheville, North
Carolina; and Islamorada, Florida, already use such tools and have seen double-digit
improvements in compliance and revenue. This allows these cities and counties to double
down on enforcement to further ensure that short-term rental operators stay within the
designated zones, pay their fair share of taxes, and are accountable and respectful of
neighbors.
Planners and local communities need to reframe the Airbnb conversation. Instead of "to
ban or not to ban?" we should be asking how our communities can reap the many benefits of
home sharing while at the same time ensuring that everyone acts in a responsible and
neighborly way. The regulatory and enforcement best practices are out there. Let's use them
and come up with short-term rental policies that actually work.
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City tries new softer approach to regulate shortterm rental companies
 Steve Law y Tuesday, February 27, 2018
5 Comments (https://portlandtribune.com/pt/9-news/387932-278421-city-tries-new-softer-approach-to-regulate-short-term-rentalcompanies-#disqus_thread)

Portland poised to drop mandatory home inspections, allow companies to register own hosts, in exchange for divulging
host names, whereabouts.

Portland city officials are shifting to a lighter approach to regulating the notoriously slippery short-term rental industry,
starting with a lawsuit settlement reached last week with Austin, Texas-based HomeAway.
The city essentially is conceding that its mandatory home inspection requirement isn't working, since at least 80
percent of Portland's 4,500 short-term rental hosts — and the companies that list their properties — have ignored city
requirements for hosts to get permits before renting out spare rooms to travelers.
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In the deal with HomeAway, the city agreed to let the company register its Portland hosts online, if the hosts agree
they're meeting city safety requirements, such as smoke and carbon monoxide alarms in rooms and proper exit
avenues in case of fire. In exchange, HomeAway agreed to divulge all the names, addresses and contact information
of its local hosts. The city retains the right to inspect homes of those hosts in some fashion, but will no longer make
that a requirement before allowing them to start renting out rooms via HomeAway.
HomeAway agreed to pay a modest $275,000 to settle three lawsuits with the city, a far cry from the $2.5 million the
city initially sought. But HomeAway agreed to start collecting a 13.5 percent lodging tax from its local hosts or guests,
which the city says is one of a handful of times the company has agreed to do so in the United States.
"When the city of Portland filed its lawsuit in 2015, it was seeking fair hotel tax collection and the locations of short-term
rentals to ensure they are permitted and following the rules," Mayor Ted Wheeler said in a prepared statement. "This
settlement delivers on both of those goals and opens the door to a partnership with HomeAway."
HomeAway, which also operates VRBO and VacationRentals.com, is the second-largest provider of short-term rentals
in Portland, though it has a much smaller presence here than Airbnb.
Both companies have strongly resisted sharing data about their local hosts with city officials and have refused to heed
the city ordinance that requires them to only advertise listings on their websites if the hosts get city permits following
inspections.
Model for new approach
But city officials hope the HomeAway deal will be a template for how it regulates Airbnb and other short-term rental
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Thomas Lannom, director of the city Revenue Division, said he's engaging in "fruitful" talks now with Airbnb, trying to
negotiate similar terms. "I'm optimistic that we're going to reach a deal with Airbnb, too," Lannom said.
Laura Rillos, Airbnb's press secretary for Portland, concurred.
"We are in active discussions with the city of Portland about setting up a registration system that would allow hosts to
apply for a permit directly from the Airbnb platform and give the city the information it needs to enforce the law. We
remain committed to working with the city on a comprehensive solution that increases permitting compliance and
allows our hosts to continue sharing their homes to make ends meet," Rillos stated in an email.
"I think we've reached a new day with Airbnb and HomeAway," Lannom said, "where they understand that they have to
comply with the law."
City Commissioner Nick Fish, who has been the biggest critic of short-term rental companies here, said he supports
the city's new approach.
The city can do "periodic enforcement" to assure short-term rental spaces are being operated safely and according to
the assurances hosts make online, he said.
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"They have agreed that if someone doesn't seek a license, they will not have access to their platform," Fish said.
"They've agreed to kick people off that don't play by the rules."
Different from Airbnb proposal
Fish had resisted Airbnb last year when it was lobbying city commissioners to largely deregulate the short-term rental
industry by allowing the company to register its own hosts online, via what it calls a "pass-through registration system."
That would have replaced the city's mandatory inspection and permit requirements, based on a deal Airbnb secured
with the city of New Orleans.
That "feels like we're rewarding bad behavior," Fish said last August of Airbnb's proposal, adding that "their compliance
rate is abysmal."
But Fish said HomeAway changed its tune in negotiations with the city after voters easily passed a City Charter
amendment last May that strengthened Portland's legal right to regulate short-term rental companies much like it does
hotels.
The new deal is substantially different from what Airbnb proposed back then, Lannom said.
Not deregulating
Rather than deregulating the industry, the city's getting some 80 percent of the hosts who failed to get inspections and
permits into compliance with city rules, he said. It was difficult to regulate hosts when the city didn't know who they
were or where they live.
A D V E R T I S I N G | Continue reading below (https://portlandtribune.com/pt/9-news/387932-278421-city-tries-new-softer-approach-toregulate-short-term-rental-companies-#Advertising_3)

Under the HomeAway agreement, Portland would become one of a handful of cities where short-term rental
companies have agreed to divulge who their local hosts are.
"Right now, we literally have no idea where all of the short-term rentals are in the city," said Marshall Runkel, chief of
staff to city Commissioner Chloe Eudaly. She oversees the Bureau of Development Services, which handles
inspections and issues permits.
In San Francisco, where Airbnb is based, the city recently allowed Airbnb to register hosts online, but the company
finally agreed to divulge data about hosts in that city. Hosts who refuse to meet the city's requirements are taken off the
Airbnb platform.
Since then, Airbnb says it has taken 4,780 listings off its website for San Francisco, leaving some 6,300 active listings.
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Lannom predicts a similar pattern if Airbnb agrees to the new system here. He reasons that hundreds of hosts here
don't want to share their data with the city for various reasons, such as their failure to meet basic safety requirements,
or a resistance to allow inspectors into their homes.
There are now 4,000 to 5,000 short-term rental listings in Portland, Lannom estimates. "Once this thing goes live, you
might see that number drop down to 3,000 or maybe 2,500."
Not committed to mandatory inspections
Eudaly, who took office last year, isn't wedded to the mandatory inspections system.
"As a practical matter, that hasn't been working very well," said Runkel, her chief of staff.
A D V E R T I S I N G | Continue reading below (https://portlandtribune.com/pt/9-news/387932-278421-city-tries-new-softer-approach-toregulate-short-term-rental-companies-#Advertising_2)

Inspectors might go into a would-be host's spare bedroom in a basement and find the ceilings were two inches lower
than required, for instance, Runkel said. It didn't seem fair to punish hosts who were willing to follow the city rules for
such relatively minor issues, he said.
Under a new system, the bureau might want to handle enforcement as it does with other matters, responding to
complaints filed by neighbors or others, Runkel said. Others have suggested the bureau use random enforcements to
assure hosts are operating safely.
Eudaly would rather the Bureau of Development Services focus on what she sees as a bigger problem, Runkel said.
That's hosts who don't live on-site as required and rent out all their rooms year-round, turning their property into a minihotel.
Those are the hosts who are reducing the supply of affordable housing in Portland and driving down the vacancy rate,
Runkel said. "Someone renting out a room in their home or basement is doing less damage to the housing market than
someone who owns a whole house or apartment and rents it out 100 percent of the time."
The city's new tack is a tacit acknowledgement that it's tougher regulatory stance wasn't working.
Though the numbers of hosts seeking permits continues to climb, the city has issued 1,618 permits for regular shortterm rentals since 2014, said Dave Austin, Bureau of Development Services spokesman. Airbnb reports a high
turnover in its host ranks each year, so some of those permitees may no longer be operating.
The city's get-tough policy for those who don't seek permits also hasn't worked as well as hoped.
The Bureau of Development Services has issued 135 citations since stiffening fines in December 2016, Austin said.
New approach coming
A D V E R T I S I N G | Continue reading below (https://portlandtribune.com/pt/9-news/387932-278421-city-tries-new-softer-approach-toregulate-short-term-rental-companies-#Advertising_1)
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to City Council
City officials expect to bring a new regulatory framework to the City Council for approval in March or April, Lannom
said. At the same time, he expects to bring forward two new fees on short-term rentals that the City Council asked him
to prepare last year.
One would treat larger operations like Airbnb the same as hotels with more than 50 units, making them subject to the
citywide Tourism Improvement District, which levies an assessment of 2 percent of each lodging's revenues. That
would net an additional $900,000 to $1.1 million a year for Travel Portland to promote tourism campaigns for Portland,
Lannom said.
The other plan would add a $2 nightly fee for every short-term rental. That is estimated to net $800,000 to $1 million a
year, to go into the city's Housing Investment Fund and used to support affordable housing. Supporters argue this
offsets some of the negative impacts of short-term rentals on the city's housing supply.
The Oregon Restaurant and Lodging Association has been pressing the city to adopt such measures, arguing that it's
time the short-term rental industry plays on a more "level playing field" with hotels and motels, said Greg Astley, the
group's government affairs director.
But he questioned why the city should loosen its safety standards by ending mandatory inspections. There's no reason
why places that are operated like hotels don't have to meet the same fire and other safety requirements, he said.
Given that most short-term rental hosts have never sought city permits, "clearly the self-policing hasn't worked so far,
for Airbnb or any of these other short-term rentals," Astley said.
"I'm not confident that it's going to work in the future."
stevelaw@portlandtribune.com (mailto:stevelaw@portlandtribune.com)
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Vacation rental management leader brings full-service program to
owners, guests
BRENTWOOD, Tenn., March 13, 2018 /PRNewswire-iReach/ -- iTrip Vacations is excited to announce vacation
rental property owners and guests in Portland, Oregon, now benefit from world-class property management and
travel services.
iTrip Vacations Portland – owned and managed by Corey Tigner – has launched as the newest iTrip Vacations
destination.
The vacation property management company serves rental owners and guests in Portland, including the suburbs of
Beaverton, Dundee, Lake Oswego, Newberg, Tigard and Tualatin. The full-service program focuses on maximizing
net rental incomes, increasing guest satisfaction, and includes international marketing, free light maintenance, a
local team available 24/7, and quick-response systems.
"Corey has over 20 years of business experience and a passion for the vacation rental industry in Portland and
Willamette Valley," says Tom Bissmeyer, iTrip Vacations co-founder. "Not only does Corey understand the shortterm rental business from the franchise perspective, he also understands it from the property owner perspective. He
even owns a couple of vacation rental properties. This dual perspective provides a huge advantage as Corey grows
his property management company in Portland."
The Oregon addition is part of a growing number of destinations managed by iTrip Vacations (https://www.itrip.net/),
the largest franchise brand serving the full-service vacation rental industry in North America.
"We're also looking at new ways to connect with our customers," says Steve Presley, iTrip Vacations co-founder.
"Currently, we're testing and utilizing new technology that identifies real-time audiences based on interest and
attention expressed across the open web. Mapping and understanding these data-driven behaviors will allow iTrip Vacations to enhance our
guests' experiences."
Portland – Oregon's largest city – is located on the Columbia and Willamette rivers near Mount Hood. Its scenic location paired with diverse
culture provide opportunities to enjoy outdoor recreation, an eclectic food and wine scene, arts attractions, world-renown live music, and
family-friendly events.
To learn more about the full-service property management program, contact iTrip Vacations Portland (https://www.itrip.net/propertymanagement/portland).
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About iTrip Vacations
iTrip Vacations is a national leader in vacation rental management and online travel services. iTrip provides property management programs
to more than 60 destinations in North America, while enhancing experiences through affordable luxury accommodations and custom
programs.
Media Contact: Corey Tigner, iTrip Vacations, 503-230-0534, corey@itrip.net (mailto:corey@itrip.net)
News distributed by PR Newswire iReach: https://ireach.prnewswire.com (https://ireach.prnewswire.com/)
SOURCE iTrip Vacations

View Comments and Join the Discussion!
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Nashville's short-term rental vote: What it does, what it
doesn't do, and why it's a big deal
Joey Garrison, USA Today Network - Tennessee

Published 2:31 p.m. CT Jan. 24, 2018 | Updated 7:45 a.m. CT Jan. 25, 2018

The Metro Council's vote Tuesday on short-term rentals was celebrated by Nashville neighborhood activists
and drew a sharp rebuke from the online-based companies Airbnb and HomeAway, as well as many short-term
rental hosts.
The newly approved ordinance falls far short of banning all short-term rentals in the city. It's instead aimed at
phasing out one particular type — investor-owned short-term rentals in residential-zoned neighborhoods.
(Photo: AFP / Getty Images)

Critics have complained this type, known as non-owner occupied short-term rentals, have turned residential
homes into disruptive party hotels and uprooted longtime residents in place of businesses that don't belong

next to homes.
►More: Nashville council approves Airbnb phase-out bill for residential neighborhoods (/story/news/2018/01/23/ashville-council-approves-airbnb-phaseout-bill-residential-neighborhoods/1057718001/)
The ordinance was approved on a final of three readings by a 25-5 vote with seven abstentions.
It stands as the city's most far-reaching action to date to push back at the rapid growth of the short-term rental industry in Nashville.
Here's what the ordinance does and what it doesn't do.

Which short-term rentals are affected?
The ordinance seeks to phase out non-owner-occupied short-term rentals from residential-zoned neighborhoods in less than three years. These are any
homes in which a property owner does not live in the home that he or she is renting out to guests.

How will the phase-out work?
The ordinance has a phase-out date of June 28, 2020. That means operators of non-owner-occupied short-term rentals in residential neighborhoods can
continue to operate and get their permits renewed until then.

So there's not an immediate crackdown?
Correct. But Metro had already stopped issuing new permits for non-owner-occupied types in residential homes months ago after the Metro Planning
Commission endorsed the phase-out bill.

Where will non-owner occupied short-term rentals still be allowed ?
Short-term rentals that aren't occupied by their owners are now classified as a commercial use that can operate in districts where multi-family units are
permitted regardless of dwelling type. This includes areas zoned for mixed-use. They are also allowed in areas governed by the Downtown Code, which
includes the Gulch and downtown.
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Because of these allowances, supporters of the phase-out bill have called the ordinance a "compromise" with Airbnb and other companies. Airbnb and
short-tern rental hosts reject any notion that it's a compromise, noting they had no say in its language.

Who else is not affected?
Owner-occupied short-term rentals — where a property owner lives in the home he or she rents out — are continued to operate regardless of the zoning
district.
However, owner-occupied short-term rentals that are currently registered to a corporation or other entity could be jeopardized because of a new rule
requiring owners be registered as a natural person or persons. (See: What other restrictions are in the ordinance?)

How many short-term rental properties are targeted for the phase-out?
It's hard to say. As of Dec. 14, Nashville had 1,072 properties that are permitted as non-owner occupied short-tern rentals. Most of these are in residential
neighborhoods, but not all of them. But many short-term rentals are believed to be operating illegally without permits. Metro has struggled to enforce its
permit process.

What other restrictions are in the ordinance?
The ordinance limits the number of "sleeping rooms" for both owner-occupied and non-owner occupied short-term rentals to four. The number of allowed
occupants is two times the number of sleeping rooms plus four.
In addition, the bill requires an owner-occupied short-term rental operator be registered as a natural person or persons, as opposed to a corporation,
LLC, partnership, joint venture or trust.

Why was the vote so lopsided?
The phase-out bill had the momentum ahead of Tuesday's vote compared to a competing bill, which was indefinitely deferred, that was more friendly to
the short-term rental industry. Neighborhood groups had hammered the latter for months, demanding bolder action from the council on the issue.
►More: Nashville police chief: Short-term rental complaints 'should not be ignored' (/story/news/2018/01/22/nashville-police-chief-short-term-rentalcomplaints-should-not-ignored/1053345001/)
But even though the 25-5 vote seems overwhelming, it was closer than it looks. The bill required 21 votes for passage — even if it had a
majority — meaning the bill passed by five votes. Seven council members abstained from voting. Because of the high threshold, those abstentions
worked just the same as no votes.

Is Nashville unique with this ordinance?
No, according to supporters of the phase-out. Cities across the country have passed similar regulations over short-term rentals.
According to information compiled by the Coalition for Nashville Neighborhoods, 27 cities in Tennessee don't allow non-owner-occupied short-term
rentals in low-density residential areas. These include the Davidson County satellite cities of Berry Hill, Belle Meade, Forest Hills and Oak Hill as well as
Knoxville, Brentwood, Collierville,Germantown, Smyrna and Gatlinburg.

Then why is Airbnb and others paying close attention to Nashville?
Because of its enormous tourism growth, Nashville is by far the most lucrative market in Tennessee for Airbnb, HomeAway and VRBO. Nearly half of
Airbnb's 7,700 hosts in Tennessee are located in Nashville, according to the company.
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►More: Complaints shed new light on Nashville's short-term rental fight (/story/news/politics/2017/03/12/complaints-shed-new-light-nashvilles-airbnbfight/98910284/)
That's why passing this bill was a big deal for Nashville's neighborhood groups — and why Airbnb has fought so hard to stop it.

Is this the end of the short-term rental fight?
Far from it.
The council's vote might have invited intervention by the Republican-led Tennessee legislature, which has a bill already drafted that would overturn
Metro's action. The state bill, which Airbnb had originally pushed, passed the House last year and now needs just Senate approval.
Airbnb said they are exploring "all options" following the vote, which seemed to keep open the possibility of the state bill.
Reach Joey Garrison at 615-259-8236, jgarrison@tennessean.com and on Twitter @joeygarrison.
Read or Share this story: https://www.tennessean.com/story/news/2018/01/24/nashvilles-short-term-rental-vote-what-does-what-doesnt-do-and-why-itsbig-deal/1061627001/
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Inside Airbnb's Plan to Build a Grassroots Political
Movement
Katy Steinmetz

Jul21, 2016

()

The future of Airbnb's political strategy rests on the shoulders of men like Peter Kwan.
A retired law professor who lives in San Francisco's North Beach neighborhood, Kwan
founded what one Airbnb insider called the "Adam and Eve" of home-sharing clubs,
organizing fellow hosts to go door-knocking during political battles and on whitewater
rafting trips in the off-season.
In the past year, such clubs have become the focus of a political strategy that the $24
billion company is pushing around the world. And on Thursday, the company plans to
announce in a new report the progress their team has made so far on the stated goal of
establishing such clubs in 100 cities by the end of this year. At mid-year, more than 60 have
been established, from Maui to Mexico City, and the company believes they'll meet their
aim.

"We decided to replicate what we had in San Francisco, which is to put on the ground, in a
global way, a mobilization effort," says Chris Lehane, a seasoned Democratic operative who
was hired nearly a year ago to head the company's growing policy team. "It's something
I've never really seen a company do." By that, he means his company is spawning a true
grassroots political movement.
Though the company likes to emphasize that there's a strong "organic" element to the
clubs-and can point to the likes of Kwan, who set up his independently-Airbnb has
invested heavily in catalyzing these bands of citizens who will show up and fight for
homesharing-friendly regulations at city halls and state capitols. Modeling their strategy
on the data-driven one used by Obama's presidential campaigns, particularly in his 2012
reelection, the company has hired nearly 100 "mobilization team members" and two dozen
people focused on "digital engagement." To that end, Airbnb also plans on Thursday to
unveil a hub for clubs where hosts can connect, publish mission statements, plan meetings
and so forth.
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There is a reason for the investment. For years the company has waged local battles with
regulators concerned about housing and oversight, but as Airbnb has grown, so have its
political problems. Hotel lobbyists are increasingly focused on a major competitor that is
now valued at more than the Marriott. In mid-July, three U.S. senators wrote a letter to the
Federal Trade Commission, asking the agency to investigate the "rapidly expanding shortterm lodging rental market" and whether companies such as Airbnb, VRBO, Homeaway and
Flipkey might be "exacerbating housing shortages and driving up the cost of housing in our
communities." And while the company has been working out compromises in places like
Chicago, it remains so at odds with some San Francisco lawmakers that Airbnb filed its
first-ever lawsuit in federal court over local regulations. (It remains pending.)

The club strategy, says Columbia Business School associate professor Evan Rawley, is a
"smart move" that highlights the benefits Airbnb brings to dense urban centers, where
critics have decried the negative impacts home-sharing platforms can have on housing
stock. "What the opponents of Airbnb are saying is that capitalists are pushing out renters,
and they're turning the places that would have been rented out at reasonable prices into,
basically, hotels," says Rawley, who specializes in corporate strategy. "Airbnb is meanwhile
saying most people are just using this as a way to pay their rent. 'We're not actually
upending communities, we're building communities.' And both things can be true."
Fostering visible clubs full of what Lehane calls "real people" puts many middle-class
moms and pops in the spotlight and helps galvanize voters that Airbnb knows are
statistically much more likely to support their positions.
The test case came last year when a ballot measure known as Prop F was up for a vote in
San Francisco. Local lawmakers had gone through an arduous process of legalizing shortterm rentals-like many cities where rental housing is limited and rent-controlled, rentals
for fewer than 30 days had been illegal-and the law had gone to effect in February.
But some progressives on the city's Board of Supervisors weren't happy, arguing that only a
small percentage of hosts were actually registering with the city as the law required. A
small amount of bad actors, like landlords who evict people to lend out their places to
tourists full-time, also stoked backlash against Airbnb, especially amidst the city's housing
affordability crisis.
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Supervisor David Campos, who supported Prop F and has continued to support tighter
restrictions on short-term rentals, continues that line of criticism. Airbnb "didn't create
the housing crisis," he says, "but they are making it worse."
Among other things, the proposition would have limited the number of days a host could
rent out a listing to 75 per year, strengthened enforcement mechanisms and given
neighbors incentives to sue violators. In gearing up for the fight, Lehane says the company
looked at their internal data and found that they had about 150,000 people in the
city-compared to 6.5 million in the United States-who had either been hosts or guests.
Additional polling found that such people were "overwhelmingly" more likely to support
Airbnb's position, he says. So while the company spent $8 million on the campaign, Lehane
says the most effective efforts were targeting hosts like Kwan, who in turn organized many
more. Airbnb would largely bankroll the infrastructure for a phone bank, for instance, and
members of the homesharing club would show up to evangelize with the verve of the
already converted.
Unlike an Uber driver who might be bitter when the company changes the rates per mile,
which is out of their control, or be constantly upset that the company takes 20% off the
top, hosts are getting "97 cents on the dollar" for prices that they set, Lehane says. That
revenue split, and the economic incentive it represents, has made many hosts loyal.
"Because of rising prices of housing, homeowners and tenants have been extremely
stressed in being able to afford their homes," Kwan says, "and home-sharing and Airbnb
have been a lifeline."
A TIME poll on the gig economy, conducted by Penn Schoen Berland in partnership with
Burson-Marsteller and the Aspen Institute, found that more than half of people (56%) who
had made money through home-sharing said that Airbnb is different from hotels and
vacation rentals and should not be subject to the same regulations. And home-sharers were
significantly more optimistic about their financial situation than the general population,
with 63% (compared to 47%) saying they believed it would get better in the next year.
In the end, the San Francisco measure to restrict Airbnb was defeated 55% to 45%. "Coming
out of that, the light bulb went on over our head," says Lehane. "There's a huge community
here that is passionate, that's inspired ... and has an awful lot of economic self-interest tied
into it."
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The company's increasing emphasis on getting hosts to hearing rooms and polling booths
is proof that disruptive peer-to-peer unicorns are maturing, staffing up to deal with all the
lobbying and politics that comes with being major players in the economy.
Lehane admits that the company hasn't "been perfect" in the past. In the run up to the vote
on Prop F in San Francisco, the company was forced to apologize for ads that that
essentially bragged about how much Airbnb had collected in hotel taxes and suggested
what the city should do with all that money.
In the early days, Airbnb "often started with the position that the laws don't fit," says Arun
Sundararajan, a business professor at NYU, who has studied the company. "That's a less
sophisticated position to start from, as opposed to saying ... 'Let's go two steps further and
provide a template for something that's politically workable."'
These days Airbnb is working a lot harder on finding common ground with local lawmakers
and hashing out new schemes. San Francisco Supervisor Campos finds it silly that the
company still brags about paying their taxes- "That just shows you the arrogance ... It's
part of being an American citizen" - but Airbnb has made a big policy change in that area,
collecting hotel taxes in nearly 200 jurisdictions and trying to do so in more. It's not only a
good-faith gesture but helps assuage allegations hotel associations might make that the
competitive playing field is not level, says Columbia's Rawley.
And while Airbnb is still fighting San Francisco over exactly how much responsibility it has
to take for what hosts do on its platform, it has also been working on a "one host, one
home" effort to help root out people who use the site to run listings that aren't their
personal homes. So far, Airbnb says, the company has removed 200 listings that appear to
violate the new policy in San Francisco and about 2,200 in New York City- a tacit
acknowledgement by the company that it should do at least some amount of enforcement.
Airbnb's cooperation extends to its data, which it once guarded ferociously. The company
now shares anonymized information with cities like San Francisco about activity that's
taking place on the platform. "We've learned a lot," says Lehane. "A big part of the learning
has been that we have to own some of providing those solutions to cities so we can help
give them the tools and give them the information, give them the ability to get to policy
results that I think we all collectively agree make sense."
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Campos is critical of the homesharing club pitch, saying the campaign glosses over Airbnb 's
problems. "It's not realistic," he says. "It's not representative of what actually happens."
To be sure, the new report on home-sharing clubs does not contain any anecdotes about
greedy landlords but there is also a community to tout. In addition to numbers meant to
show the strength of their army-that, for example, the equivalent of nearly one-quarter of
Paris' population has been a host or guest on the platform-are tales of volunteer outings
and hosts helping other hosts learn how to abide by local registration processes.
While animosity against Airbnb remains in some cities where housing is scarce, the club
strategy is all about wielding the fact that people like Kwan see home-sharing as not just a
hobby or side gig, but part of their identity and social life. "I really get a lot of joy out of
home-sharing," says the 55-year-old who taught law at Santa Clara University. "Hospitality
is something which I didn't think I would love, but actually I do."
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County investigates B&B rules
Kathleen Ellyn
Wallowa County Chieftain
Published on April 3, 2018 11:48AM

The Wallowa County Planning Commission has received applications for eight bed and breakfasts in the last
two years, though the line between a B&B and vacation rental has become muddled.
Frustrated commissioners are asking for new regulations, a better definition of what constitutes a B&B and advice
on how to deal with mounting requests.
“We are getting a lot of applications,” said commissioner Romona Phillips. “Every month we have one or two
applications. We need to address this.”
Currently, B&B business are approved under a conditional use permit and defined as a home based occupation.
But the ordinance specifically mentions B&Bs just once, and there is little information on how to define them.
There is general support in the county for more lodging businesses, but what new applicants often describe is more
in keeping with a vacation rental. And some applicants have made clear they would prefer a legal way to establish
a vacation rental rather than operate a B&B.
“Our definitions are not good enough,” said county planning commissioner Harold Black. “We need to tighten up
our rules and review regarding the establishment of B&Bs.” It’s a problem that other tourist stops in Oregon are
dealing with as well.
Having to create new regulations is a common problem for counties with growing tourism industries, said Nick
Lelack, community development director for Deschutes County.
“In desirable locations ... the need for tourist accommodations, the growth of short-term rentals or overnight
accommodations is very common,” LeLack said.
He noted that Deschutes recently updated its codes to better define overnight lodging units.
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Deschutes County defines a Bed & Breakfast as having on site host/owners and breakfasts served.
Hood River County is also in the process of updating regulations for short-term rentals.
Back in Wallowa County, without recent updates and with no path to approval for vacation rentals, planning
commissioners have been approving nontraditional B&Bs using the Oregon Health Authority definition as a guide
and marrying that to “community expectation and zoning law,” according to Black.
However, customer expectation has changed from the traditional B&B experience to more in line with lodging found
on Airbnb and other short-term rental sites.
The appearance of the letters, “bnb,” in the company name do not indicate a traditional Bed & Breakfast
experience. Listings can be a shed or tent that may not even supply bedding. The Wallowa County Planning
Commission has never approved such offerings, but such businesses are listed in Wallowa County on Airbnb.
All tourism housing, including tents and sheds, are required by Oregon Statute to pay Transient Lodging Taxes.
Additionally, B&B operators are required to register with the Oregon Department of Revenue to pay state lodging
taxes of 1.8 percent, register with the county to pay their transient lodging taxes, and meet Oregon Health Authority
requirements and inspection of kitchens. Many traditional B&Bs also belong to industry registries, which may have
even more stringent requirements.
In Wallowa County the breakfast requirement for new B&Bs has been loosely interpreted, with some applicants
granted permission to simply provide a muffin basket and a coffee maker.
“That is a minimal requirement and we may have to come up with some standards,” said Black.
Another issue is the presence and expectations of hosts. The commission has approved B&Bs with the minimal
requirement that a host be “on the property at night.”
The approval did not come without protest from members of the planning commission.
“How do we differentiate between a B&B and a vacation rental if you’re not going to require anyone be on site that
owns the property, there’s no employees, there’s no meals?” asked commissioner Gay Fregulia. “Basically it’s a
separate building being rented for vacation purposes. It’s not a B&B.”
Wallowa County Planner Chrystal Allen will write the new regulations, informed by the planning commission.
Wallowa County Commissioners have final approval.
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After Years of Maneuvering, Portland Finally
Puts a Scofflaw Airbnb Out of Business
The fight over this one house in North Portland lasted 14 months.
neighborhood in snow. (Sam Gehrke)

A Southeast Portland

By Rachel Monahan
Published 5:31 AM
Updated 5:31 AM
Portland City Hall collected $72,092.92 in fines and fees earlier this month from the operator of
a scofflaw short-term rental listed on Airbnb.
It’s the largest fine the city’s Bureau of Development Services has successfully levied on an
Airbnb rental for breaking city rules—in this case, operating six bedrooms when only two are
allowed. Fourteen months after the city’s first administrative hearing, and multiple appeals later,
operator CityCraft—a company based in Portland—exhausted its appeals, paid the city and sold
the Humboldt neighborhood house.
“That’s a major, major victory for the neighbors and the city,” says BDS spokesman Michael
Liefeld.
Meanwhile, the same bureau now pledges it will attempt to enforce the rules against a Pearl
District parking garage operated in defiance of city code.
Last week, BDS said it was uncertain whether to proceed with a case against a parking garage
that was paying a $1,400 monthly fine and continuing to operate (“Free Parking,” WW, Feb. 21,
2017). Now the bureau tells WW it will go to an administrative hearing to try to fine the owner
$1,000 a day if Harsch Investments, run by property magnate Jordan Schnitzer, doesn’t reduce
the number of garage spaces to eight from more than 50 this week.
http://www.wweek.com/news/city/2018/02/28/after-years-of-maneuvering-portland-finally-putsa-scofflaw-airbnb-out-of-business/
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Here's how South Lake Tahoe became home to the $2,000 parking fine for Airbnb renters
Tahoe visitors hit with $2,000 parking tickets
Author: Jason Hidalgo, Reno Gazette-Journal
Published: 2:41 PM EDT April 9, 2018
Updated: 4:57 PM EDT April 9, 2018

Parking restriction signs are seen at one of RnR Vacation Rentals' properties in
South Lake Tahoe on Feb. 20, 2018. Jason Bean/RGJ
South Lake Tahoe’s beefed-up vacation home rental law was supposed to help prevent noise violations,
obnoxious partying and bad actors from disturbing the city’s residential neighborhoods.
Three months since the updated ordinance went into effect, however, the law has primarily turned into
a tool for doling out $2,000 parking tickets against non-disorderly visitors who rent houses through
online sites such as Airbnb and Vacation Rentals by Owner, a Reno Gazette Journal investigation found.
Described as the strictest ordinance in the Lake Tahoe basin for vacation home rentals, South Lake
Tahoe’s updated law added caps and steep fines in response to community concerns about the
explosive growth seen in tourists using residential homes for lodging. One avid traveler from the Bay
Area called the ordinance “absurd” and “arbitrary” after renting a home in the city earlier this year.
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A regular user of online listing sites such as Airbnb and VRBO, Shirin Oloumi-Knerr says she enjoys going
on ski weekends with her husband and three other couples they frequently travel with. Many times, this
means making the drive up the twisting mountain roads of the Sierra Nevada and renting a house
together at Lake Tahoe.
“We felt like staying in one house was the best way to cook meals together and hang out in larger
common spaces that were still private,” Oloumi-Knerr said.
While visiting in February, however, Oloumi-Knerr noticed something about the South Lake Tahoe house
they were staying at.
The property was peppered with warning signs threatening steep fines, not just for noise but also what
she considers “harmless, arbitrary acts” such as parking on the street and hot tub use. In addition to
paying a minimum $1,000 fine, Oloumi-Knerr says she was shocked to find out that property managers
also get fined $1,000 by the city for renter violations, but the fine is typically passed on to guests.
This means vacation home renters essentially get fined twice to the tune of $2,000 total.
For Oloumi-Knerr, the thought of paying that much money for simply parking on the street or using the
hot tub at the wrong time was dumbfounding.
“I’m a government lawyer — rules and regulations are my bread and butter,” Oloumi-Knerr said.
“However, these rules seem to have no rhyme or reason and have the potential for abusive
enforcement.”
Oloumi-Knerr’s concerns reflect an ongoing battle being waged around Lake Tahoe’s shores as the
Airbnb economy continues to disrupt traditional lodging and send more tourists to residential
neighborhoods.
South Lake Tahoe is just one of many cities around the nation playing catch up to the phenomenon with
their laws. After years of community debate and public meetings, South Lake Tahoe approved its
updated vacation home rental or VHR ordinance in November, with the law officially taking effect on
Dec. 22.
INTERACTIVE MAP: Complaints and citations against vacation home rentals during the first 3 months of
South Lake Tahoe’s updated VHR ordinance. The red points represent complaints that resulted in a
citation. Yellow points resulted in no citation. (Data provided by city of South Lake Tahoe. Map by Brian
Duggan, RGJ)
The intent behind the change was to control the explosive growth of the vacation home rental industry,
particularly from what critics view as its encroachment on residential neighborhoods. At the top of the
list of priorities is curbing incidents of bad behavior by tenants, including the loud noises, trash and
occupancy issues that can arise when short-term rental properties are used by large groups or partiers.
A Reno Gazette Journal analysis of complaints filed against nearly 200 properties from Dec. 22 to late
March, however, found the ordinance has primarily been used to cite South Lake Tahoe visitors for
parking violations.
Reveling partygoers, meanwhile, were few and far between even with Christmas and New Year's
included.
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Findings of the RGJ investigation include:
• About a third of the complaints turned out to be violations: Of the 186 complaints made by neighbors
against properties for allegedly violating the city’s vacation home rental ordinance, 74 — a little over a
third — were deemed by code enforcement to be violations. At least one in five complaints were false
alarms.
• The law is being used to enforce hefty parking violations: Parking accounted for 51 percent of all
complaints made by callers and 60 percent of all violations cited by enforcement officers. The total fines
levied for parking during the first three months of the updated VHR ordinance added up to about
$90,000.
• Noise, the second-highest complaint, accounted for just a fifth of all complaints: Out of those 47 noise
complaints, 10 were determined to be violations, with only three being tied to partying. The rest were
deemed by enforcement officers to be within reason and not too loud.
With parking accounting for the bulk of violations that vacation home rental users are being cited for,
the trend raises questions about whether the stricter ordinance is unfairly punishing visitors for minor
issues instead of focusing on more serious offenders.
One person who isn’t a fan of the ordinance’s one-fine-fits-all approach is Oloumi-Knerr, who feels it
places needless stress on visitors, who have to worry about unwittingly breaking its rules. Oloumi-Knerr
says she has such "strong negative feelings" toward the ordinance that she has decided to cross off
South Lake Tahoe in her list of places to stay when visiting the area.
“First, it doesn’t make me feel welcome in the neighborhood,” Oloumi-Knerr said. “I don’t want to place
myself in a situation where I could be otherwise acting legally but am violating a local, unreasonable and
expensive ordinance.”
The birth of Tahoe’s strictest vacation rental law
It’s an early Tuesday morning in March and South Lake Tahoe resident Peggy Bourland was packing her
things in a hurry.
Reached by phone while preparing to leave for Los Angeles, a rushed Bourland says she only has an hour
to get ready and does not have time to talk. Once the subject of vacation home rentals came up,
however, an exasperated Bourland couldn’t help but vent her frustration.
“This issue goes back 15 years,” Bourland said. “We’re looking for a remedy … to halt this runaway train
that’s sort of happening with the issue of additional vacation home rentals without a lot of restriction.”
The anger felt by residents such as Bourland stems from what they see as the increasing encroachment
by vacation home rentals into their neighborhoods. As more visitors turn to rentals, a larger chunk of
the tourist crowd is being funneled from areas such as downtown to the city’s residential
neighborhoods.
This can especially add up during busy seasons. Each year, about 3 million people visit Lake Tahoe. That
tops Yellowstone Park and rivals visitor numbers for the Grand Canyon, said nonprofit advocacy group,
the Tahoe Fund. Meanwhile, the resident population of Lake Tahoe year-round is about 53,000. Throw
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in visitors into the mix and its total population can swell up to 300,000 on peak days, according to the
Tahoe Fund.
The issue with population goes beyond just hard numbers, according to critics of vacation home rentals.
Bourland blames the influx of investor-owned, short-term rental properties for a significant drop in the
residential population of South Lake Tahoe.
Census Bureau numbers back Bourland’s claim about a population decline.
The residential population of South Lake Tahoe fell by 9.3 percent from 23,609 in 2000 to 21,403 in
2010, according to the Census Bureau. The numbers increased slightly to 21,717 in 2016 but are still
below the numbers from nearly two decades ago.
Those in the vacation home rental industry question the link between VHRs and the population decline.
Bourland, however, strongly believes that the explosion in vacation home rentals is further tilting the
demographic balance of the city’s residential areas toward visitors.
The longtime resident, who started living in Tahoe in 1972, says it’s ironic that more tourists are staying
in residential neighborhoods while more full-time residents end up staying in motels because they can’t
find or afford housing.
“Residential housing is being absorbed by mostly out-of-town investors who buy so-called second
homes to turn them into investments as vacation home rentals,” Bourland said. “Our neighborhoods
have fewer full-time residents and (our) sense of community is being eroded.”
The frustration felt by some residents regarding VHR use culminated in the formation of the Tahoe
Neighborhoods Group three years ago. The organization, which counts Bourland as a member, has been
strongly pushing for stricter regulations to curb the growth of vacation home rentals in Tahoe. Issues
cited by residents include parking, trash and noise violations by rental users.
HEAT MAP: Hot spots for South Lake Tahoe neighborhoods that receive the most complaints against
vacation home rentals. Areas that have more concentration of complaints are highlighted by brighter
colors. (Data provided by city of South Lake Tahoe. Map by Brian Duggan, RGJ)
Such concerns were cited by South Lake Tahoe as one of the driving forces behind beefing up the city’s
VHR laws. Initially created in 2005, the city’s ordinance for vacation home rentals has been modified
several times, said Tracy Sheldon, a public information officer for the city of South Lake Tahoe. The most
recent change called for stricter enforcement of the ordinance as well as steeper penalties for violations.
“This was a response from city council to concerns, specifically from vacation rental management
companies and community citizens, requesting that the enforcement be stepped up — which it has —
and also for the fines to be increased,” Sheldon said.
Although opinions vary about the merits of the change, there is consensus on one thing: Area property
managers and officials from around the basin who spoke to the Reno Gazette Journal agreed that South
Lake Tahoe’s ordinance is in a league of its own.
“It’s by far the strictest in the basin, no question,” said Steve Teshara, CEO of the Lake Tahoe South
Shore Chamber of Commerce.
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South Lake Tahoe’s ordinance specifically has five main areas of focus, said Lauren Gresh, a Tahoe-based
operations manager for international vacation rental management company Vacasa. Those are noise,
parking, occupancy, hot tub use and trash. The ordinance, for example, imposes limits on a rental’s
number of occupants based on the number of rooms and parking spaces. It also prohibits hot tub use by
vacation home rental users from 10 p.m. to 8 a.m., as well as parking on the street and unpaved
surfaces at all times.
Most of the requirements are clearly targeted at curbing nuisances in residential neighborhoods, Gresh
said. This includes noise and overcrowding as well as excessive parking, which can arise when people
rent homes to hold parties during events like spring break or New Year’s.
Visitors can’t simply claim ignorance about the rules as the ordinance requires signage to be clearly
posted on VHR properties. One key change since December is that violators no longer get a warning. Any
violation automatically earns a fine.
Gresh says the penalties are no joke, with renters potentially facing double the $1,000 minimum if their
actions cause a property owner to be fined as well.
“This is very important and we want all our guests to be fully aware of what these regulations are so
there are no surprises and they plan accordingly when they come up here,” Gresh said. “If they want to
have friends over, for example, they need to book a house that can accommodate that amount of
occupancy or they risk getting a violation.”
Despite being the strictest around the lake basin, Tahoe’s vacation rental ordinance still is not the
toughest in the nation, said Greg Holcomb, government relations manager of the Vacation Rental
Management Association.
California communities such as Santa Monica, for example, have outright bans on short-term vacation
rentals, Holcomb said. Then there are places such as Cannon Beach in Oregon, which has a lottery
system in place for people who want to acquire a VHR license.
Generally, major metropolitan cities — places such as San Francisco, New York, Chicago — have the
most onerous and complicated ordinances for vacation rentals, Holcomb said. The Vacation Rental
Management Association blames the confusing nature of some of these rules for the low compliance
rates seen in the larger metros that have tough laws for vacation home rentals.
“A stricter set of regulations doesn’t mean that the community is solving the problems they are hoping
to solve,” Holcomb said. “Creating onerous rules is due to current policies failing and the community not
addressing the actual core issues, they are simply throwing more hurdles for property owners.”
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Stu Roberson of RnR Vacation Rentals stands in the backyard of a South Lake Tahoe vacation home
rental he manages on Feb. 20, 2018. Jason Bean/RGJ
A question of fairness
As a young boy, Stu Roberson remembers leaving the hustle and bustle of the Bay Area with his family
and making their way through the pine tree-dotted landscapes of the Sierra Nevada each year.
For the Robersons, those winding mountain roads always led to the same destination: Lake Tahoe.
It was on the sandy shores of a rented house in Agate Bay that Roberson caught the Tahoe bug. Today,
the 59-year-old and his wife own two Tahoe properties that they rent out and also manage several
others as part of their business, RnR Vacation Rentals.
Roberson and his wife officially became Tahoe residents this year as well. With some Tahoe locals
voicing strong opposition against vacation home rentals owned by out-of-state residents, the change in
residency is a good move for the Robersons in more ways than one.
Although Roberson rents out his own houses to visitors and manages vacation rentals for others, he is
not completely opposed to South Lake Tahoe’s vacation home rental ordinance. The law, for example, is
great at dealing with problem renters or simply encouraging vacation rental users to be on their best
behavior.
“The good part is that (the regulations have) given us some teeth,” Roberson said. “The ordinance is
great at holding people accountable.”
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At least four of the nearly 200 complaints filed against South Lake Tahoe vacationers during the first
three months of the updated ordinance actually were filed by property owners or managers who were
worried that their renters were not following the rules, the Reno Gazette Journal found.
In some cases, however, Roberson believes that the tough, shotgun approach employed by the
ordinance goes too far. A closer look at the city’s beefed-up ordinance shows three key changes that can
cause property renters and vacationers to pay a high price — literally — for even minor violations.
One is the addition of a cap that limits the number of vacation home rental permits issued by the city to
1,400. Critics claim the caps violate their property rights, including the ability to rent out their houses in
a market that has a long history of vacation home rental use.
South Lake Tahoe already issued 1,398 permits by late March, according to spokeswoman Sheldon.
Sheldon also confirmed that the city has no plans to raise the permit limit, dashing the hopes of people
such as Roberson.
Vacation rental advocates were hoping that the 1,400 limit was just a starting point that can be tweaked
based on demand. Barring an increase in the cap, applicants will have to wait for openings that are
created when existing permits are either not renewed by a current holder or taken away for violations.
Roberson says he does not fully agree with the need for permit caps but understands the reason behind
them.
“On one hand, I do believe in a free market but, on the other hand, we do need to think about how far
we want this to go,” Roberson said. “Do we want all residential areas to be vacation home rentals? I
don’t think anybody wants that.”
Roberson would like to see new permit reviews done on a monthly basis instead of a quarterly basis. As
the waiting list for open slots grows, it adds a lot of uncertainty for applicants because they have no idea
when they are likely to get a permit, Roberson said.
The cap is also being blamed for causing unintended consequences, including some of the very issues it
is trying to prevent.
Prior to the limit on permits, South Lake Tahoe’s vacation home rental market essentially self-regulated
its numbers, Roberson said. Once word of a potential cap came out, however, the city saw a surge in
applicants who were trying to get ahead of the change in the law, Roberson said.
Bourland of the Tahoe Neighborhoods Group confirmed the increase.
“We have 259 more vacation home rentals than we did when the debate started 3 years ago and these
are in residential neighborhoods,” Bourland said. “There’s been a couple of very rigid well-intended
ordinances that haven’t really resulted in any reduction of numbers (for vacation home rentals).”
A second concern — and a big one for folks such as Roberson as well as vacationers — involves the
larger fines. After Dec. 22, the minimum fine for violating the ordinance was raised to $1,000 each for
the renter and property owner. Because of a one-size-fits-all approach to fines, the harsh punishment
often does not match the violation, Roberson said.
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It’s one thing to fine visitors who knowingly bring in way too many people and cause a racket in the
neighborhood, Roberson said. Hitting a visitor with a hefty fine for parking on the street for a few
minutes, on the other hand, seems unnecessarily heavy-handed, he said. Punishing vacationers for
street parking seems even more unfair when residents and long-term renters are not subject to the
same rules, according to Roberson.
The issue is compounded by the fact that vacation home rental contracts typically make renters
responsible for paying the fines incurred by property owners due to a vacationer’s violations. This
means visitors end up paying double the fine.
Roberson recounted one time when a customer briefly parked in the street during breakfast and quickly
got reported to code enforcement by a neighbor within minutes.
“Our poor customer had to pay a $2,000 fine because he parked in front of the street, which everyone
else can do,” Roberson said. “This wasn’t someone who was making a lot of noise or was being a
troublemaker — this was exactly the type of person you want visiting Lake Tahoe.”
Of the 45 vacationers fined for parking from Dec. 22 to late March, 10 did not exceed the limit for the
number of cars allowed on the property, the RGJ’s analysis found. Instead, they were mostly parked on
the street or the dirt, which is considered a violation.
One example involves a case from Dec. 28 on a property that allowed parking for three cars. At the time,
one car was parked on the street, another car was parked on the driveway and a third was parked in the
dirt next to the driveway. The occupants, who were unloading at the time, were fined $1,000 as was the
property owner, according to the citation report.
Although vacation rental owners can pass fines to their renters, they are not completely off the hook
from violations. If a property gets three violations or “three strikes” in two years, the owner of that
property loses their permit permanently. Roberson called the punishment too severe, especially if the
offenses involved minor violations such as street parking. In contrast, long-term rentals are not subject
to the same “three-strikes rule.”
“If you had three citations in any two-year period, you lose your permit … not just until you reapply, you
lose it for life,” Roberson said. “That’s a pretty severe consequence, particularly if it was the result of
having a neighbor who was just fed up (about having vacation home rentals in the neighborhood).”
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A sign is seen on the wall of one of RnR Vacation Rentals' properties in South Lake Tahoe
on Feb. 20, 2018. Jason Bean/RGJ
A neighborhood civil war
Roberson says he understands the frustration felt by some residents with vacation home rentals. If
people are making too much noise or a specific property seems to be a serial offender and always has
issues, such cases should be shut down, he said.
At the same time, Roberson feels that the new laws have “generated a bit of a posse out there” and
given the most disgruntled neighbors license to go around and actively search for incidents to report. In
some cases, the gap between a violation and the arrival of a code enforcement officer is so short that it
is almost certain whoever made the call was actively monitoring the house, Roberson said.
Teshara, who advocates for a balanced approach to regulating vacation home rentals, was critical of
what he described as “militant anti-VHR people” who have an ax to grind. Although some complaints
against vacation home rentals have merit — he has experienced some of those challenges with visitors
himself — some of them go too far, Teshara said.
“We know there are some people who specifically target a vacation rental (or owner) in their
neighborhood to make sure that person loses their license,” Teshara said. “It’s a bit of a harassment
situation.”
The Reno Gazette Journal found at least one instance where a neighbor was specifically targeting one
rental property. On Feb. 19, a South Lake Tahoe code enforcement officer responded to a complaint
about a property on Sky Meadows Court having too many cars, too many people and an incorrect sign.
In the ensuing report, the officer wrote about waking up a “peaceful church group,” who admitted to
having one too many cars. As a result, the officer had to issue them a $1,000 citation for parking. The
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officer noted, however, that the property had the proper number of occupants and the correct signs.
According to the report, the officer also was stopped by the neighbor who made the complaint upon
arrival.
“(Complainant) flagged me down and said, ‘I don’t have a problem with renters, but with the owner,’”
the officer wrote down.
The same house also was reported on Dec. 30 for having too many people. The property was occupied
by the owner at the time and did not receive a citation. Properties on Sky Meadows Court have received
6 complaints in the first two months after the updated ordinance came into effect. Only one of those
complaints resulted in a violation.
Concerned about what it considers to be extreme positions among the anti-vacation rental crowd, the
Lake Tahoe South Shore Chamber of Commerce decided to join forces with other groups to form the
Sustainable Community Alliance. The group is particularly worried about the possibility of a wider ban
on vacation home rentals in South Lake Tahoe.
Teshara criticized the city for acting too slowly and allowing the raw emotions felt by residents to fester
over the years.
“They sort of let the issue become a very emotional one and that was unfortunate,” Teshara said. “I
think there’s still a balance that can be struck between vacation home rentals and a complete ban and
that’s what the Sustainable Community Alliance is all about.”
The city, meanwhile, says it has been very open to the community with its process to improve its
vacation home rental ordinance.
South Lake Tahoe says it made a strong effort to ensure that it received input from everyone and that
both sides of the issue were well represented as the ordinance was being updated. The city pointed to
the support it received from not just citizens but vacation rental management companies for the new
regulations.
“Our changes to the ordinance were made in response to specific requests from both groups,” Sheldon
said. “Many, many public meetings were held on this.”
South Lake Tahoe also pushed back against criticism that describes the updated ordinance as an antiAirbnb law. The ordinance specifically focuses on the management of VHRs and the conduct of the
people who rent them, not the online platforms that are driving the Internet-fueled vacation home
rental boom, the city said.
“Airbnb is not a vacation rental management company,” South Lake Tahoe’s Sheldon said. “There has
been some confusion with the ordinance regarding Airbnb and VRBO but those are tools used for
advertising and not tools used to manage properties.”
At the same time, homeowners who use online sites to list their properties but do not have a VHR
permit from the city will be issued a citation, Sheldon said. Many professional management companies
also use sites such as Airbnb and VRBO to list their properties.
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Fall colors are seen near Lake Tahoe and Spooner Lake on Oct. 5, 2017. Jason Bean/RGJ
Lack of consensus in vacation rental industry
The response from the industry to South Lake Tahoe’s stricter vacation home rental ordinance has been
mixed so far.
Two heavyweights in the vacation home rental space, HomeAway and Airbnb, struck a conciliatory tone
when asked by the Reno Gazette Journal about the ordinance. HomeAway, which acquired VRBO in
2006, sounded especially positive about the stricter regulations.
“We applaud South Lake Tahoe’s pursuit of common-sense vacation rental regulations and the creation
of a dedicated Vacation Home Rental team within the city government,” said Eric Donovan, a
Washington, D.C.-based spokesman for HomeAway. “We look forward to continuing productive
conversations with our local vacation rental owners and managers, neighborhood leaders and
policymakers regarding the rollout of rules that benefit local homeowners, the South Lake Tahoe
economy and the community at large.”
Airbnb, while not criticizing the change, offered a more measured response.
“We are committed to promoting travel and tourism to South Lake Tahoe and to making sure that the
local economy upon which it relies, is able to prosper,” said Jasmine Mora, a spokeswoman for Airbnb.
“We want to work with cities on reasonable rules that promote responsible tourism and also allow
families to visit South Lake Tahoe year-round.”
Not everyone in the industry, however, was as conciliatory. The Vacation Rental Management
Association, a Washington, D.C.-based vacation rental advocacy group that represents a large number of
members from 23 countries, gave a blistering response to the South Lake Tahoe ordinance.
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South Lake Tahoe’s cap, in particular, “seems arbitrary and will lead to confusion in the longterm,” VRMA government relations manager Holcomb said.
Holcomb also raised concerns about the wording of the city’s occupancy rules, which states that
occupancy will be calculated based on the number of people present at the property “at any given
time.” The language essentially allows the city to fine an operator if a property is at maximum capacity
and a delivery person, housekeeper, maintenance guy or neighbor walks into the house, Holcomb said.
An RGJ analysis of all complaints made during the first three months of the law, however, showed that
code enforcement officers did not cite properties for violations during two instances when a cleaning
staff member was at a property.
Holcomb admitted that there has been a trend not just in the United States but around the world to
create regulatory frameworks around vacation homes and short-term rentals. In most cases, however,
those regulations don’t include excessive fines and punishments that do not fit the purported crime,
Holcomb said.
“The lack of warnings and an excessive fine structure is criminalizing travelers and property owners,”
Holcomb said.
“Our members, who have been community staples for decades, are now strapped with difficult-tonavigate regulations like these that hinder their ability to conduct business and generate tourism and
economic activity for vacation destinations like South Lake Tahoe.”
Others, meanwhile, contend that the ordinance does not go far enough. Fed up with what it sees as an
inadequate response by the city of South Lake Tahoe, Bourland and the Tahoe Neighborhoods Group
decided to launch a petition that seeks to phase out vacation home rentals that are outside of South
Lake Tahoe’s tourist core within three years. The initiative, which requires signatures from 10 percent of
the city’s registered voters in order to make the ballot for the November elections, makes exceptions for
long-term rentals and properties that are owned by full-time residents.
The problem with the city’s VHR ordinance is that it does not address the root of the issue, which is
allowing “incompatible uses” for vacation homes in residential neighborhoods, Bourland said.
“The city seems to believe that higher fees and steep code enforcement fines will solve the problem
(but) these are merely Band-Aids,” Bourland said. “The real problem is that we have transgressed on our
zoning laws to provide special use permits for businesses to operate in residential zones.”
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A sign is seen on the door of one of RnR Vacation Rentals' properties in South Lake Tahoe
on Feb. 20, 2018. Jason Bean/RGJ
Playing catch up
Ideally, it would be great to have a more uniform set of ordinances for vacation home rentals around
Lake Tahoe to make things less confusing for visitors, according to representatives of several Tahoe
counties.
What works for one county, however, will not necessarily work for another. Although Placer County has
no plans to emulate South Lake Tahoe’s ordinance, for example, the latter’s tougher stance is
understandable, said Jennifer Merchant, deputy county executive officer for Placer.
“North Lake Tahoe is geared more for families and outdoor recreation so we’re not as heavy on nightlife
as South Lake Tahoe,” Merchant said. “Every single one of our own jurisdictions has a slightly different
market as well.”
There’s another big reason why it would be tough to come up with uniform standards around the lake:
money.
Placer County, for example, collected $18 million from transient occupancy taxes in its last fiscal year for
short-term rentals, which includes vacation homes. The taxes are generated by room stays of 30 days or
less. Placer directly invests 60 percent of its revenue from transient occupancy taxes into capital
improvement, transit and other projects requested by visitors and locals alike, Merchant said.
South Lake Tahoe also generates significant revenue from the industry. Of the $1 million in transient
occupancy tax that the city collected in December, about $406,000 came from vacation home rentals
managed by individuals and professional managers.
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“It’s fair to say that we get those phone calls from people (complaining about vacation rental users) but
it’s hard for a community that’s really built on a tourist economy to turn away tourists,” Merchant said.
“We have other secondary markets but tourism is our key economic driver.”
Placer also has a long history of allowing people to vacation rent their houses, with many homeowners
relying on the rental income to pay the property’s mortgage. Instead of passing a separate ordinance for
vacation rentals, Placer will continue to handle complaints through its nuisance laws.
Washoe County, another area that borders Lake Tahoe, is taking a similar approach by handling vacation
rental issues through its existing regulations. The bigger problem facing Washoe involves rental owners
who don’t pay taxes, said Bob Webb, a Washoe County planning manager.
“Now that we have a web-based exchange economy, we’re playing catch up a lot of times,” Webb said.
A spokeswoman for another Tahoe county agreed. Eldorado County, which is where South Lake Tahoe is
located, is working on changes to its own ordinance. There has been a lot of confusion about which
ordinances apply to which areas ever since South Lake Tahoe's updated regulations were passed, said
Carla Hass, Eldorado County communications director.
“Airbnb wasn’t even in existence when our ordinance was first written, so there’s a little bit of catch up
for us,” said Carla Hass, Eldorado County communications director.
For some vacationers, they say South Lake Tahoe’s ordinance simply goes too far by essentially turning
visitors into second-class citizens. Being fined for behavior that is OK for residents and long-term renters
remains a point of contention for those opposed to the tougher law.
“A quiet soaker watching the sunrise gets a $1,000 fine,” Oloumi-Knerr said. “This is a hot tub that is on
the home’s private property, and yet its use is controlled in a way that could lead to absurd results.”
For groups such as the Lake Tahoe South Shore Chamber of Commerce, comments such as OloumiKnerr’s are a major source of concern. The last thing any of the cities and counties in Lake Tahoe want is
to develop a reputation of being unfriendly to visitors, particularly since the area is heavily dependent
on tourism dollars, Teshara said.
Teshara says he has heard his fair share of incidents involving tourists who excitedly arrive at their
vacation rental, only to be fined within minutes while unloading because they parked their car on the
street. This is especially a problem in neighborhoods that do not have clearly delineated streets or
parking areas, Teshera said.
Bourland, meanwhile, placed the blame for such issues on the city, not the members of the Tahoe
Neighborhoods Group.
“One thousand-dollar fines for sometimes minor infractions is how the city has chosen to attempt to
control the issue,” Bourland said. “Once again (it’s) a Band-Aid rather than addressing the real issue of
allowing incompatible uses.”
Classifying vacation home rentals as incompatible and taking them out of residential neighborhoods,
however, is not a balanced approach, Teshara said. If anything, it’s the kind of move that can lead to
unintended consequences, he said.
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“If you ban vacation home rentals, the city budget will take a significant hit,” Teshara said. “The same
people who say ‘well, we don’t like them so get rid of them,’ they’ll be the first ones to complain when
city services are cut.”
Despite her less than ideal experience during her last visit, Oloumi-Knerr continues to be a fan of visiting
Lake Tahoe. At the same time, she does not want to stress out again about potentially running afoul of
South Lake Tahoe’s laws.
Instead, she plans to take her business somewhere else where she can park on the street or enjoy
watching the Tahoe sunrise in peace while relaxing in a hot tub.
“If the rules were based on common sense, I could follow them without fear (but) it’s not clear to me
what the purpose of this ordinance is,” Oloumi-Knerr said. “Now that I know it’s a South Lake Tahoe
ordinance, I’m firmly a North Lake Tahoe fan.”
— This story is part of a Reno Gazette Journal series on Lake Tahoe’s struggles with the explosive growth
of vacation home rentals and how it is splitting the popular tourist destination’s community.
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